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PROCEEDINGS OF THIRD ANNUAL SEMINAR

Washington, D. C.
July 19-21, 1967

WELCOMING ADDRESS
by

Donald B. Woodbridge

Good morning, ladies and gentle- been chairman of the Southern Cali-
men. We have a few ladies, I am glad fornia Chapter of NCMS.
to see. It is my privilege to bring you Gene Su':o is Director of the Secur-
once again greetings from the Na- ity and Documents Department, in-
tional Classification Management eluding classification management, at
Society Board. Lest some of you begin Research Analysis Corporation, Mc-
to wonder if I am a fixture at the Lean, Virginia. He was secretary-
national seminar, I hasten to add that treasurer of the first seminar and for

- this is my swan song. Next year Dick this, our third seminar, he is chairman
Durham will occupy this spot. As you of the Budget & Finance Committee.
know, the bylaws provide that the Obviously, Gene is a good man with
retiring President succeed to the posi- a dollar for they have also kept him
tion of Chairman of the Board - on all three years as secretary-treas-

-- . and the opportunity to greet the urer of the Washington Chapter. Last
seminar. Incidentally, the bylaws pro- night we gave him the ultimate ac-
vide nothing for the retiring Chair- colade by electing him national Secre-
man. tary-Treasurer. He is a man you are

Last night two newly elected board sure to hear from.
members were installed: Dick Boberg Our new Vice President elected last
and Gene Suto. Neither of them night is Don Garrett, whose title al-
needs an introduction to NCMS. Dick ways throws me: Deputy Director for
made a lasting mark last summer in Classification Management in the Of-
Los Angeles as chairman of the 1966 [ice of the Deputy Assistant Secretary
seminar. Dick is Manager of the of Defense (Security Policy).
Classified Document Security Sec- And our new President is Lorry
tion at Aerospace Corporation, and McConnell, who has served us as na-
that includes the classification man- tional Secretary-Treasurer and Vice
agement office. This past year he has President in the past. He is head of

, Beca use of spyace limitations, introductions, complimentary opening and closing remarks and
similar ,material, and business reports of local chapters have been omitted from this issue. Omit.

ted material renmains a part of tMe official records of the Society. however, and is available if
needed.
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the Corporate Office of Classification terests and the'country's interests up-
Management and Editorial Liaison permost.
in the System Development Corpora- The Society has performed a great

tion, Santa Monica. service to its members and to posterity
And now a brief report on the state in rt-ording not only its own delib-

of the Society: Our assets - this erations but tile words of our dis-
doesn't give bank balance - but our tinguished guest speakers. To be sure,
assets at the moment are $1971.40, one sometimes wonders just what

which will take care of our Journal posterity will make of it all.
for a while. You will undoubtedly One of the things we leirn by
be hearing from our Secretary-Treas- perusal of our proceedings is that our
urer to reinforce that balance. tasks will never be done - they are

Our total active membership roll- always just beginning. The perfect
which, unfortunately, doesn't mean DD-254 remains an ideal. Among the
total paid up - is 154. We lost one self-effacing responsible scientists w:ho
member by death. understand the perils we face, on

Plans are being laid, as you know, whom we can count for support, in-
for a seminar next year in San Fran- structions, and enlightenment, there
cisco, as a joint effort between the will always be the slightly petulant
two California chapters. genius whom we must learn to under-

I regret that I can't announce ad- stand, like today's petulant younger
ditional chapters. We still have only generation. Our mastery of cybernet-
the three: Washington, Southern ics can never keep pace with the
California, and Northern California. movements we are trying to guide.
But there are good prospects, I think, The themes of our seminars can bear
in Albuquerque, where we made Jim repetition for many a year.
Marsh Chairman by fiat, and in the We have been in business now long
Boston area where Ken Wilson is enough to experience growing pains.
being very active. Mavericks have appeared on the

The Journal, as most of you are scene. Members have sent in resigna-

aware, has now appeared in a fourth tions. In spite of widespread rumors
issue. The Journal makes good read- to the contrary it seems that classifica-
ing; sometimes entertaining, always tionists are humans, too.
instructive. If it reveals a certain per- Dr. Welmers certainly started some-
sistent preoccupation with something thing at last year's seminar when he

called DD-254, it also lets us know invented C/S Land - Classification-

that things are being done about that Security Land - as a paraphrase of
famous form. The men behind the Lewis Carroll's Wonderland; and the

walls of the Pentagon are not faceless R o v i n g Reporter from Security

bureaucrats; they turn out be remark- World was quick to seize the oppor-
ably patient and perceptive human tunity. But it's too easy. We are sit-

beings, working with skill against ting ducks and he couldn't miss.

truly formidable odds, with our in- Alice's looking glass has reflected
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foibles and follies for a century and and she felt she was losing her tem-
yet we are tempted to say it was writ- per."
ten for us, though similiar claims But of course our favorite quota.
have been put forth by many others, tion is bound to be the famous re-
ere now, I am sure.e w smark of the Red Queen:

Alice makes good reading too. Re. "A slow sort of country," she
newing my acquaintance with her, I said. "Now here, you see, it takes all
have no trouble at all in finding pas. the running you can do to keep in
sages to illustrate our kinship. the same place. If you want to get

- - You remember the caterpillar's in- somewhere else you must run at
struction to eat one side to grow least twice as fast as that."
tall and the other side to grow short. Whenever we see common sense

"n side of what? The other confronting a world where perfection
i o a t h iof logic takes precedence over the_:- := i side of what?" thought Alice .. .

(Does that sound like the sea rh validity of premises, Alice is our
for AEC/DoD interface?) companion. Now I am not for a

"It's rmoment implying that that is our
world, the world of classification. Yet

creatures argue. It's enough to drive when we can quote Alice like scrip.
one crazy."one.cra.ture it makes you stop and wonder

"Oh, there's no use in talking to just a little.
him," said Alice desperately: "he's Sometimes in exasperation and
perfectly idiotic!" frustration I have been tempted to

"But I don't want to go among refer to this world of classification as
mad people," Alice remarked. "Oh, a never-never land, but not for long.
you can't help that," said the Cat; We are always face to face with the

we're all mad here. !'m mad. seriousness of our business. This past
You're mad." "How do you know ?ar has roused, I think, as never
I'm mad?" said Alice. "You must before, the sense of crisis imminent
be," said the Cat, "or you wouldn't and all-encompassing. The word "rev.
have come here." olution" no longer seems adequate

"Then you should say what you to describe what is happening. It is
mean," the March Hare went on. an exploding world. We face a pop-
"I do," Alice hastily replied: "at ulation explosion, a pollution explo-
ieast - at least I mean what I sion, a technological explosion, an
say - that's the same thing, you information explosion, a cybernetic
know." "Not the same thing a bit!" explosion, to say nothing of the final,

said the Hatter. "Why, you might ultimate explosion of the world's nu-
just as well say that 'I see what I clear arsenal. Unfortunately, amid
eat' is the same thing as 'I eat what this crescendo there are no soundi
I see'! of an explosion of brotherly love. -

"She felt she had never been so Survival in the midst of explosion
much contradicted in her life before is today's challenge. How vulnerable
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are we? Will the structure of our tication, experience, and wisdom than
civilization shatter, spall, fragment, we needed even yesterd.y. The up-

I Y vaporize, or can we harden it? Can holding of them demands more from
we devise the shields and safeguards each of us, and demands that there
for survival? be more of us. Our numbers are too

Among the shields and safeguards few and the profes.,,ional qualifica-
are those that we in classification tions become steadily more exacting.
management must devise and uphold. It is no exaggeration and no anti-
But today the devising of them de- climax to say the NCMS was founded
ands far more knowledge, sophis, none too soon.
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Keynote Address
by the Honorable John E. Moss, Member of Congress

Mr. Chairman, let me first express paign, inevitably, questions that touch
pleasure for the opportunity of meet- upon the security of this nation: the
ing with so many with whom I have adequacy of the performance of the
had somewhat of an adversary rela- Government of the United States in
tionship for the past thirteen years. meeting the threats to the security of

____It has been an interesting thirteen this nation, the progress that we have
years. made in relationship to any combina-

Looking back, I recall when you tion of forces which might be com-
could not get a bit of interest over mitted in opposition to us. You all

,-,7 the question of news management. recall the so-called missile gap issue
* iThere was no credibility gap. Really, of the 1960 campaign. You also re-

there was very little public d;alogue call that that was a very close cam-
on the availability of information. I paign in which a fraction of a percent

_7.? feel that if the subcommittee has changed or could have changed
achieved anything worthy of note, it materially perhaps - the character,
is that it has created in the interven- the direction of the Government of

* ing years an increasing awareness of the United States. And, that is true
significance of information in our not only in the years when we have
society. a presidential election but it is true

You handle it. You know the nature each two years when my contract and
7 ,of the content, the degree of sensitiv- the contract of my colleagues go

ity, the impact of that which is not up for renewal.
available. You have a very serious In each district we have to answer

7 responsibility each time you make a to an electorate or to a constituency
judgment, advocate a policy, or deter- that does not tolerate any plea or
mine a classification, because at each privilege or any cla,_ification over
point you have determined that a our actions as their representative. I
small porticn of the totality of infor- mention this because I want to place
ination is not going to be available in context the significance of infor-

- ,finally to those that have the greatest mation in our society. It is a vital
need for it. I hope that it's always a ingredient, and yet, as you know far
balanced judgment. better than the average American, it

In a society where each and every is so sensitive in some aspects that
one of us is part of Government, it it could also lead to a serious impair-
is essential that each and every one ment of our strength if it were to be
of us has an absolute maximum of prematurely disclosed.
information available in making the The committee has always recog-
very important decisions we must nized the delicate nature of the bal-
make as our own governors. ance that must be maintained be-

J- -i Next year is election year. We are tween a public need to know and a
going to have i,jected into the cam- national need to protect information.

NCMSJ-1967



In an effort to define more precise- The statutory exemptions are con.
ly some of the basic guidelines for tinued, in tihe main, in the informa-
information disclosure - after twelve tion legislation passed a year ago and
years of study and with the assistance now effective under guidelines issued
of Senator Long of Missouri - we by the Attorney General and which
sponsored legislation which was signed are implemented by rules and regu-
into law on July 4 last year and is lations adopted by the departments
known as Section 552 of Title 5 of and agencies, rules and regulations
the U. S. Code. Now a lot of people which in the months ahead will be
thoG&it that immediately upon the given very careful attention by my
adoption of that bill a tremendous subcommittee. We have a very clear
mass of information could or would intent in drafting the Public Records
suddenly become available. Well, of law: an intent to maximize the flow
course, you know it did not. It will of information; an intent to have
not. The areas of concern to the sub- clear and meaningful guidelines. And
committee about information have we are going to have them. We are
always been very limited. I have re- going to have them if we have to call
peatedly told publishers' groups, edi- before the committee each department
torial groups, journalism students, and agency whose rules and regula-
and other interested organizations and tions tend to frustrate the intent of
individuals that the instances of with- the Congress.
holding or nonavailability of infor- The report we wrote when we sent
mation are rarely dramatic, that if the legislation to die floor reflected
there is any drama in the work in a very careful, a very deliberate con-
which my committee has been en- sideration. The guidelines issued b%
gaged, it is the totality of impact not the Attorney General after almost a
the individual instances. year of close cooperation and con-

But along with the need for pro- sultation with the staff of my sub-
tection of security material we have committee and the staff of Senator
had an intermixing of another fac- Long's committee in the Senate also
tor - and this is one that has caused reflect very deliberate consideration.
me great concern. It is where an in- There was a commitment there to
dividual's security becomes commin- the public that the confusion of issues
gled with the nation's or where mate- would be eliminated, and we are go-

rial becomes nonavailable because it ing to concentrate on that type of
might prove controversial or embar- elimination. Bona fide security, of
rassing. Such situations do not involve course, is not involved.

- - the security of the Uniied States and Those of you from industry know
Scannot be valid grounds for classifica:- that excessive classification can ira-

tion as they are not encompassed in pede progress as wel! as add to prog-

any sense in Executive Order 10501 ress. You know that needless barriers

or in any of the statutory exemptions slow down utilization of information.

* which are granted by law. You know that the strength of this

8 NCMSJ- 1967
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- -, nation is not derived from any policy Section E applies to both the Public
negative in character. Frequently the Records and the Freedom of Informa-
must important developments occur tion parts of the law, spelling out
by the accidental discussions, the those categories of Government re-
cross-fertilization of ideas; a cross- cords that are not necessarily public

- fertilization which is minimized as property.
classification is needlessly maximized. Sections D and F are special sec-

Back in 1956, the subcommittee sat tions, one requiring votes of multi-
through eight weeks of hearings at headed regulatory agencies to be put
which we had four Nobel laureates on the record and the other protect-
on a panel of very distinguished ing the Congressional right of access
scientists representing most of the to Executive branch information.
disciplines that have contributed so The Public Records section requires
much to the strength of this nation. each Government agency - and that
There was a clear consensus then, and includes the boards and the bureaus
nothing in the intervening years has and the divisions of all departments,
tended to obscure that consensus, that to publish in the Federal Register a
there was far too much classification description of how it operates, and to
in industry and in Government, and publish an explanation of how it does
in the industries that operate under business, and how the public can find
contracts from the Government. out about the routine activit:zs of

If we could have better guidelines such agencies, boards, commissions,
we could have more progress. If we bureaus or whatever they might be.

couid have better guidelines we would These requirements, we hope, will
have more efficiency and more effec- go a long way toward helping the
tiveness; we would secure more for public cut through a long existing

our dollar with far mess duplication of paper jungle of confusion.
effort. The Freedom of Information part

Now I want to go to the law we of the law requires public records to
passed. Actually it is two laws. One be made available rather than merely
is the Public Records law, requiring requiring them to be published as
countless numbers of Government provided in the first two sections. It
agencies to explain how they operate, is at this point that the law becomes
and t,, publish orders, opinions, policy particularly significant - both to
statements, manuals and instructions, those who seek out the records of

* that are the end product of their Government and to those that are
operations. That is under Sections A charged with the guardianship of
and B. those records.

The other is a Frcedom of Informa- In my opinion, the keystone of
-. tion law - Section C - requiring this section, perhaps the most impor-

public records to be made available tant feature of the entire act, is the
--.--- upon request and permitting a court proviso that any person denied a'-

test of Government secrecy. cs to a public record, based on a top

NCMSJ- 1967 9



level administrative decision, has the interest you to know that there are
right to ask a Federal district court more than eighty other statutes.
to rule on the propriety of the re- The fourth exemption concerns
fusal, with the burden of proof for trade secrets and commercial and
refusal resting solely upon the agency. financial information obtained from
If an agency official is unable to any person and privileged and con-
furnish proof and still refuses to give fidential.
up the record, that official can be Exemption number five covers staff
punished for contempt. Remember, memos and letters to federal agencies.
there has never before been a right This exemption is based on the con-
of court enforcement in this country tention of the Executive branch that
of public access to the records of Government staff assistants will be
public business, completely frank in their opinions

I suspect that the provision for only if they are protected. An argu-
judicial review will have a most salu- ment can be made on this point, but
tary effect on those who, in the past, it is an improvement over the old law
have exercised arbitrary or capricious which permitted secrecy about all
denial of Government information matters of internal management.
for such outlandish reasons as "in the The sixth exemption protects Ex-
public interest" - this is a very un- ecutive branch files that, if disclosed,
precise definition--or for a "good would constitute a clearly unwarrant-
cause found." You know I have never ed invasion of personal privacy. Such
met a person who wanted to with- details have previously been with-
hold information who couldn't find -f held under the "good cause found"
a "good cause" for the withholding. provision of the old law.

The new law contains nine exemp- Exemption seven restricts acce. s to
tions from disclosure: the investigatory files compi!ed for

The first relates to matters specif- law enforcement purposes. So far,
ically required by Executive Order such files, those of the FBI and Secret
to be kep: secret in the interest of Service, for example, have been pro-
national def.nse or foreign policy. I tected in the public interest.
will come Lack to this first one a The eighth exemption protects
little later on. financial or commercial information

Exemption number two applies to gathered by the Government from
the 3perating manuals and handbooks private institutions.
used by Government employees in And finally, the ninth exemption
their inspection and audit duties. This protects information oil company
e.:emption also applies to Govern- geologists must file with Government
,uent negotiations in purchasing by law.
transactions. It seems quite apparent the new law

The third exemption covers all can help bring order out of the ad-
documents that are specifically pro- ministrative chaos that Government
tected by other statutes, and it might classification procedures have become,

10 NCMS.J-1967



for it affects both the classification of extend security controls to documents
documents withheld to protect the that fail to qualify for classification
national security and the classification under the security system. Sometimes
of routine records which fill Govern- these attempts have been successful,
ment filing cabinets, at least for a short while. My subcom-

Of the nine categories of exemp- mittee was responsible for the failure
tions 1 have just listed, one category of one such attempt when the De.
gives statutory authority for the first partment of Commerce set up the
time to the system of protecting se. Office of Strategic Information a few
curity material. years ago. When we proved in public

Exemption number one, which I in- hearings that the Office of Strategic
dicated I would return to, grants the Information was trying to for"-'
President statutory power to protect sientists and contractors to place
secrets in the interest of national de- classification on routine information
fense or foreign policy, which might have some future value

It may surprise many to learn that to some potential enemy, Congress
until now there has been no specific cut off the appropriation and the
statutory authority for Executive Office of Strategic Information was
Order 10501 and for all the classifica- abolished.
tion procedures it sets up. Both this I hope a like fate will befall similar
order issued by President Eisenhower attempts. It will not be necessary to
and an earlier order on the same sub- await congressional action, for the
ject issued by President Truman rely new Freedom of Information law will
only on the President's broad con- force top level attention on classifica-
stitutional powers. tion problems before they get too big

I do not know whether an act of to solve.
Congress, granting statutory authority There is hope that such top level
for the security clat ification system, attention also will be given to the
will make possible more orderly man- problems of managing the tons of
agement of the system. I do know routine Government documents re-
that the new law will require the top stricted under a lower grade system
officials of every agency to take a than that provided in Executive Order
careful look at the classification sys- 10501. A current survey of Govern.
tern. There have been attempts in the ment agencies by the subcommittee
past to cut down on the huge volume shows that fourteen different terms
of classified material generated in are used to accomplish the same job
hundreds of Government and private -identify routine material which
contractor offices. And there have does not qualify for restrictions under
been attempts to improve the meth- Executive Order 10501 but which the
ods for handling classified material, agencies want to keep to themselves.
But these attempts have not been not- I suppose that things could be
able for their success. worse. There could be even more

There have been other attempts to confusion. And there was, four years

NC.MS.-1967 !!
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ago, when my subcommittee first look- ;ormation under the Executive Order,
ed into the problem. Then, we found at an estimated administrative cost
the Goverr-.ent agencies and depart- of $1,900,000. But those problems are
ments using thirty-seven different small compared to management of
terms to designate non-security mate- routine documents identified by four-
rial they wanted to restrict, teen diverse terms. The new law--

The most popular term today is with the intelligent help of classifica-
"official use only," with "limited of- tion experts-points the way to a
ficial use" running a close second. solution of many of these problems.
The other terms range from the There have been references to the
mouth-filling "for department use apparent favorable attitude of the Ex-
only - not for release," which is ecutive Branch officials toward im-
used by the Interior Department, to plementing the basic intent of the
"eyes only," which is used by the act. This attitude is reflected in the
Peace Corps to send personnel re- tone of Attorney General Ramsey
cords to staff members. Clark's foreword to the Department

This proliferation of security of Justice guidelines, which depart-
stamps is not only confusing but is ments and agencies hopefully follow-
nonessential. Nonsecurity records ed in setting up their regulations to
should either be open to the public implement the law. He said, in part,
or they should be restricted to use and I quote:
within the Government. And there "If Government is to be truly of,
should be one common term to iden- by and for the people, the people
:ffy those administrative documents must know in detail the activities
that must be restricted, of the Government. Nothing so

Under the new Freedom of Infor- diminishes democracy as secrecy.
mation law, such uniformity is pos- Self-government, the maximum
sible. In fact, it is anticipated that it participation of the citizenry in
may even be necessary. Government affairs of state, is meaningful only
records will either be publicly avail- with an informed public. How can
able or they will be exempt from dis- we govern ourselves if we know not
closure under one of the nine clear how we govern? Never was it more
categories; and a single term, "ex- important than in our times of
empt" or some similar label, should mass society, when Government af-
be used to designate such documents. fects each individual in so many

There are many problems with the ways, that the right of the people to
management of information classified know the actions of their Govern-
as "top secret," "secret," or "confi- merit be secure."
dential" under Executive Order Gentlemen and ladies, I could talk
10501. Parenthetically, a subcommi'- for a long time about the prob-
tee survey shows that in 1966 approx- lems encountered over a span of
imately 30,000 Government employees thirteen ycars as Chairman of the
were authorized to classify security in- Information Subcommittee of the
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House of Representatives. All of it committee does not have the jurisdic.
might not be interesting, but before tiort ov.r the Legislative or the Judi-
I open the program for questions, I cial branches of the Government.
want to assure you that it is interest- There are at least two committees in
ing to me. You would think after the House that do have jurisdiction
thirteen years with one subject that over the Legislative branch - the
it would become very boring; but Committee on House Administration,
each day I can be almost certain to and the Committee on Rules. And
encounter some new and novel ap- there is one committee that has juris-
proach to information withholding diction over the Judicial branch -
that will keep my staff occupied. I the Committee on Judiciary. Had my
am ever amazed at the initiative, the committee the jurisdiction, we would
unbelievable initiative, at the resili- have included the two branches in
ency in some agencies and depart- , comprehensive study.
ments, the bounce-back they have on I would like to point out one very

- creating information problems. The interesting difference between the
only thing I can say is that in thirteen Legislative a n d t h e Executive
years we have moved from the old branches. If you will read the Con-
pattern of extended public hearings stitution with great care you will find
as the means to solving the contro- that "secrecy" or "secret" is mention-
versies to the point where today most ed in it just once: when it says that

-- of them are solved by a telephone the Congress shall keep a journal of
call at the staff level. And now, may its proceedings and from time to time
I have your questions? shall publish the same excepting

LESLIE A YRES: I would like to those portions which in its judgment
lead off with one leading question. are required to be kept secret. That
Having read the bill and having look- is the only constitutional sanction for
ed at the implementation, I find that secrecy. But it does not excuse the
we are still addressing the flow of proliferation of Executive sessions
information in the Executive branch which daily occur on the Hill and
of the Government. I would like to which conceal from the public the
ask, Mr. Moss, what does your bill important actions of their represen-
do to the Legislative and Juidicial tatives. I hope that before many more
branches of Government and the sessions have passed we will tackle,
public-at-large who are also citizens of through the Reorganization Act, the
the country? problem of too many secret meetings

MOSS: Not a single thing, and let on the Hill.
me tell you why. It is not because I Do we have any more questions?
don't think that the Legislative or LORRY MCONNELL: I have
the Judicial branches couldn't stand heard some people comment, al-
the same careful scrutiny that I have though I am a representative from
been privileged to subject the Execu- industry, but I heard some Govern-
tive to. It is a simple matter that my ment people comment to the effect

NCMSJ- 1967 13



that there is much concern about regulations of the departments and
practicalities of making information agencies and the bureaus and the
available. There has been somewhat commissions, we are going to have
of an information explosion, and I some case law.
wonder if you would care to com- Throughout the long months of
inent on this? Is it the intent of the negotiation - there is a lot of give
law, for example, to encourage and take represented in this bill in
agencies to make provisions for mak- its final form - the one provision I
ing information more available insisted remain unchanged was that
through additional funding and of judicial review, because I think
things of this type? it the most important and that ulti-

MOSS: No. The only thing that mately it will prove the most construc-
the Committee has been concerned tive provision in determining what
with-and I have repeatedly over the should and should not be made avail-
years in my public appearances at- able to the American people.

- tempted to emphasize and underscore JAMES LANGFORD: Mr. Moss,
this-we have been concerned with there seems to be some divergence of
the removal of barriers to access on opinion as to whether technical data,
the part of those who have an interest unclassified, relating to weapons sys-
in information. I don't think the tems and space systems is clearly ex-
Government has responsibility to start cluded from public disclosure under
just an affirmative program of put- the law. I wonder if you could coin-
ting out masses of information. In ment on that?
the first place, it would be over- MOSS: In my opinion it would be
whelming. I think if we really wanted contemplated in the l-w that un-
to create absolute confusion all we classified technical data would be
would have to do is to start putting made available. Now, we have had the
out everything in Government and first draft of the DoD's guidelines
we would have it. But to those who sent to us about three months ago.
seek it, there should be an orderly They were totally unsatisfactory and
method for obtaining it and unneces- were rejected by the Committee. I

_7- sary barriers should not exist. have not seen the final regulations,
' . Now, part of the pattern of evolv- but they will be reviewed with great

ing this orderly procedure is going to care. I don't know whether it will be
develop through the case law as the necessary finally to have hearings on
courts start reviewing the instances them or whether they will conform
of refusal. And while we grant specific with the guidelines issued by the At-
categories of exemption the decision torney General. This may be one of
as to whether or not they are proper- those instances where a little case law
ly categorized is reviewable by the will have to develop before we have
courts. So that in addition to the the final answer. The intent would
legislative history and the Attorney be that if data are not classified they
General's guidelines and the rules and should be made available under
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orderly procedure governed by the other Government could gain access
-- rules and regulations. to the information. If it is essential

-7 FRED BOONE: I believe thi law to the security or die well being of
exempts from disclosure trade secrets the national interest of this nation
obtained from another person. Is it that it be very limited then I think

.. possible that we might develop with- that the regulations of NASA should
in Government plants and labora- attempt to justify a category that re-
tories certain procedures and tech- stricted it. And, again, we might get
niques which would be in the nature into the area of a court test. I don't
of trade secrets, developed and owned know who would have standing in
by the Government? Is it conceivable, that instance to go into court. I think
under the law, that this type of in- that we have here a hypothetical
formation could be restricted to our question. Without something more
own industry, let's say, and not substantive and illustrative of it, it
disclosed to our foreign competitors? would be very difficult to answer.
In other words, trade secrets develop- EUGENE SUTO: Mr. Moss, I
ed and owned by the Government, have a question about basic research
would they be affected? that is conducted by scientists from

MOSS: The trade secrets owned by purely unclassified sources, and a
the Government? If they were classi- scientist comes up with a break-
fied, they would be exempt. If they through in a particular area. This is
were not classified, they would not work being done for the Defense De-
be exempted. In other words, the partment and the classification is
Government's technology is usually then placed on the material. Usually
available throughout industry, unless the scientists' views are that the in-
the Government determines for rea- formation should be disseminated to
sons of security that it should not be.BOON: No I hve i min tec- all scientists. May I have your viewsBOONE: No, I have in mind tech-

.. niques that we should watch, that on this, please?

relate directly to national security MOSS: I agree with the scientists
and defense but could not be classi- one hundred percent. This is one of
fied on the basis of national defense the things I mentioned about the 1956
but rather in a category of a tech- hearings. When you get into basic
nique we would like to restrict for science, science is very, very non-
our own interests, and, therefore, we partisan. It has no national loyalties.
would like to get a limited distribu- The secrets of nature are open to the
tion. By what means might we do universe and any nation with a
that? scientific community is going to be

MOSS: Well, why would you want adding to the bank of basic knowl-
to give it limited distribution? Distri- edge. I think that we as a nation
bution at all would usually expose it have been frequently far more the
sufficiently so that the reasonably over-drafter on the bank of basic
alert intelligence on the part of any scientific knowledge than we have
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been contributors to it, the pure re- much a part of the pattern of scien-
search. tific progress.

SUTO: Even though this would ROBERT BECKNER: In the
involve national security? past, there have been a number of

MOSS: If it is clearly national security violations in periodicals. Is
security - now, you are talking about there any provision for the down-
a breakthrough that is clearly identi- grading of the material that has
fled. Then I am told that - and let been released through periodicals?
me say th,., it was the cons.nsus of MOSS: There is no provision for
the very distinguished panel that we the downgrading, except rule of rea-

- had - that you might successfully son. I think there should always be
classify that for about two years, but a rule of reason in classification and in
to hope to protect it longer is vain. the imposition and maintenance of the
And here again I think realism should classification system. You can classify
be applied. We also should weigh and protect information to a certain
against the classification the advan- point, and when it is evident that it
tages that might be gained by a wider can no longer be protected, classifica-
dissemination. I recall the president tion should be removed. One of the
of Bell Laboratories discussing in great failures of classification is that
that series of hearings the case of the we fail to remove the classification la-
transistor, expressing his conviction bels when it is obvious that the mater-
-hat had it been classified, as had ial can no longer be protected. I could
been strongly urged, the progress cite many, many instances that have
made in many areas of electronics come to the attention of the commit-
would have been far less. Because of tee over the years where security
its availability, it was utilized in labels remain on information widely
manners undreamed of when it was known to the public, not only the
first developed. And where would we American public but the public

. - have gained greater security-through around the wvorld, in the most sophis.
the classification, the limited avail- ticated nations.
ability, the limited opportunity to M. D. AITKEN: Should this group
adapt it to new and broader uses, or or should the Executive branch of the
through the protection of it at the Government in general, be appre.
moment? This is a difficult question. hensive about any review by your sub-
Sometimes the judgment is not made committee at the three levels of clas-
by the informed scientist, but is made sification as specified in Executive
by someone who has little more un- Order 10501?
derstanding, perhaps, of the scientific MOSS: I would hope that they
significance of it than I myself would would have no reason to be appre-
have. And this is unfortunate when hensive. I can assure you that my
it occurs because it tends to depart- interest in protecting the security of
mentalize knowledge, and to prevent this nation is as great as anyone else's,
a cross-fertilization which is so very although I must confess that I have
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been charged on occasion with trying tected by statute, then the statute
to make all information available, would apply; the protective statute
They would only have reason to be would apply. Remember, one of the
apprehensive if they are abusing the categories of the nine exemptions
proper use of it. I might add that I that I mentioned, was where the in-
am firmly convinced that abuse, the formation is clearly protected by law.
excesses which are practiced, weaken I pointed out that there are more
rather than strengthen the effective- than eighty statutory exemptions on
ness of classification. When you rou- the books. If you could give me a
tinely see documents with a high specific example and get it to the sub-
classification stamped on them and committee, I would be very happy to
they are really trivia, that doesn't prepare a written opinion for you.
strengthen your respect for the sys- ROBERT CALVERT: A procedur-

-i .... tem. So I think a little more narrow- al question. Anyone can request in-
ing would be very helpful. formation. Is it a sufficient answer to

JAMES LANGFORD: A question tell these people this information is
regarding the definition of the general available, or is it incumbent upon
public or public: With due respect, if us to give an answer to them directly?
it is determined that the technology MOSS: The statute provides, and
is not exempted from this bill, it gave a grace period of a year for
where we must release it to foreign the departments and agencies to, in
nationals, or more particularly Sino- eetme an ae s oain
Soviet bloc representatives, would this andeto deermine ordelyro

not violate the intent of the Muni- f b a to he infomation

tions Control Act? Even though Gov- for public access to the information.
If it is information that is normally

enent agencies are not subject to within your jurisdiction then I think
the letter of the act, it would seem

wutyou have the obligation to make it
they would be subject to its intent available.

MOSS: Well, now, I would have to,

-- I think, give you a written response WOODBRIDGE: We thank you

after a little careful reflection on that. very much for this brilliant and

The law says, "Any person may go forceful illumination of what you

into a Federal District Court . . " might call "the other side of the

You are talking of information you classification coin." It is a matter of
say is protected under the Munitions great concern and interest to our So.
Control Act. We recognize a number ciety.
of categories of information are pro- MOSS: Mr. Woodbridge, I want to
tected by statute, and if it is clearly thank you and each of you. You have
in the area of information pro- been most patient with me.
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LUNCHEON ADDRESS
by

Joseph J. Liebling, Director for Security Policy, OASD(Administration)

Department of Defense

Now that my "hundred days" in hear a heavy responsibility. In large
this new job are on record, I guess measure throigh our efforts, the Unit-
I ought to be ready to deliver a ed States must continue its wiy to
bundle of break-through suggestions reconcile the need to maintain free
on how we can solve the security re- access to information with the re-
view and classification management quirements of the national security
questions to everybody's satisfaction on a practical basis. Some years ago,
for all time. But frankly, the more I I recall that a Washington newspaper
dig into the information problem editor told a Senate subcommittee
from the OSD vantage point, the flat out that "secrecy is alien to free-
more I begin to understand what Vol- dom and incompatible with freedom."
taire c. ce said about contemporary "Secrecy's price," he concluded, "is
historians: "The man brave enough too high" to risk our free institutions.
to try it will be criticized for what he Perhaps this is so, but if opening the
puts out; then condemned for sup- Government's state and military files
pressing that which he failed to men- in toto is the price we must pay, then
tion." the American people ought to be

In a very real way, all of us here told that in all candor, and they
who share a common interest in the might just as well get used to it.
objectives of the Society are custo- There are a few axioms concerning
dians of contemporary history. In security. One is: Where security is
that capacity, we are caught in the found to be excessive, it can always
middle. Our duty as regulators or be cured by relaxing it. There is no
monitors is to safegu;, d material that cure. however, for inadequate secur-

- does or could affect the national se- ity. Information once compromised
curity. At the same time to be all cannot be recovered. It is obvious,
inclusive, there is our equal devotion however, that the swinging of a
to the truth and to the facts we make pendulum indiscriminately between
available to cover all sides of con- indiffererne and hysteria in either
troversial public issues. The root direction is not the answer.
tenets of this democracy are watered The issue goes beyond that drawn
only by the free flow of information by impatient editors or a few heavy-
ta the American people who collec- handed officials who assume a pro-
tively and through their chosen rep- prietary interest 4n information that
resentatives give essential meaning has been entrusted to them only by
to our endeavors, virtue of their job s in Government

You and I-all of us in this room- or defense industry.
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One issue the angry editor refused munication. He said: "Today's press
to acknowledge has been rightly re- is a far more decent and honorable

- ferred to as "intelligence on a silver institution than its predecessors of
platter." )espite the most vigilant one hundred or even fifty years ago.
efforts by the FBI and our military The media generally-and the larger
Counter-intelligence, they are simply newspapers and television stations in
helpless to cope with a perfectly particular-are doing a much more

....... legal transaction that takes place effective job of disseminating and in-
daily on any corner newsstand. terpreting the news than was the case

Through careful screening of our at the turn of the century."

news media and periodicals, the Dr. Glick also said that "The Fed-
Soviet Union and Red China have eral Government has substantially in-
been able to acquire a great deal of creased both the scope and quality
valuable data, anything from the of its informatioral output in the
specifications and performance char- past generation." As one who has
acteristics of military weapons systems been associated with that undertaking
to the highest level of Government for the past twenty-five years, I must
planning in some instances-simply endorse these sentiments.
by reading about them in technologi- This brings me to talk a little
cal documents obtained through GoV- about this job as Director for Security
eminent agencies commercial sales. Policy. I acknowledge the functions
It is no secret that the Soviets made of the Directorate for Security Policy
tremendous strides in the field of as a balance wheel that encounters
electronics after World War II the varied and sometimes conflicting
through direct purchases from the pressures of our national policy and
United States Government. On the converts them to a measured flow of
other hand, this same information sound, common sense determinations.
provided the U.S. scientific and The responsibility we have and
technical communities with the great- which many of you share has been
est base for technological advance- referred to as a thankless job in the
ment any government has ever ex- defense structure. I don't agree with
perienced. Even today it is referred that reference because each passing
to as the "technological gap" between (lay brings with it new interests on
-U.S. superiority and European cap- the part of the Congress, the press,
ability, the public and by Government of-

I would not wish my remarks at ficials toward a better exchange of
all to be interpreted as a general ideas on the subject, as will be ex-
critique upon the American press. perienced here in the next few (lays.
This is our way of life! In fact, I It has been said that there is an-
would go so far as to subscribe to the other long-range debit in the security
views expressed in a recent speech by ledger: that unnecessary classification
)r. Edward M. Glck, Director of the fences built around knowledge slow

.\merican Inszitute of Political Com- technical progress, add administrative
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.-..- burdens, and run up costs for the and produced by American industry.
whole program. This point of view The manufacturer is now interested
has been a most controversial one and in exporting these items to certain
on occasion has received some support friendly foreign countries. Further-

-- " from tile technical and scientific more, the Commerce and Treasury
communities. The stature of U. S. departments are anxious to prolote
tcc:.nological superiority world-wide exports. To improve these foreign
is an unequivocal fact. Surely security purchases would not only hell) our
has not hampered such progress, in balance of trade, but the increased
spite of lamentation to the contrary. production would be expected to re-

In dealing with excessive cost fac- duce the cost of future puirchases by

tors, due to security classification, I the Department of Defense.
would like to document somine ex- Here again the Department of l)e-
amples involving the Air Force, where fense security review and classifica-
I formerly participated. We had the tion management responsibility comes
requisite authority and knowledge of into play. Among the more important
available national security policies factors to be taken into consideration
an(i by exercising common sense judg- in providing a position to the l)e-
ment born of experience we saved partment of State, which administers
about $2,000,000 in the downgrading the munitions export program under
of technical orders on the Thor mis- the International Traffic in Arms
sile we were sending to Britain. In Regulation, are (1) security aspects,
another case, a field trip was taken, security policy interests and/or impli-
which cost Uncle Sam about $20 to cations, including current security
$30 plus travel, where a declassifica- classification, if any, of the item in-
tion of J-85 jet engine parts was un- volved, and (2) significance of the
dertaken. That alone saved $100,000 specific item proposed for export in
just in security costs. An estimated relation to the latest state of the art or
S635,000 was saved in phase-down of advanced technology in that particu-
overseas supply bases which by themn- Jar category of item. It is also neces-
selves would have meant nothing to sary to relate the proposed export t,

77 -in enemy agent anyway. These ac- technological developments or pro-
tions were accomplished in a single grams in tile country of destination.
Air Staff classification management Maximum use of available technical
office. intelligence is all important to sCeur-

I'm sure there are many other ity and classificatici ma nagers in

examples of security officers using a:ddition to project and engineering
good judgment and common sense people.
that many of you can recall from In one way, it has been said that
your own experience. the veritable tide of information we

In a more general sense, consider must release, in contrast to the
tie case of a classified item developed trickle that conies out of tile (om-
with the aid of Government funds inunist countries, is a blessing in di-
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guise. A major complication [or Mos- analysts are not available for consul-
cow and Peking is that they must tation, etc." This was the case pre-
worry that the volume of unevaluated sented both orally and subsequently
data they find in print must be documented with detailed facts and
authenticated. Don't get the wrong f -gtres prepared primarily by indus-
impression-they're not too embarras- trial security people and company
sed. I'm sure our intelligence gather- technical personnel for submission to
ing agencies would be glad to ex- my office. Rather than mandating the
change acquisition headaches with enforcement of this program within
them. There is nc immediate prospect industry as required by previous di-
that the considerable "handicap" we rective with a July 1, 1967, deadline,
now afford foreign intelligence agen- we are deferring mandatory applica-
cies through our liberal disclosure tion until January of 1%98, to give us
policy will e narrowed in the future. inore time to study the overall sub-
It is a price we willingly pay to re- lect.
tain the democratic rights we have When viewing the pro'ain in the
and which they must envy. overall national interest and after

All possible resources are being ex- discussing the matter with many of
ploited to provide us with better de- the top level executives of the major
signs to produce sound national se- corporations, it seems to me that
curity policies. Views of leading in- greater benefit can be accrted to both
dustrial representatives and of news the Government and the American
media are being marshaled. The industry in many vital areas. Effective
divergence of views is quite challeng- security classification management.
ing. Again, permit me to use a con- which incidentally is the key factor
crete example. In attempting to in- bringing about the requirement for
stitute what we thought was a con- safeguarding of information in the
structive lprogram last year for bet- hands of industry, including para-
ter classification management, a re- graph marking. in addition to the
quirenient was set up for paragraph cost saving factor, will (1) facilitate
marking both in Government and in international export and trade by
industry. As recent as this past April American industry, (2) provide us a
many of the national corporations greater flow of information to news
which were members of a national media and the public regarding cur-
trade association reflecting their rent defense posture, (3) increase our
views at a regional meeting reacted industrial base because of greater
in an almost tnanimots voice in the availability of such information to
negative--''Too costly. It takes too small business, (.1) permit a wider ex-

intuch time for engineers to ligure out change of know-how among the
the classification since they have no scientific and technical com munities
experience in fixing classification or including colleges and tin iversi ties,
evaluating information. Government domestic alnd international, and (5)
,eCUIitv classification managers and provide for a fall-out state-of-art and
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technology available for commercial responsibility in the implementation
purposes. of DoD Directive 5400.7 issued just

This is what an effectively man- three weeks ago on the "Availability
ag-d classsification and declassifica- to the Public of DoD Information"
tion program holds for us collectively, consistent with the Public Informa-

Freedom of information is a pillar tion Act of 1966. In the words of
of our society, while the requirements Secretary McNamara, spoken on June
of national security are at a para- 30, the Department "has an obliga-
mount premium. The line between t0, to garant has an d
these two concepts is a changing one.
We in Government and you in in- prompt information is made available

dustry in concert must be flexible to the American people as a basis

enough to accommodate each objec- for their understanding of the nation-
tive. Each of us in the Department al defense and the operations of the
ot Defense regards this as a priority department."

PANEL-EXECUTIVE ORDERS AND LAWS AFFECTING
CLASSIFICATION IN THE GOVERNMENT

j Clifford J. Nelson, Department of Justice, Moderator

I am here as moderator because Mr. curity Council called the Inter-De-
Rubenstein asked if I would take partmental Intelligence Conference.
this job, and apparently it is related Now the ICIS has about five subcom-
to the fact that I have been the chair- mittees of which one is this subcom-
man, as shown in the biographical mittee four of which I am the chair-
data you have, of the Subcommittee man, the Subcommittee on Protection
on the Protection of Classified Gov- of Classified Government Data.
ernment Data. If you look at Executive Order

I might give you a little back- 10501, Section 17 contains a provision
ground on that. This is a subcommit- that says: ". . . that the National
tee to a committee that is commonly Security Council shall conduct a con-
referred to as the ICIS, which is the tinuing review of the implementa-
Inter-Departmental Committee on In- tion of the order to make sure that
ternal Security. This is a committee classified information is properly safe-
that was set up by the National Se- guarded ... "
runty Council in 1948 and assigned This responsibility the National
all responsibilities in the internal Security Council assigned to its ICIS
security field except those relating to Committee and in turn was passed oti
intelligence, investigations and so to the subcommittee four, of which 1
forth, that are assigned to another am chairman.
committee set up Il)y the National Se- I might tell you ;a little how tile
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subcommittee carries out its respon- suited in some significant saving or
sibilities. It is made up of representa. substantially enhanced security, or
tives from the Department of Defense, really made some worthwhile advance-
Department of State, the Atomic ment, we have been loath to make
Energy Commission, the Department amendments.
of Commerce, and the Justice De- I might indicate to you some of the
partment. suggestions for amendment of the

We don't have any staff or any- order that we now have under con-
thing like that. The ICIS has a secre, sideration.
tariat to perform certain services for For example, there is the ever-recur-
us. But through the years we draw ring suggestion that definitions for
up a questionnaire on the Executive top secret, secret, and confidential be
Order and send it out to all of the revised-be made more precise. We
departments and agencies and get will consider this again.
their responses ba, k and review them Another suggestion: as you know,
and see any shortcoming,;. Over the the word "defense" appears in the
years we have found certain short- order many times, and the words "in-
comings. Most are corrected by a let- formation" and "material." Some-
ter from the ICIS to the agency. Some times they are used interchangeably,
have resulted in amendments to the sometimes in opposition to each other.
Executive Order. It's been suggested that the order be

It was felt that since Executive cleaned up to use these words a little
Order 10501 had been in effect about imore precisely.
since 1953, it was time to make a Another suggestion: that some other
comprehensive review of it. So the tcrm be adopted instead of "confi-
ICIS sent out letters to all of the dential" because this is a word that
principal departments and agencies has so much public usage.
asking for any views, suggestions for Another suggestion--and I think
changes, and so forth, of the order, this has been given impetus by the
in light of the experience in all those Freedom of Information Act that Mr.
years. We have gotten back most of Moss talked about this morning-and
the replies and we have several sug- that is that there be another classifica-
gestions for amending the order. tion system to cover nendefense in-

I might say this about amending formation. I think Mr. Moss touched
the order. We have always taken the on that a bit this morning.
position in the subcommittee that Another problem-and it has come
every time you amend Executive up before and it appear to be more
Order 10501 it's like throwing a rock and more of a problem because sev.
in the lake-it sets off a lot of ripples. eral agencies have raised it-has to
Everybody starts rewriting regula. do with classifying au:omated mater-
tions. It all takes time and costs a ial-all these tapes and things from
lot of money. So unless the proposed computers. I know so little about it I
amendment or suggestion really re- can hardly explain what the problem
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is. But as far as the subcommittee is that Mr. Moss talked about-that one
concerned, we will probably have to exemption, E-l, about matters specif.
get some people in. We are now so ically required by Executive Order
uninformed in this field we will have to be withheld in the interest of Na-
to get some real computer people in tional Defense or foreign policy-this
to see if there is a problem, and if also raises some questions about the
there is how to solve it. This is one of order that cut pretty widely across
the things that we will be going into. the board. While considered in our

Another suggestion, and this was committee, such matters are also con-
touched on by Mr. Liebling, is that sidered in the Office of Legal Counsel
in documents there be more identifi- Department. On that subject we
cation of the particular information have-on the Freedom of Information
that is classified. Act-Mr. Anthony Mondello.

Another suggestion that has come
from agencies having overseas installa-
tions, mostly defense and intelligence ANTHONY L. MONDELLO
agencies, is that the requirements for Office of Legal Counsel
the storage of classified material over-
seas be raised-that the confidential Department of Justice

material be treated just about like Thank you, Mr. Nelson. Fellow
the top secret material, panelists, ladies and gentlemen: First,

These are examples of some of the I am flattered beyond words to have
uggestions that we have and they been invited to address a group of
are under consideration. From any experts about a topic that I am not
agency particularly affected, we will at all expert in, the topic of classifica-
bring in representatives so that the tion. I am a little better informed
Committee can get their views, about this Public Information Act

AVe are obstensibly the experts in and I have been asked to talk about
this field so we are not bound by any that. I am not too sure that the
department position. We recommend act has very much to do with clas-
and adopt what we think is best. sification, however, but you can de-
Then our recommendation goes up to cide that on the basis of ,what we get
ICIS itself. And then it's staffed in out in this period today.
the agencies and the agencies all take I think the most important thing I
a position on it. Once that is done, could say about the act itself is that
and it is adopted or passed on to it either establishes or it recognizes
the Attorney General, it starts going a new mood in the handling of infor-
through the course of tile Bureau of mation in Government. It takes a
the Budget for further staffing, and startling new approach to what must
ultimate adoption, if it gets that far. be made available. It represents, I
Basically that's the function the ICIS think, a basic change in the philos-
performs in this classification field. ophy of the Government's handling

This Freedom of Information Act of information.
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tnder the law as it existed before the Government files a lot of informa-
July 4, the burden was always on the tion many members, either of the
person wao requested the document public or of the press, were interested
from the Government official to show in. Now, the changes th,t have been
a number of things. One was that he brought by the Public Information
was properly and directly concerned, Act are basically three of these rather
for example, under Section Three of large scale, overall changes.
the Administrative Procedure Act, First, any person has standing to
and he had to justify why he should seek a document regardless of his
be given the document he sought. concern. He can be a curiosity seek-
And even if he was properly and er; he could be a crackpot; he can be
directly concerned with it, it could be a self-designated Attorney General

A withheld from him on the basis that who is inquiring into the affair of
go(xd cause required its confidentiality whether Government is being proper-
even from him or that secrecy was ly handled. He can be literally any-
required in the public interest. The body. He can be an alien. He can be
act, the passage of it, its ultimate en- a Chinese communist who goes to
actment, represents great dissatisfac- the Defense Department and says, "I
tion, certainly in Congress and even want these three tons of documents."
elsewhere-notably among the press- There is nothing in the statute that
about these vague standards like will permit you to ignore a request
"public interest," "confidential for merely because you didn't like the
good cause found," and even the test nationality or alienage of the person
of being properly and directly con- who made the request.
cerned, although that's a much more The second major change is that
specific affair. There is another thing the burden is now on the Govern-
about the previous law that existed ment, not on the requester, to justify
with respect to information. If you the withholding of a document, and
didn't like what a Government of- that burden the Government can
ficial did to you, and he denied giv- usually support only by showing that
ing you a document, there wasn't very the document that's requested fits
much you could do about it. If you within one of the nine exemptions of
happened to be a litigant in litiga- the act.
tion and you knew that there were And the third matter of importance
documents available in Government is the fact that now a person who is
files that might help you in your lit- denied a document can run off to the
igation, you could try to get them and district court, where he can challenge
you might get a judge to order them the denial and where the burden of
to be subpoenaed. But these were rel- proof is on the Government to justify
atively rare cases. We have handled the withholding.
just a fair number of them in the I think these are major changes in-
Department of Justice, and it didn't deed!
answer the question of getting out of The provision for judicial review
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put teeth in the act, which we will difficult to write, formal legal opin-
shortly find out all about. There ions of the Attorney General. it
have been already some cases brought. would be well to prepare a pamplilti
Of course there are as yet no deci- that indicated what we thought the
sions. act meant both in the overall and as

The Office of Legal Counsel that I to its specific language. And so we
work in is a very small office in the agreed to prepare what is now pub-
Department of Justice. It spends most lished. If you hadn't heard about it,
of its time grinding out opinions, it's called "The Attorncy General's
giving legal advice to the White Memorandum on the Public Informa-
House, and to the heads of depart- tion Section of the Administrative
ments and agencies. And you might Procedure Act." It runs only about
wonder how come we get involved fifty pages. It's available at the Gov-
with this Public Information Act. ernment Printing Office for a quar-

We were very reluctant about it, ter. It contains an appendix which
but once the law was enacted we has in it two versions of the law that
found we were getting a great many was enacted, and I would like to ex-
phone calls from general counsels all plain why that's necessary:
over the Government who wanted to Back on July 4, 1966, Public Law
know what the act meant, what partic- 89-487 was enacted. But that enact-
ular provisions of it meant. WNe soon ment fitted into the Admir' trative
learned that a general counsel here Procedure Act. During the ,oUrse of
would put one interpretation on !966, the Administrative Procedure
language, and some other general Act, along with the rest of Title Five
counsel had a different area to protect of the United States Code, was codi-
and would put quite a different inter- fied and reenacted as positive law. But
pretation on tile identical language. they did not insert P.L. 89-487 into
The language itself, we found, wasn't this new codification because it did
so clear that you could answer ques- not become effective until a year later,
tions--answer all questions--straight July 4, 1967. In the process of its
from the text of the act. We found codification, there were well over a
some of the language to be ambig- hundred changes made in the lan-
uous, and we found we had to go to guage and in the format of this sec-
the legislative history of the act in tion which deals with Public lifor-
order to discover what some of the mation. So the Attorney General's
language was designed to mean. After Memorandum on which we worked
a while it became obvious that some- for more months than I would like
thing was going to have to be done if to remember deals with Public Law
there was to be a uniform construc- 89-487 because right up to the last
tion of the act throughout the entire minute we didn't know what the text
Federal establishment. And so we re- of the codification would be like:
luctantly agreed that rather than and the pressure of time made it im-
have to write a series of what are very possible to get it rewritten around
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the new codified text and still out to ent this morning when Congressman
the printer on time to get it to the Moss talked about this, that he ap-
agencies on time, so that the regula- parently regarded the so-called Free-
tions that each agency had to publish dom. of Information aspect of the act,
would have whatever benefit there the availability to the public of Gov-
is in having this to refer to. ernment information, as essentially

This is not too harmful a matter stemming from the public's right now
because in the course of codifying this to request a document from a Gov-
Public Information Act the codifiers ernment official. And for this purxse
have indicated-both House and Sen- he apparently ignored the two earlier
ate committees have-that all of these major provisions of the statute, the

* many changes--.essentially changes of first of which has to do with the
style and changes in order to permit publication in the Federal Register
the codified version to fit well within of a good deal about Government
the rubric of the entire codification agencies, which is designed to permit
o f T i t I e Five--specifically, the members of the public to deal with
changes were made without substan- the agencies. This section is relatively
tive change, and both committee re- unchanged over what it used to be in
ports say so. Section Three of the Administrative

So for briefing purposes, Govern- Procedure Act. It includes, for ex-
ment lawyers, if they use this mem- ample, things like publication of mat-
orandum at all to indicate an inter- ters having to do with an agency,
pretation of the act they wish to be agency-organization, the places of
followed, are going to have to show business, the offices and methods that
how the interpretation fits the old the public must use to deal with the
language andi the pre-codification en- agency, the general course and meth-
actment and then indicate that with- ods of agency functions and proce-
out any change, there have been dures that are aailable to the public,
changes in language. It makes a rel- rules of procedure, the availability of

. atively difficult two-step approach forms, special instructions to the
but it should not be serious, public, and general rules and policies

In this memorandum, what we adopted by the agencies. So the pub-
tried to do is weave togther the text lic can be guided in how it deals
of the act with all of its '.egislative with agencies.
history, and to the extent that we The second major subsection of the
have (lone our job well there will be act is one that has to do with making
a relatively uniform response of the certain kinds of documents available
entire Executive branch toward the to the public for inspection and
provision for making information copying. We concocted the idea, in
available, this memorandum, of having each

Now, I would like to get to a few agency maintain a reading room or
specifics about the statute itself. I some similar facility where documents
understand, although I was not pres- of the sort required by the statute
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will be available to the public, so or unless you gave the party actual
that they can just come in and pick notice.
this material off the shelves if need There, again, most of the heft of
be. that sanction runs against the kind

Now the material itself: final opin- of agency that adjudicates cases and
ions and orders made in the adjudica- has parties who appear before it,
tion of cases and with much of that, against whom they might want to cite
those of you who are defense-oriented something as precedent. Whether that
will have almost nothing to do; state- fits your functions, you will have to
ments of policy and interpretations decide.
adopted by the agency that are not The statute has a provision-the
published in the Federal Register; major one that Congressman Moss did
administrative staff manuals and in- talk about-concerning requests for
structions that affect the public, un- identifiable records, which request can
less the matters are published and be made by any person, and denials
offered for sale, and unless they are of which are subject to judicial re-
maintained in current index of such view.
matters. It then has a few other provisions

Now, those two main provisions of not too important to us here. One of
the act: publication in the Federal them is the requirement that the
Register, and availability in a public record of the final votes of each mem-
reading room. ber of a multi-headed agency shall be

Each, gentlemen, carry their own made available for public ispection.
sanctions. If there is something that Then there is the subsection that
you should publish in a Federal Reg- sets forth nine exemptions. The most
ister because the act requires it, and important thing about these exemp-
you do not publish it in the Federal tions--that is, the two most important
Register, the act very specifically things-are that the nine exemptionE
states that you "cannot adversely af- apply across the board on every re-
fect any person by such a matter quirement of this section of the
which is required to be published Public Information Act, so that if
and is not published." But, of course, something is exempt by one of these
if you don't handle the adjudication exemptions it need not be published
of cases, here that is not going to in the Federal Register, it need not
bear very hard against you. bt made available in a public reading

The sanction for failing to keep a room or a similar facility, and it
reading room, or otherwise make need not be given to anybody who
available to the public, final opin- requests it; the second thing is that
ions, orders, or staff instructions, is the authorization to withhold docu-
that you may not rely upon them, ments that's created by these nine
use them, or cite them as precedent exemptions is permissive-not man-
against a party, unless you have in- datory.
dexed them and made them available I think you will find, if you read
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casually through some of the agency balaice the need of an individual
regulations that appeared in such a against the need of the Government
body on July 3 and 4, the last two with respect to a particular document.
days of the deadline, that most of If you were fortunate, you would get
them indicate what is exempted from into a lower court to do that.
the act by using these exemptions. Now what you do is you balance
Some of them proliferate a little and the need of the Government, but in
indicate particular kinds of records of different terms, againsc the general
that agency that do fit particular ex- need of the public, which is spoken
emptions, although that's not uni- of in this statute. The terms are
formly the case. But having said that rather more broad and they are em-
matters of that kind that the statute braced in all of these exemptions.
provides for can be exempted, they What I would like to do is go through
have also indicated that they will the nine exemptions very briefly.
consider a request for materials that The first is the one that Mr. Nelson
fit the exemption, and decide whether mentioned to you. It is now intro-
some overriding public interest will duced with this language: "This sec-
permit them to be disclosed. tion does not apply to matters that

...-- Now in talking about the general are ..." and then it lists nine dif-
approach of the act the Attorney Gen- ferent categories of matters. When it
eral included just a few statements says "this section" it means the entire
in a foreword, some of which I would section that I have been talking about
just like to read to you. They are including its publication and making-
relatively very brief. He says: available requirements.

"This law was initiated by Con- The first exemption applies to in-
gress and signed by the President formation specifically required by
with several key concerns: that dis- Executive Order to be kept secret in
closure be the general rule not the the interest of the national defense
exception; that all individuals have or foreign policy. One of the ambi-
equal rights of access; that the bur- guities that we faced immediately with
den be on the Government to that one was what the word "secret"
justify the withholding of a docu- means in that context. I will leave it
ment not on the person who re- to you for the moment to decide
quests it; that individuals improp- whether it means the description of
erly denied access to documents secret as you find it in 10501 or
have a right to seek injunctive re- merely something to be protected,
lief in the courts; and that there be deserving of protection, or something
a change in Government policy and that should be withheld.
attitude." The second exemption covers mat-

Now, we have tried, in the course ters that are related solely to the
of getting this memo out, to satisfy internal personnel rules and practices
that requirement of the Attorney of an agency. In its context, from the
General. It used to be that you could background of its legislative history,
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that should not be read as though it or letters that would not be available
read "internal personnel rules and by law to a party other than an
internal personnel practices." The agency in litigation with the agency
practices are somewhat broader than (and this means any other private
those that could be qualified by the party). With respect to that one, we
word "personnel." Generally, it will have been asked to write a rather
cover such things, for example, as the tremendous law review article and
advice you have put in the manuals keep it up to date. We have many
of audit instructions that you give to requests from the agencies to incor-
your inspectors in the Department of porate in the rather brief confines of
Defense. this memo the kind of article that

The third exemption is: matters would indicate every case in which a
specifically exempted from disclosure document had been withheld and had
by statute. You heard Congressman been passed on by a court as "proper
Moss mention the more than eighty withholding." So that you could pin-
statutes that exist that do provide one point types and kinds of documents
way or anoth--r for the withholding that you would be free to withhold.
of information. The task isn't that simple, and what

The fourth is the one that we spent you get to ultimately is a treatise on

more time on than any other in the the discovery rules that are used in

course of putting this pamphlet out: the Federal di trict courts. There are

matters that are trade secrets and treatises on that subject and one of

commercial or financial information them runs about four volumes. The

obtained from a person and privileged discovery rules themselves cover ten

or confidential. You will have great pages in the U. S. Code, and it would

difficulty if you take only that not be an easy thing to describe ex-
language and try to discover whether cept in the rather broad terms that

a matter that is privileged or con- we have used in this memorandum:
fidential but is nc commercial or basically, if a document is routinely

financial information can be with- available in litigation, so that Pt the

held. You will also have the same mere asking for it by counsel every-

reverse difficulty. We thought it was body would agree, and the Judge
pretty obvious that the statute was would say, "Yes, produce it . . ." if

not trying to hide all commercial and it ever got to the Judge-that is being

financial information but merely that routinely available. If it is that rou-
financial and commercial information tinely available in litigation and you
that was privileged or confidential. are asked for it by a requester, then
In the light of its legislative history, you have to give it to him. So what
we give it that meaning, and, of is routinely available in litigation,
course, that treatment in the memo- will be available to the public. If in
randum the course of operating under the

The fifth exemption is for inter- discovery rules in litigation, however,
;gency or intra-agency memorandums 1,111 would get into a very gutty fight
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about whether a particular litigant files." I think what the latter may
should have a particular document cover is information that, though not
either because of his position or from medical or personnel files,
standing or need, that document would disclose things about a person
would not be routinely available in that the person would consider pri-
litigation; and, therefore, would not vate, or that might generally be con-
be available to the public. sidred private; so that the protection

As with all these other exemptions, would extend as well to these other
if you have any difficuly in under- files even though they were not de-
standing what is covered and what nominated "personnel files" or "medi-
isn't, what you ought to do is go to cal files."
your nearest counsel at whatever stage The seventh exemption covers in-
you are in your agency-ultimately to vestigatory files compiled for law en-
your general counsel-and seek his forcement purposes except to the
advice as to whether documents extent available by law to a party
should go out or shouldn't, under this other than an agency. Now, here
exemption. again you have a reference to litiga-

The sixth one is for personnel and tion in connection with one of these
medical files and similar files, the dis- exemptions; but this reference is quite
closure of which would constitute a unlike the one that I read to you in
clearly unwarranted invasion of per- Exemption Five. There we discovered
sonal privacy. Now, to some people, that if something were routinely
I guess to Louis Brandeis, the former avaijable to a litigant, everybody
justice in the Supreme Court, any could get it. But here, all investigatory
invasion of privacy was a clearly un- files compiled for law enforcement
warranted invasion of privacy. But purposes are put beyond the pale;
we have heard from the subcommit- nobody can get those. The exception
tee staff that those words that are in this case says, "... except to the
used, "clearly unwarranted invasion," extent available by law to a party

- are meant to be a significant test. I other than an agency." We think that
suppose because there are three what that ineans is: well, maybe you
words, you could break it down and are familiar with the Jencks Act,
discriminate between "unwarranted where if a witness is put on the stand
invasion" and "clearly unwarranted and somebody thinks he is lying or
invasion." And I suspect that can be thinks he is deviating from previous
(lone. No one has any idea what a testimony he gave, there is a way of
district court is going to do with that, getting from the judge an order to get
or an appellate court, for that mat- a copy of what he gave to the FBI
ter, when the case hits them and or some other investigating agency

they have got to make discriminating before, to compare the two to see if
decisions of this sort. But basically he is lying. Under the Jencks Act,
that exemption covers personnel and you have certain burdens before you
metdical files, and it says, "and similar can get that far. Also under the
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Jencks Act the judge has to be satis- fidential. As you can see, if you talk
fied of certain things before he will about commercial or financial infor-
make the disclosure. What we think, mation, most banking information
in light of the legislative history of would seem to fit. Although I dare
this act, seven means that Congress say most banking information is not-
did not wish to disturb the area of or much banking information-is not
the Jencks Act, or any similar areas either privileged or confidential. But
where they exist. So that it's not a you can see that there is overlap be-
case of the entire public, something tween four and eight and four and
that every litigant can get. Here nine. But I think the banking agen-
investigatory files are protected ex- cies will be happy that eight is there
cept in those instances where litigants rather than have to rely on four
who can use the Jencks Act have a alone, because we found our greatest
right to get into investigatory files in ambiguities in number four.
order to get a copy of a document. Now, that is pretty much what the
So it permits district court judges to statute says, and I guess that any
still operate under the Jencks Act- classification problem that might
a far narrower exception to the ex- come up for you will come up under
emption than you had in the fifth Exemption One only. And we, in tile
exemption. course of the memo, indicated that

The la3t two everybody seems to when agencies determine that mat-
discount very much because they are ters within their responsibility must
so particularized, be kept secret in the interest of na-

Eight reads: contained in or re- tional defense or foreign policy, but
lated to examination, operating or the matters are not specifically re-
condition reports prepared by, on be- quired to be wi:hheld by Executive
half of, or for the use of, an agency Order or other authority, they should
responsible for the regulation or sup- seek appropriate exemption by Ex-
ervision of financial institutions. It ecutive Order, to come within the
clearly is pointed to banks and bank- language of Subsection E(l), (That's
ing regulatory agencies. the first exemption.)

The ninth is also very special: geo- Some agencies are making that at-
logical and geophysical information tempt, and we actually have at the
and data, including maps, concerning moment under consideration whether

wells. That means only what it says an Executive Order could be drawn to
and in a very narrow coverage, cover a specific area or areas that

We raised the question in the might be uncovered, or about which

course of the memorandum whether there might be some doubt. I am
you need eight and nine since you afraid that is about all I can say about
have Number Four, the one having to that. I haven't any idea where it will

do with trade secrets and commercial ever go, or if it will, but the matter

or financ;al informa'tion obtained is being considered. I suppose if you
from a person and privileged or con- know of particular, discrete areas that
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are unprotected but deserve pro- think we will have some very inter-
tection, you ought to let your super- esting times over the next couple of
iors know about it so that they could years. This is particularly true when
consider whether they should make you keep in mind that over the years
that kind of request. Thank you. we have been operating to some ex-

tent with not only classified informa-

JOHN H. PENDER tion but information you might call
pseudo- or semi-classified, which while

General Counsel's Office, not bearing the formal stamp usually
Atomic Energy Commission associated with classified information,
Anmcarries with it the characteristics-

It will probably take me a minute the characteristic consequences-that
or so to get up the speed here, be- are associated with classified informa-
cause despite Tony's protestations of tion.
modesty amongst experts I think we I think, again, despite Tony's pro-
all ought to feel grateful for having testations, this is an area of something
Tony here, because at least on the for you experts in classification man-
Executive agency side he is today, I agement to be thinking about.
think, the expert at least in Wash- Now, one of the areas that Mr.
ington, and it certainly gives you a Mondello mentioned is specifically
nice opportunity for balance, having exempted from the operation of this
heard the expert on the Congressional new law, and that is information the
side this morning, and now Tony this disclosure of which is exempt by
afternoon, some other statute. I propose to spend

My own personal view is that this a few minutes exchanging perspec-
- - -area that Tony has been talking tives with you folks on the perhaps

about will, within the next year or most well known area, at least in the
two, be one of the most interesting industrial technology area of inforina-
and challenging, for even folks like tion, that is not only specifically ex-
us, who are largely concerned with enipted from disclosure but which we
classified matters. are under a mandate not to disclose

I know in the case of the Cominis. at least generally to the public. That
sion's operations I think we can look is the area of Restricted Data, which
forward to some interesting questions is covered and controlled by the
with our industrial contractors in the Atomic Energy Act. I am particularly
area, in particular with these who glad to have the opportunity to ex-
have a substantial interest with the change views and perspectives from
Government. as a prime or substan- our respective vantage points because
tial contractor. When you get into of the tremendous and rather awe-

U(ch questions as, "When are you in some responsibilities I feel that in-
the position of a purely private firm diVidUals with classification authority
or citizen, and when are you standing have.
in the shoes of the Government?" I As your fine luncheon speaker, Joe
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Liebling, pointed out, what you do is what the statute refers to, and that
or don't do in this area has tremen is:
dous significance from the standpoint All data concerning (1) design,
of the Government's national security manufacture, or utilization of atomic
effort. It also has tremendous signifi- weapons; (2) the production of special
cance, as many of you are well aware, nuclear material; or (3) the use of
from the standpoint of its immediate special nuclear material in the pro-
impact on industrial activities, the duction of energy...
way you do business, what you can or Now the Atomic Energy Act is
can't do. unique in many ways and certainly

It has an impact even on our pri- right at the outset it is unique in that
vate lives because in your hands you it provides what I think can fairly
have the trigger that if used brings be called rather technical guidelines
to bear all sorts of resources and re- as to what is to be classified and con-
quirements to protect the national trolled and put under the mandate
security, against general dissemination and re-

And, of course, one that immediate- lease to the public. You have tech-
ly comes to mind is the security clear- nical guidelines that I would con-
ance requirement. We all know the trast with, you might say, subjective
impact that this would have on in- guidelines. Although when you come
dividuals not only in their business to the declassification aspect you re-
and professional lives but in their vert to what I would call somewhat
private lives. So I think it is well to objective-subjective political guide-
bear in mind, as we confront these lines, in that the declassification of
problems, the authority as well as what falls automatically into the
the responsibility resting in our category of Restricted Data once the
hands. technical judgment is made, rests up-

Now those of you that have been on a decision that its declassification
associated with the Atomic Energy can be effected without undue risk
program well know the concept of to the common defense or security.
Restricted Data. Its content, its def- This special category was establish-
inition, its statutory definition, have ed in 1946, as most of you well know,
remained for most practical purposes but it is well to keep in mind, I
virtually unchanged since first in- think, that it was done with the con-
corporated in the law in the 1946 sensus, at least in Government, of all
Atomic Energy Act, the so-called Mc- those who were interested in and who
Mahon Act. There was a slight change had differences on other points as to
when the act was given a general over- how our Atomic Energy program was
haul in 1954, but I think that for to be controlled and how it was to
most of us it didn't have too much progress in the ensuing years.
significance. For those of you who are The President, the various commit-
not too familiar with it, let me just tees, the one headed by Mr. Mc-
repeat that what we are talking about Mahon, Mr. May's committee, those
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who spoke for the civilian control Atomic Energy production program.
approach, those who spoke for the There has often been a lot of con-
services of the War Department-all fusion about what this concept of
felt that in this area ,ome special Formerly Restricted Data means, what
statutory control was necessary, and its consequences are. In the simplest
they all agree" on the approach we way, I, from my own standpoint, felt
have been living with for the last it was, assuming you understand
some twenty years. where Restricted Data fits into the

Once the technical judgment is picture, this: Formerly Restricted
made that information does fall with- Data is simply Defense Information
in the purview of the statute, the for all domestic purposes, but for
statute then invokes other controls. international purposes it is subject
While not fundamentally different to the full extent of controls that the
from those we are normally familiar act imposes on international trans-
with in our overall defense informa- actions that might involve Restricted
tion and classification program, they Data. This, of course, involves such
are invoked in some special ways. In things as some cases of transactions
many a case, some special sort of with foreign governments, and gen-
clearance is required to follow differ- erally these would have to be pur-
ent regulations, and so on down the suant to a special agreement by the
line. President himself, which would lie

Now another significant result of before the Congress, and which the
the statutory scheme that we have Congress could-at least the way the
had to work with is &hat-and this law reads--veto.
point has been repeatedly emphasized The fact that we do have this sat-
by the Congress in the committee re- utory scheme, and the '.vay it is struc-
ports--once information is determin- tured is really a two-edged sword, in
ed to be within this particular cate- that once your technical judgment is
gory there is only one way to get it made that you do have information
out. That is-through declassification, that fits within this special statutory
Sort of a choice of extremes. Although category you not only are under a
in '54 the Congress did relax that mandate to classify it, but the Atom-
choice between extremes somewhat, ic Energy Commission in turn is un-
at the behest of the military depatr: der a mandate to take hard, current,
ments, by establishing Formerly Re- and recurring looks at that informa-

stricted Data. Actually, that's a tion, so that it can be declassified as

rather narrow category, in that it con- expeditiously as possible in order to

cerns only information about the carry out one of the chief objectives

utilization of atomic weapons, and of the Atomic Energy Act, which is

in large measure this is of interest to to assure early, expeditious, arid free

the military services in their opera- flow of this information amongst the
tions ahhough it can have some wash- industrial and scientific community.
back effect for those who are in the Because as has been recognized from
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the outset, and as has already been Lutes for those-the various potential
said today, to a large extent our in- centrifuge fields. And, of course, the
dustrial and scientific achievement is related production of the information
due to the free society that we have, that is of tremendous significance to
the risks that we haw: run in releasing the military national security posture
and disseminating and ushering in- as far as potential enemies are con-
formation out into the public com- cerned. On the other side of the coin,
munity at a much earlier stage than I think you will find that for all prac-
other kind of society would tolerate. tical purposes the information in the

I think the Commission, from what power reactor field, the information
I have seen, has attempted to carry of great concern to utilities and
out this mandate of a vigorous de- manufacturing industries, is declassi-
classification policy. Of course, there fied.
is always room for disagreement. It As far as the future goes, "Where
is impossible to satisfy everyone or do we go from here?" it is hard to
even large segments at times. But say, although it is interesting to
those of you that have be'n in the speculate, particularly in the light of
Atomic Energy program or around the negotiations that the Administra-
the fringe of it I am sure are well tion has been pursuing very zealously
aware of what a vigorous and zealous here during the last few years in
committee is always at the Commis- trying to bring about a so-called non-
sion's heels as far as carrying out the proliferation dream. Once again, after
purpose of the Atomic Energy Act the efforts of the late '40s and early
and the commission's responsibilities '50s, there seems to be considerable
are concerned. And this is one area promise and hope that we might get
I can assure you the Joint Commit- at least some measure of international
tee on Atomic Energy is most zealous control over weapon production. If
about. As a consequence, today, at the right kind of treaty did come out
the risk of over-simplifying things, of this current effort, one could hark
but for our general purposes at the back to the purposes for which the
moment, I think it is fair to say that Atomic Energy Act establishes con-
despite the breadth of the definition trois, that is, that the controls were
in the statute as to what constitutes necessary at least until the time you
Restricted Data, we at the moment had international control of weapons
really have, you might say, three and weapon production. One might
major scientific and technological speculate that if we did have such
areas that we think remain classified, a treaty, perhaps one of the offsprings
They are the weapons program, ob- might be an eradication or change in
viously, the area of naval reactor in- the statute so far as the total Restrict-
formation (Admiral Rickover's pro- ed Data is concerned. I myself would

gram) and the production technology, think that with the mood of the time,
principally in the area of our so-called if such a treaty did come about the
diffusion plants and possible substi- situation would be such that the gov-
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ernments would be expected, on a session I will ask each of these gen-
world-wide basis, to implement the tlemen to heat up his microphone
treaty within their own country by and answer them.
imposing controls on their own citi. But back to freedom of informa-
zens, their own domestic firms, be- tion. The title of this panel is in-
cause as technology advances we find teresting, because it is entitled "Panel
that the potential for small segments on Executive Orders and Laws Af-
of our society to frustrate the pur- fecting Classification in the Govern-
poses of these kinds of controls ad- ment." I think my first observation
vances. Again you have the two-edged with respect to the Freedom of Infor-
sword. As technology advances to mation law is that it neither effects
bring you social benefits, it also nor affects classification in the Gov-
brings hazards where small groups ernment. I think that ought to be the
can raise havoc with society as a one message that should be empha-
whole. But these are some thoughts sized. I say this because since the De-
on the perspectives I bring to bear, partment of Defense directive-which,
and I look forward to hearing what incidentally, is Number 5400.7 and
perspectives you may have from your is dated June 23, 1967--since it hit
respective vantage points. the streets one of the common fre-

quent questions or comments I have
ROBERT L. GILLIAT received is "Can't we avoid all the
RL Lproblems under the new law just by

General Counsel's Office, classifying more generously?" Well, I

Department of Defense think you know what my answer is,

I don't believe that I am going to and if you don't know what my an-

make a speech. In fact, I am not going swer is, you know that Mr. Liebling's

to have to make very lengthy re- answer would be to those comments:to have tom"kefinitelygtnotre
marks in view of Mr. Mondello's "Definitely not."
lucid explanation of the Freedom of Classification is not affected by the

Information law. Yes, we are back to Freedom of Information law. The

that topic because the only possible same standards, the same criteria, are
justification for having me on this applicable. I think we can say the

panel is the work that I have done same thing with regard to declassifica-
recently in connection with the De- tion, the vigor with which you are
partment of Defense's implementation pursuing the laudable goal of de-
f the Freedom of Information law. classification should not in any way

In view of the presence today of he lessened by reason of the passage
Mr. Liebling and Mr. MacClain and of this act.
Mr. Garrett, it would be presump- I think Mr. Moss's comments to
tuous of me to speak on other areas you this morning indicated what the
of general concern with respect to Congressional view on any effort to
classification, and if you have ques- begin overclassification as a solution
tions on these during the question to the problem of the Freedom of In-
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formation bill will be. The reasons give an individual the right to re-
for this I think are too apparent to quest the Government document from
most of you experts for me to men- Defense industry and obtain it from
tion. The matter of cost in protecting them. I would suggest that such a re-
classified information, which Mr. quester be referred to the Govern-
Liebling highlighted to some extent ment agency that is the construictiv
in his remarks at lunch today, is de- custodian of the record involved.
finitely a factor. Another factor I Thirdly, you will note in DoD Di-
might mention is that an individual rective 5400.7 that we have indicated
who is denied a record he requests that the designation "For Official
under the Freedom of Information Use Only" may be used where ap-
bill has a right to appeal that denial. propriate to identify material that
He has a right to appeal it ultimately comes within the statutory exemp-
to the head of the component. Now tions of the Freedom of Information
in the event that the basis for the law. Now, Representative Moss today
denial of the rezord is its classifica- slipped a little in his language at one
tion, I believe that the individual who point, as most of us do from time to
has classified it should be prepared time, by calling F.O.U.O. a classifica-
to defend his classification to the head tion. It is not a classification. There
of the agency or his designee for that are only three classifications under
purpose. Executive Order 10501. You all know

Whether the courts ultimately, in what those are. The use of F.O.U.O.
their de novo review of refusals, will is solely for the purpose of designat-
feel empowered or required to chal- ing a document that we in Defense
lenge classification is a question that fecl comes within the exemption from
no one can answer. I would hope not. the Freedom of Information law,
But in the event that they should when we feel another individual re-
interpret their authority as requiring ceiving that document might not be
this, I think we should all be pre- aware of its qualification-for ex-
pared to defend our classifications, ample, for exemption. It is for in-
Indeed I think we should always be ternal convenience only.
prepared to defend our classifications The press was rather unhappy
from all challenges. about the continued use of F.O.U.O.

Now the second point that I think in the Department of Defensc direc-
I want to make-and my orientation tive. They thought it something new.
is necessarily a Defense orientation As many of you know, it is not any-
today-is that the Public Information thing new. We can trace its history
law has no effect on requests to De- back at least thirteen or fourteen
fense industry. All my points seem to years and probably beyond that. I
be "negative," but I think I am really asked Don Garrett and he quickly
responding to questions I have had. gave that kind of figure, and Don al-

The law is applicable only to the ways knows what he is talking about
Executive branch, and this (toes not so I'll not challenge it.
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The F.O.U.O. marking I must em- seem to be concerned about-I take
phasize does not mean an automatic this in part from your questions to
withholding of a document. It means Representative Moss today-do fall
that the originator of the document, within exemption areas, and I urge
or someone empowered to mark it you to consider these exemption
F.O.U.O., had thought that it comes areas carefully. This is true particu-
within that exemption. The person larly with technological data of var-
who is given the authority under DoD ious kinds. It may very well fall with.
Directive 5400.7 for implementing in Exemption Four. This is B(4) 5
regulation of a component will have U.S.C. 552, and as it is written cur-
to make the ultimate decision wheth- rently in the. Department of Defense
er that document actually comes Directive, this exemption is inter-
within an exemption or not. And preted as follows, referring to records:
this I would say applies-primarily "Those containing information
when I am being precautionary- which a component receives from
when a document has such a mark we anyone, including an individual,
are concerned that there be an inde- a foreign nation, an international
pendent evaluation. Conversely, the organization, a state or local gov-
absence of F.O.U.O. does not mean eminent, corporation or any other
that a docum "1 necessarily be organization, with the understand-
released. ing that it will be retained on a

The last thing I want to say about privileged or confidential basis, or
"For Official Use Only" is that the similar commercial or financial re-
directive, on page 17, paragraph cords which the component de-
9(d) encourages paiagraph marking of velops internally, if they are in fact
F.O.U.O. material. i can say in ref- the kinds of records which are
erence to this, as well as to the normally considered privileged or
classification area where this seems to confidential. Such records in-
be controversial, that such paragraph elude ..."
marking will great!y facilitate the And they give a list of examples,
evaluation of the validity of that which I will not take the time to read
particular designation. right now. But I think that the kinds

And as to the details with respect of documents with which you are con-
to the handling of F.O.U.O. and other cerned will frequently come within
aspects of this designation I think this particular area of exemption.
that you can anticipate in the not too Another area of exemption that will
distant future an instruction or am- be of great interest to those of you
plification. concerned with personnel security re-

Lastly (I would say I don't think view is the one that Mr. Mondello
it's necessary to put much emphasis mentioned for personnel, medical anti
on this because Tony has gone similar files, the disclosure of which
through these exemptions rather would constitute a clearly unwar-
clearly) some of the things that you ranted invasion of personal privacy.
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Now, I think that that exemption, concern about the Export Control Act
by any reasonable construction, will and the Mutual Assistance Act. At
protect the kinds of security records one time these were listed as ex-
most of us are intent on protecting. amples of statutes which authorized
In fact, in the Department of Defense exemptions under the Freedom of In-
Directive 5400.7, on page 15, we have formation law. We removed those as
listed this kind of record as an ex- examples for the reason that they
ample of the kind that is protected. seem to be confusing to many people.
We describe them thus: "Those com- This doesn't mean that the Export
piled to evaluate or adjudicate the Control Act or the Mutual Assistance
suitability of candidates for civilian Act, or whatever it is, has somehow
employment and the eligibility of in- been appealed. Obviously, they have
dividuals, civilian, military, or in. not. They are sill as effective as they
dustrial, for security clearances." ever were. People in the international

Now, there are some others that security business felt that there might
may be of interest to you. The one be some confusion in considering
for investigatory files may be perti- these a basis for domestic withholding
nent to you on some occasions. And of information. For that reason they
the exemption for documents that in- were removed as examples. Those of
volve internal practices would be of you perhaps that saw the directive in
some interest to some of you. I would a draft form, as Mr. Moss did, would
hasten to add, in connection with that wonder about the elimination. That
one, and I think Tony tried to make is the explanation for it. I might say
this point and maybe he did make it, that with reference to Mr. Moss's
but let me remake it: an exemption comments this morning that they if.
that may be suitable for use with re- lustrate how much more adept the
gard to one aspect of this statute may Justice Department is in drafting its
not be suitable for use otherwise. Let documents then the Defense Depart-
me illustrate. The internal document ment is. Justice by my count received,
exemption, the internal practices ex- at least on two occasions, plaudits,
emption, may mean that we need not and we received one condemnation.
publish in a federal register or make So, I am taking lesscns from Tony.
available in our reading room, a Every Thursday from three to four I
maintenance manual for a truck, be- am learning how to write regulations
cause it is solely internal. There isn't that please members of Congress.
any interest in it. Nobody probably
wants it except a guy who comes
along every ten years and writes in KEVIN T. MARONEY
and asks for it. I would think it en- Chief, Appellate Division,
tirely inappropriate for us to deny his Depatment of Justice
request under Section A (it used be
be C). Fellow panelists, ladies and gentle-

Now, lastly, there has been some men: I am going to try to cover this
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subject as briefly as I can to permit we do not have to prove that a person
you sufficient opportunity for ques- in transmitting information improp-
tions of the panel. erly intended to injure the United

There are four basic statutes that States. It is sufficient if he transmit-
could roughly be termed espionage ted it to a foreign power or with in-
statutes, one of which you already tent that it would end up with a

heard mentioned-the Atomic Ener- foreign nation, knowing that it

gy Act. And, of course, the primary could be of benefit to that foreign
purposes of that, at least the espio. nation. And, of course, the foreign
nage provisions of it, are to protect nation doesn't have to be a hostile

Restricted Data from improper trans- nation or an unfriendly nation. An

imittal to unauthorized persons. To improper transmittal to a represen-
my knowledge or recollection, there tative of any foreign nation is suffi-

have only been two espionage pros- cient to bring the act within the

ecutions under the Atomic Energy statute.
Act: the Rosenberg case, back in '49 The fourth statute, which has only
or '50; and more recently the case in- been used once, is in Title 50, and it
volving an Air Force sergeant, in relates solely to employees of the
Kansas City, the case which was even- United States who transmit informa-
tually lost in the court of appeals be- tion that has been classified to an
cause of the confession problem that agent of a foreign government. So
was present. that statute has a very limited appli-

The espionage statutes we more cation, applying only to employees of

often deal with and utilize in con- the United States. The only case in

nection with the typical espionage which it has been used was against a
prosecutions are 18 United States former State Departn.-nt foreign
Code 793 and 794. They are part of service officer, Irvin Scarbeck.

the Espionage Act of 1917. They have Now, in any prosecution under 793
been on the books, with modifica- and 794, the Government cannot rely
tions, since that time. The first sec- on the fact that a document which
tion, 793, relates to obtaining infor- had been classified was transmitted
mation with intent or reason to be- to a representative of a foreign gov-
lieve that the information will be ernment. It must prove, additionally,
used to the detriment of the United that the information in fact relates to
States or the advantage of a foreign the national defense. The fact of
power. The 794 provision relates to classification is evidence of that but
transmitting information, again with it does not establish it. The principle
the intent or reason to believe that was established by the court of ap-
the information will be used to the peals for the Second Circuit in a

.... injury of the United States or to the World War II Nazi espionage case,
advantage of a foreign nation. Both the United States v. Heine. That case

of those "horns" of the intent do not involved, as I recall, the collection by
have to be present. In other words, individuals on behalf of Nazi Ger-
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many of technical information relat- and argued successfully in the Scar-
ing to aircraft production but which beck case, that in view of the limited
was of a nature that was publicly application of this statute applying
available. In other wards, any person only to Federal employees and pro.
in the aircraft field could easily have scribing only transmital to represen-
secured it, and many did secure it tatives of a foreign government, that
and had this kind of information, you don't have a First Amendment
The court in the Heine case held problem, at least not a First Amend.
that even though it might be said ment problem that would be present
that this information relating to air- tinder the general statute.
craft production would be helpful- Now, of course, the espionage stat-
unquestionably it would have been utes, as all of you I am sure well
helpful and was helpful to the Ger- know, cover more than the classical
man government at that time-the spy situation. They, of course, pro-
statute contemplates not only that it vide penalties for losing or causing to
does in fact relate to the national be compromised classified informa-
defense but that the Government has tion through gross negligence. For
made a conscious determination to example if someone on business has
witj'i" .1d it from the public domain his brief case with classified informa-
for r, asons of protecting the security. tion and is at the airport waiting for

So in any prosecution we bring for a plane and he has a couple of mar-
violation of 793 and 794, we have to tinis and rushes to catch the plane
prove these two elements. And some- or something and leaves his brief case,
times establishing, by testimony, why that might well come within the gross
a particular classified document does negligence provision of the statute
in fact relate to the national defense and would be punishable under it.
requires the production of additional Obviously, most situations such as
facts to prove that point. So sonic- that don't result in criminal prosccu-
times an evaluation must be made in tions but are handled administrative-
a circumst,-ice such as that as to ly by the particular agency that would
whether the proof required to meet be concerned. But the point is, the
that test would be more detrimental statute does cover that kind of prob-
to the Government's security pro- lem. It also covers or proscribes-
gram than if we didn't prosecute at makes it a criminal offense-for any-
all. Under Title 50, Section 783 one who has knowledge that classified
which relates to a Government em- information has been improperly re-

ployce turning information over to a moved, unlawfully removed or turned
representative of a foreign govern- over to someone, to fail to make a
ment, the fact of classification itself proper report.
is sufficient to establish the offense. I think that it is pretty clear, and

And in connection with First Amend- it certainly has been well publicized,
ment arguments that have been raised that in the past decade or so there has

unler this, we have argued at least, been a substantial step-up in esplio-
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nage activities of the Soviet-bloc coun- al group. The other type of agent is
tries. And, 3f course, if the number called a "illegal agent." He is a person
of prosecutions brought in this area who is in the United States illegally,
is any kind of a barometer, a compari- and, of course, the ideal situation for
son of the number of cases brought in them is the United States doesn't even
the past ten years with the decade know he is here. The case involving
after World War I indicates that of Rudolph Abel is a pretty classical ex-
course the step-up is three to four ample oi an illegal agent in this
times what it was at that time. In the country. And while a legal agent, a
decade following World War II in chauffeur at the embassy or a second
1956, there were only three or four secretary, or someone of that kind, of
cases brought involving Soviet espio- course is free to contact Americans,
nage. In the past decade, from '57 to people in the Government, people in
'67, there have been nineteen espio- industry, an illegal agent, sometimes,
nage cases brought, sixteen of which of course, must keep his real identity
involved Soviet espionage activities, unknown and would not or should

J. Edgar Hoover, in an article ap- not communicate directly and in per-
pearing in the Industrial Security son with a legal agent of the Soviets'.
magazine about a year ago, pointed In other words, Abel, for example,
out that not only had there been an would not have a personal meeting,
increase in the past ten years or so in would not have lunch with the second
Soviet espionage activities, but their secretary of the Soviet embassy or
method of operation has become more consulor office. As a consequence,
sophisticated. Unlike the years under of course, the method of communica-
the Stalin regime when Soviet repre- tion for an illegal agent, as was shown
sentatives in the United States were by the evidence in that case, is to
rather clannish, and somewhat seedy use what they call "dead drops." If
in appearance, and unwilling to min- the legal agent is going to communi-
gle, the Soviet representatives in the cate with an illegal agent with the
United States today are, of course, Soviet Government he would leave a
much more polished and all too will- message in a previously arranged drop
ing to mingle with American society. point. And, of course, all kinds of

I might digress just a minute here devices such as hollowed out coins
to point out again what all of you are utilized in that regard.
probably realize pretty well. that in Today, of course, much of the activ-
the area of espionage activities the ity, much of the espionage activity is
Soviet utilize two types or two kinds carried on directly by the so-called
of agents. One is called a "legal agent" legal agents making direct contact,
-that is, an individual who is legally personal contacts with American citi-
in the United States under some legal zens here in the United States. Of
cover, such as a connection with an course many of these have the hidden
embassy or connection with a mission purpose of attempting to cultivate a
at the United Nations or internation- hidden friendship and to utilize that
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friendship as a wedge in securing co- free exchange of information-that
operation from the American who this idea of classification is only harm-
might be in a position to furnish val- ful to the progress of mankind and
uable information-classified, if pos- that science and so forth would be
sible. And again, as Mr. Hoover better served if information were
points cut in that article that I re- freely exchanged between countries.
ferred to, once this personal relation- And the last, perhaps the most base,
ship is established, either through I suppose, is the appeal of money.
meeting somebody at a cocktail It is your job, it seems to us, and
narty, living in the same neighbor. our job as well, to be familiar with
hood, or such a thing as that, then, the techniques of Soviet espionage
of course, a Soviet agent who has an and do everything that we can to
espionage mission is supposed to look make the job of Soviet agents tougher.
for some lever by which he can per- I think it is the job of all of us to
suade the American to cooperate. ensure that all employees who have
Hoover points out that there are these access to classified information are
following levers that are utilized com- familiar with the techniques that are
monly and are shown by some of the being utilized by Soviet agents, who
espionage cases that have been in making these personal contacts,
brought in the past ten years. Of building up these personal relation-
course the first is the ideological ap- ships, lead up to something. If our
peal. If he can find someone in the people are contacted they should be
position to furnish information who prepared, and they should not be-
is also ideologically atuned to com- come duped into some unwilling co-
munism or is pro-Soviet, this of course operation. Thank you.
is an ideal kind of lever. The second DONALD GARRETT: Mr. Ma-
might be determining that an em-
ployee of some industry or Govern- roney, under many circumstances in-
ment is disgruntled, has an ax to dustry will develop technical data and
grind, and encouraging him to take it technology on their own, privately fi-
out on his employer or the Govern- nanced and not related to any Gov-
ment. Another is an appeal to the ernment contract utilizing any classi-
ethnic origins of the individual Am- fied information. And yet many times
erican, who may be Russian-born or this technology has a terrific impact
whose parents may be Russian-born, on national defense. How do you sus-
or be from some Soviet-bloc nation. A pect the Heine case would affect the
hostage situation, of course, is well application of the espionage laws to
known in circumstances where a per- the prosecution, or to deter the release
son here in the United States has rela. of this private technology which could
tives in an iron-curtain country. be used to the injury of the United
Coercion and blackmail are quite States or to the detriment of the
commonly used as a Soviet espionage United States or to the assistance of
technique. Another is an appeal to a a foreign nation?
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MARONEY: Well, first of all, let the advantage of a foreign nation-
me ask another question: Does the would 793(d) apply?

Government know of the existence of MARONEY: 793 requires that the
this information, of this data? information has been classified under

GARRETT: In both instances, the authority of the President.

Sometimes they do know; sometimes GARRETT: 793 (d)?

they do not. MARONEY: It must be informa-
MARONEY: I may be wrong, but tion that has been classified under

it was my understanding that the the authority of the President. The

Government was in a position-had present authority for classification is

some procedures for classifying infor- 10501; so that 793 would not be ap-

mation of that kind which does in plicable, today, anyway, unless it has

fact relate to the national defense, been classified under 10501. And I

and for that reason it should be pro- think that under the decision in the

tected. For example, patents. Doesn't Heine case and the rationale of sub-

the Patents Secrecy Act cover things sequent cases that followed, is that if

of that kind? the Government has not made a de-
termination that the information" '-GARRETT: As I understand it,

Ac-ppis ny should be kept secret, must be kept
-the Patents Secrecy secret in the interest of national de-
if the individual filed a patent appli- fense, it doesn't come within the pur-

cation. Let's assume that he has not
filed a patent application. There is view of the espionage statutes. Now,fild apatntappicaio. Tereis as I understand it-and I am not

some question in our minds, at least al aneert ini I just

in our General Counsel's Office. Our really an expert in this, I just have

esteemed General Counsel has ad- some peripheral information-there

vised us that this purely private in- are, for example, controls over the

formation may be too far for us to export of technical data. I think the

reach for classification under Execu- Treasury Department, and the De-

tive Order i0501, which may indicate fense Department, I suppose, regu.

that we are not in a position to clas- late that. But that, of course, would

sify even though if it were involved only concern the export from the Uni-
tedl States of that data.

in a military application, or if it were

developed for the Department of De- GARRETT: That would, of

fense, we would classify it. Let us as- course, come under or cover the tech-

sume here that we are not in a posi- nical data that fall within the Inter-

tion to reach it for classification un- national Traffic and Arms Regula-

der 10501. Would, in your opinion- tion, I believe.

and I believe I am correct in referring NMARONEY: Maybe one of these

to 793(d), which refers to the mere gentlemen from the Department of

ielease of information to tinautho- Defense could further enlighten us.

rize(l persons when it is known or rea- NELSON: Well, Mr. Garrett, any
sonably expected that it could be used Government agency that had knowl-

to the injury of the United States or edge of this type of information with.
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in some corporation or manufacturer, information as classified even as a
it certainly would be incumbent upon matter of agreement. If that is right,
them, I would think, to make every then I suppose the test of whether
reasonable effort to arrange with tie it is classified would come up in the
manufacturer to see that that informa- court action. Were I asked to rule on
tion was classified. Now, you might it, I would consider it as not classi-
run into a situation, I agree, where fied, because the Government really
you might not be able to force the has nothing but the relationship of a
originator or the possessor of the in- copsensus with the -ner of the in-
formation to classify it. I don't know information. I don't , )w that this is
what you do in that circumstance. right but it might be possible,
But I think that's more hypothetical through purchase, payment of a price,
than practical. I think any corpora- for the Government to acquire enough
tion or any manufacturer, anybody ownership interest in it to make it a
that had that kind of information, perfectly legal thing. This would be
would be cooperative with the Gov- the approach that I would follow.
ernment. KENNETH WILSON: 1 have a

MARONEY: I am sure you are question of Mr. Gilliat. If I under-
right, Mr. Nelson. As a matter of fact, stood you correctly, you said that you
we have had a number of occasions envisioned the possibility under the
in which this purely private informa- Freedom of Information Act that it
tion has been noted for classification, might be necessary to defend the clas-
let me put it that way, by Defense, sification of the information in a
an(i the contractor, recognizing its docunent if someone took court ac-
value to national defense, has acceded tion to force the Government to re-
to our request to treat it as classified, lease it. This classification is normal-
In that respect, I would suppose that ly assigned through the famous DD-
that kind of determination by the 254. by the originator in industry by
Government, would satisfy the Heine what we call "marking." Would you
case. also envision, then, that the person

NELSON: I think so. Mr. Mac- who originally marked this, the coin-
Clain? pany or its representative, might have

GEORGE MacCLAIN: I would to defend in such an action his prop-

like to express a sort of point of view er interpretation, his proper applica.

which is perhaps a littie different. I tion of guidelines in marking?
think it's possible to treat the act of GILLIAT: You are suggesting that
classification as merely a matter of the origination of the classification
forni or as a matter of substan(e. I comes from industry?
would take the point of view that if WILSON: No, no. The Govern-
the Government has no power over ment normally tells us what it feels
the information in the hands of the should be classified about a particu-
private party it would be a matter of lar contract through a formn-of var-
form and not substance to treat that ious degrees of adequacy. The scien-
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tist who writes the information, or to say what is going to happen. The
the company representative, is actual. only approach we have had to it re-
ly marking the document-and, of cently is a case that happily we won,
course, the marking is what places it where Mr. Katzenbach, then the At-
within the pale, if you will, and is torney General, personally reviewed
what we are contesting in this case. the files and personally wrote part of
Would you envision that the com- the "assertion of privilege," a state-
pany or its representative, then, must ment running about 10 or 12 pages.
defend its application of guidance, its And he tried very hard in describing
proper interpretation of that guid- the documents that we had withheld
ance? -some forty-nine documents, I think,

GILLIAT: No, no. I think it would out of about a grand total of 4500,
be up to the agency head or the corn- which we managed successfully to re-
ponent head as we have described tain-he tried to give the judge an
them in the Department of Defense appreciation of what the general con-
directive to defend it, if in fact that tent of those documents was without
is essential. I think Mr. Mondello tipping our hand as to what was in
might want to speak to this point- them. He told both negatively and
whether this is likely or not. Perhaps affirmatively the kinds of things we
he would prefer not to. But I would wrote in documents of that sort, and
think that you might be, or someone even more closely the kind of thing
at a subordinate level might be, in a covered in these documents. Now, I
position where he should have to dare say, if the system breaks down,
explain the basis for the classification if you have to go to court and show
marking to the component head, or the document to anybody to justify
to his designee for purposes of mak- it-but I can't imagine that we will
ing a final determination for the ever have to go that far. Wigmore,
component as to whether they would in his treatise on evidence, talks about
release it or not, because the requester this and thinks it is terrible that a
is not going to be able to go to mere clerk in the War Department
court, we assume, until he's exhaust- t:an be privy to these secrets and they
ed his administrative remedy. Now, won't show theni to a Federal district
I don't know whether, -f we were judge. But the fact of the matter is,
forced in court to defend tile classifi- we don't control judges. We cannot
cation, it would or would not be ap- control what they do with the infor-

propriate at some point to seek the mation once they have it. We can
technical expert witness kind of thing control the clerk, and if we fail, Mr.
that might come from industry. I just %faroney will take care of you. So, it
can't envision tile law that far. We is a real problem. The only approach
haven't got an interpretation. I don't we know to it so far is to bring the
know. Tony, do you want to speak to (ourt aj close as we can to what is in
this at all, or would you rather not? these things. I think most of the prob-

MONDELLO: Well, it is difficult lem that Mr. Gilliat was talking about
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before, about the justification of cerned with those, and prefer to mark
classification, is going to wash out be- documents containing such informa-
fore you ever get to court. Because tion, records containing such informa-
if you have once decided that classi- tion, "for official use only." I think
fication is wrong, you will probably that's a bad example, because usually
give up the document, and that is personnel records are kept segregated
the end of that. as personnel files. There is no need

FRED DAIGLE: Mr. Gilliat, I to mark them because the only people
hope you will appreciate the interest handling them will know that they
that you generated when you men- are for official use only and there will
tioned tile anticipated paragraph be no obligation, perhaps, to mark
marking of "for official use only" them. But in the document where
documents. The basic question I have there might be some question on the
is in this particular application. I part of the persons handling it, they
got the indication from you that this should know that there has been a
marking would possibly be used to determination by someone that this is
indicate an exception under two considered to fall within the exemp-
through nine of the various excep- tions.
tions of the Freedom of Information DAIGLE: I got the impression
Act, and that classification marking from the speaker this morning, Mr.
of the three basic markings would be Moss, he was taking this "official use
used for exemption under Exemption only" as an example of something
One. In other words, all DoD mate- that would no Ionger be permitted.
rial would be exempted under Ex- There seems to be a little difference.
emption One, and if the Department GILLIAT: I think he had a legiti-
of Defense gets into any of these mate objection here when he says that
other businesses they would use -how many did he say there were-
something like "official use only" or fourteen?
other such marking. However, I got DAIGLE: I think there were orig-
the impression from Mr. Mondello inally twenty eight and they have got
that the Department of Defense it down to fourteen.
would not necessarily be concerned GILLIAT: Yes, now it's down to
with any exemption except Exemp- fourteen. And I think there may be
tion One. something to be said in favor of get-

GILLIAT: No, we have several ting agencies to agree to have one
pages of explanation of things we are designation for such material, if pos-
very much concerned with in addition sible. However, in the Department of
to Exemption One. I don't think that Defense I can think of one very good
you could begin to suggest that we reason for not changing "for official
would make all of the material- use only," which *s the thing we have
medical files, personnel files-avail- traditionally used for this kind of in-
able to any person who asks, for what- formation, and that's the expense of
ever reason. Obviously, we are con- buying all those new stamps. I have
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heard the arguments, saying that there Order to be kept secret in the interest
are many more descriptive terms than of the national defense or foreign
that and more effective terms than policy." The entire statute has to do
that. I think a lot of them make sense, with the Executive branch. I don't
but, you know, we are sort of stuck know what the powers of the Presi-
with this one and it doesn't really dent would be, to reach out to private
make that much difference. property and declare that it has got

WILLIAM FLORENCE: I have a to be blocked off for national defense
question that relates to the one that or foreign policy purposes. Conceiv-
was asked first-Mr. Garrett's ques- ably, it might be done. And Congress,
tion-relating to privately owned in- for example, can ban the use of nar-
formation. Perhaps I might ask Mr. cotics, the possession of narcotics, this
Mondello to answer the question of kind of thing. It's conceivable to me
whether the first exemption of the In- that a way could be found to permit
formation statute may be applied to the President or the Congress to reach
information other than information ideas and information of that charac-
of the Government. In other words, ter. But I should tell you there would
let's see if it may be applied to private be very serious constitutional implica-
inventions or other privately develop- tions in such a reaching out, if I un-
ed processes. derstand what the Supreme Court was

MONDELLO: That's a hard one. involved with in the Steele case some
First of all, the first exemption again years ago. So, it's not a matter you
is peceded by the words: "This sec- can rush willy-nilly into, but it is a
tion does not apply to matters that possibility that somebody ought to
are specifically required by Executive consider.

PANEL - RESEARCH IN AUTOMATED
CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT
Gilbert C. Jacobus, Office of the Comptroller,

Department of the Army, Moderator

JACOBUS: The type of material "To talk of many things:
that will be presented this afternoon "Of shoes and ships and sealing
will take us into the wondrous world wax,

of the computer. This is something "Of cabbage and kings,

that we all face. Sometimes it seems "And why the sea is boiling hot,

a little bit like Lewis Carroll's Alice, "And whether pigs have wings."

actually. You remember "The Walrus Well, automation experts in recent
years tended mainly to expound upon

and the Carpenter:" wonderous accomplishments just over

"The time has come, "the Walras the horizon. There's a new philosophy
said, abroad these days--an old philos-
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ophy, really-which makes more sense wide experience in the area under dis-
both to business managers and to cussion.
scientists. It causes us to examine
what computers are doing and what CHESTER L. GUTHRIE
they can do within resources that can General Services Administration
be allocated to computers consider- Over that fine coffee out there and
ing the economies of a given situation. those homemade brownies, our fear-

Computer technology, if it teaches less leader, the censor for General
anything, emphasizes precision in Eisenhower, said that my purpose
thought and clarity in communica- here was to first bring black despair,
tion. Aside from computers, for years and then hope. I can assure you the
now there has been a tendency in first I am up to; but I don't know
many instances to be highly vague, if I am up to the second. At least I
often ambiguous, in relation to secur- can try.
ity classification activities. In other This is a very interesting subject,
instances, we have been overly spe- really. I hate to reveal my age, but I
cific. think I am in the same period as our

In a sense, then, there is a built-in fearless leader, because I remember
conflict in this automated environ- running into the problem of classifi-
ment, an environment that is so cation in terms of security during
rapidly engulfing our managers, our the war. The security officer was as-
scientists, and our office workers. signed to me, and I can imagine no
Perhaps we should remind ourselves more fantastic experience than to
that security classification encom- have that happen to one who never
passes personnel of various skills and had to work in this field. I can as-
levels of operation, hardware of var- sure you, I have both compassion and
ious kinds, documents of endless a great deal of confidence, not to say
variety, communication facilities- a very high regard, for your entire
especially electronic-and most decid- profession. I never did solve it. I
edly, ideas in any form. don't think the security officer did

This afternoon your panel intends either, but we came through pretty
to provide food for thought in rela- well. No courts-martial. Actually, the
tion to basic problems that call for subject so intrigued me that I did
solutions that are sound economically, look a little bit into some of the
organizationally, and sociologicaliy, thinking. I am not trying to preempt
if you will. This new world of ours is one of our speakers here, who has or
still an old world without any doubt is going to go more into history, I
whatsoever, a world in which we en- assume.
counter new manifestations of old But the search for security of data
problems as well as some different has gone back as early as nian-as we
problems. know man. We all know the way in

Our speakers come to you with a which the heralds of ancient Greece
wealth of knowledge, stemming from were made secure. If you were to
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take the herald fromr the opposite bad they weren't. We would under.
side when be came to give you the stand how to handle -he moon vis-
word and put him over the coals itors or the outer space visitors that
until he talked, you could be assured we keep thinking about.
they would fry yours when you sent Actually, more seriously, the con-
him over with your message. So the promise of security, be it adminis-
heralds of ancient days were relative- trative, industrial, national or what
ly safe. Information wasn't. not, has its rules, depending upon

You remember the story of the the situation and what we are trying
time of the Chinese emperors and to accomplish. We can say that cer-
Ghengis Khan, when they would tat- tain data have been compromised and
too a message on a man's head, let cert,'in data have not. Our problem-
the hair grow out, let him carry the and this is where we began to enter
message, then he disappeared from the this area of black despair that I
face of the earth. threatened you with-lies with the

Another interesting type of secturi- computer.
ty, against fraud, was the use of the The computer has brought prob-
ancient clay tablets-probably the lems to us that are dimensional rather
only secure concept that has yet been than fundamental. I would like to
worked out. If you remember, you emphasize that. If we can keep that
put the document-let's say a will or thought in mind I think the rest of
some other important document-on it becomes a lot simpler. Dimension-
a clay tablet. Then you'd cover it al? Well, for example, we are used to
with a clay envelope. It all shrank alphabetic language. Suddenly we
together andi you hardened it and have it in digital form. We are used
you could never change this thing be- to it in visual form, and we have it
cause whatever you did to the out- in impulse form. We are used to it
side envelope wouldn't show up in- for human brain manipulation, and
side, andi if you tried to change en- suddenly we must have circuitry
velopes they never shrank together manipulation. This hasn't changed
again. So that it was an ideal thing. anything but the dimension, but that
I think that's where we got the it has changed. It frightens one a
double envelope concept that I re- little bit when yon think of the pos-
member so vividly. We went through sibilities of these circuitries. I don't
a Ict of codles and methods of one know if any of you were acquainted
sort, or another, all of which are very with one of the techniques used in
(lifficult to succeed with, as you may World War I!, when they were using
know-. I think the only successful halfwavc transmission, placed up
thing we had was when we used tightly against the transmission wave
American Indlians of some of the less- of the Japanese radio. Are yon? Any-
er-known tribes with languages that how, to the jal)anese this seemed a
no olae else knew. Those codes were little bit like static. but it was read-
never broken, to my knowledge. Too able with the right kind of circuitry.
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So, for a long time, very important is the programmer and the program.
messages simply rode right on the I just left hearings over at the Brooks
back of the Japanese transnmission. It Committee where they were worrying
gives you sonmething to think about. about what happens to old programs

For example, almost any type of when the programmer is promoted or
circuitry will transmit a bit. We know finds a GS-l I in another agency or
that we are grounding our computers leaves you for the telephone corn-
in ways to stop transmission now, l)ut pany. The chances are that you can't
there are many ways in which they find the programi he wrote, and the
may be transmitting. It may not be first time you update you are in
worth trying to read them, but on serious trouble. On the other hand.
the other hand we (1o know here this program is just kicking around.
that they are transmitting, and this Nobody ever thought of it as a basic
gives us something to think about, document the way it is. And vet if

The linkage involved is a lot dif- there is anything that (oul(1 corn-
ferent when you are linking elec- promise the administrative, industrial,
tronically from when you are linking or security function in general of a
by spoken word or written message. computer, it is that prograiminer and
It's almost like reading minds. You his programs. So here is a whole area
see, you've changed the dimension that needs sone logic. I don't think
again. we can to what one would be tempted

I remember one story-I think it to do: let the programmer (1o his job
is apocryphal, but it may be true- and then revert to the concepts of
where one of the large universities the ancient Chinese emperors and let
in Boston-I will not mention its him disappear from the face of the
name-put sonic examination infor- earth. I don't believe that is accept-
mation into the data bank that was- able. But we have the problem .
I have forgotten where the computer There is another side to this I
was-probal)ly at Penn-and it didn't want to bring to your attention, too.
take long for the senior students or while I am building the problem. The
the graduate students in Boston to comtputer, with its ability to bring
figure. out a way to dial into that many data together and new relation-
computer. It took a little bit of logic, ships of time and space and data it-
ani they could (1o it. This was one of self, has a way of giving meaning
our first worries about "linkage". that otherwise might not exist, or

We get into the problem of satel- might not be available. This is one
lites. I mean satellites that are small of the problems of ethics and pro-
computers to big computers, not the cedure that concern the recent hear-
kind flying overhead, although they, ings. There was a hearing, if you
too, may be trouble. The satellite has remember, before the G;allagher
linkage, of course. This has both pos- Committee in the House last July,
sibilities and problems. on the subject of privacy. Then there

P1robably one of the weakest points was another one )efore Senator Long
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in the Subcommittee on Administra- (town in Main Navy instead of over
tive Practice and Procedure, a judi- here across the street where the Bu-
ciary committee, in which this sub- reau is. And yet the next bit of data
ject was rather thoroughly explored, was that there was only one person
There was a lot of worry by a lot of that had been added to the staff
people because nobody quite under- down there. In those days of tight
sto( X each other. There is an ethics space this didn't make hmuch sense.
problem involved. There is a fear in- The Admiral was a very cooperative
volved. person, so that worried me a little

It is true that if you can bring bit. Then there was a request for a
imany data together in new relation- safe. Well, there was a safe down
ships you begin to get information. there. But, safe they got. Safes were
I will give two examples. One is a under tight control. But that's fairly
simple one. I will fuzz this one over innocent. I nean that's a place you'd
because I can see that it is a little on expect a safe. Then in the log came
the dangerous side. I had to know a little entry, some days later, of an
what size, how many people were in- important biological specimen and
volved in one agency because we were it wasn't received anywhere except
doing some long range planning. The taken to this room number. Well, at
agency was unwilling to tell us, but that point the Security Officer called
there was some knowledge of how me, and lie said, "I)o you think that
much space it had been occupying might be what we are worrying about,
and how many records it coul( pro- biological warfaiC? If so, we'd better
duce. Well, with these two data to- watch this thing." So I said, "I will
gether, we were l)lis or minus 3 per- tell you what we will (to. We will
cent on the thing as it finally turned announce a routine check of all safe
out. So here were perfectly innocent numbers and you go down and get
hits of data that, brought together the ;afe checked on that, and at least
in a new space, time and informa- we have (lone what we could. And
tion continuili., are meaningful. Now don't even alert the Admiral on this
this we all know; this is an old thing. one." So, sure enough, it wasn't a

I hestitate to tell one other story randoni number that was down there.

to illustrate it, but f %hall because I In any case, this turned out all right.

understand all of you are security The only point I am attempting to
classified and this is the one place make i.i that rehtively innocent bits
that I could lprobal -" tell the story. of data coining together can suddenly
This is the only pV,:e and time I have a lot of meaning. I am using till
ever told it. During the war, there very simple things. But it is in that
was it number of apparently unrelated frame of reference that some of these
innocent bits of data that came large dtlta banks are beginning to
across yiv desk. One was that the Ad- frighten people. They know just
miral (this was the Surgeon General) where you were any time of the day,
needed aln extra office. His office was and, rough lv. what %oil were doing.
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And I don't know what the inplica- forget, there's at least one new thing
tions could be. Things like this are that has been added, and I think one
what worry people. So that's another of the other panel members will go
side of it. Despite all this discussion into it: the voice print is just as
of the computer and its problems, let much your own as your fingerprint,
me urge you to rely on your old prin- and we may have reason to use this.
ciples. These are established and un- Obviously, anything of security value
derstood. The computer did not should have some kind of code thrown
a)olish the principles. They are still on to it just to keep it from acciden-
valid. They are in a new dimension. tal disclosure. We probably should get
Your problem is to discover what they some security training for our pro-
mean in the new dimension. "Need grammers, if we haven't already done
to know"-what is the "need to so, and give them a special type of
know" in the new dimension? That in training so that they, too, can serve
this case happened to include the pro- their proper responsibility. And I
grammer, you see. What is "need to dare say that some more thought will
know?" What about clearances? have to be given to what has already
Where is the new double envelope? been talked about-use of random
But everything that has been found numbers as identification techniques.
to be appropriate is probably, in There are a number of programs that
principle, just as true with the com- have been worked out along this line,
puter as without. What can cause but I dare say there is a little more
trouble, I believe, is not really realiz- thought to be given. I think the whole
ing there is a new dimension apply. point is, I don't believe this thought
ing anl so the old principles must be has been given to it by security of-
rethought in terms of the new dimen- ficers vho'd know whether or not it
sion. For example, I think some of the was accomplishing its purpose. There
obvious things might be screened, have been a lot of other people
which means the inquiry and source worrying about these subjects. There
of inquiries. I don't know whether is always the use of people.
we'd go back to the old "hang up and Remember we file stuff separately,
I'll call you back" technique, but that too, when it's confidential. Well,
is one technique. There are degrees there is sut- a thing as a satellite
of security that probably have to be computer, and maybe there's sonic-
reestablished in terms of the con- tl..Ig there, to be given some con-
lpter. I mean there is quite a differ- sideration. It's such an intriguing sub-
ence the way you handle very, very ject that it would be fun to continue
top security from something that is this, but I would be preempting the
of minor administrative confidential- time of the panel that I think have
it'. But th;,t all becomes important, more of the answers.
because on top security you are in- All I was supllose(d to do was to
Volved with the proper Person, in- bring you black despair an(d offer just
quiry, so forth amid so on. An(d don't a little ray of light, so I leave yon
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with this one messa!-e. Do not-do not hold secrets. And the security ol-
not--abandon your principles. They ficer will always be an obstacle in the
are still valid. Simply review them in way of a man who wants to get some-
terms of dimension, andi don't be thing done, if he holds security too
overwhelmed by the engineers who tight. So you have a very real responsi-
are giving you an engineer's answer. bility. Well, we are coming into the
It is possible that the engineer's age of system interfaces, information
answer needs the professional clas- system interfaces, if you will, and
sification person's concept to really be large scale data banks in this Federal
valid. I thank you. Government, and particularly in De-

JACOBUS: Thank you, Dr. Guth- fense. We are in the throes of develop-

rie. You will note in the discussion ment of massive data banks. These

Dr. Guthrie L .ve you, he covered pose real problems for security. Be-

personnel, hardware, documents, ideas cause of what value is a massive data

in terms of relationships--the very bank if we can't tap it? Under what

thing I talked about in the intro- circumstances can we tap it, is the
duction. He mentioned that new re- ruling that you as security people

- - lationships create information. Well, must come up with. And I question

this is an old story to information that the principles you have been ap-

men and security people. He made plying in the manual age are ade

the statement that basic principles are quate for what we face in the age

still valid. I question this. This is of automation.

something that you and security need
to do some thinking about. In so CARL HAMMER
many instances, in running a war, we Sperry Rand Corporation
discovered the fact that security is an Fellow panelists, ladies and gentle-
obstacle more than an asset. You men: The subject of security (on-
know, I can well recall-since it was siderations for electronic systems is re-
mentioned that I was chief military ceiving increasing attention both in
censor for General Eisenhower-at literature and in open forums stith
the beginniiig of Operation Overlord, as this one. As the complexity of our
in the planning stage we had thirty- systems grows, so does the complexity
two people who were cleared and of their software management systems.
knowledgeable in the development of While at the samie time, thie users of
the operation, the invasion of the con- these multiprogrammed and nizulti-
tinent. By the time we had reached processing machines make additional
two (lays before D-Day, we had some- demands by introducing well known
thing like five or six thousand people problems c.f an earlier era into tile
knowledgeable, in about everything modern electronic environment.
except one-the exact destination. Bernard Peters, in his we" known
Our security problems were tremen- presentation before the Spring Joint
dous. The thrust of thih is that if you Computer Conference. made the point
;ire going to get things done, you can- that:
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"The attainment of security is an optimum manner, assigns core
largely a management problem. space, peripheral devices, even soft-
Management must first and fore- ware segments for overlays in the real
most be aware of the real need for time mode, or deals with priorities
security safeguards and it must fully and resolves conflicts. The decision-

- understand and support the de- making functions of tomorrow's sys-
velopment of objectives and criteria tems will include even error-correction
which it is willing to underwrite. in a noisy environment, diagnosis of
Moreover, management must learn hardware that is malfunctioning and
to understand that security cannot that must be taken off-line for medi-
he attained in an absolute sense, cal treatment by electronic techni-
but that every security system ira- cians, and advice to human users who
plies a probability of loss which can are communicating with the system
be made arbitrarily small in return through conversational languages. We
for the value invested in the sys- have no difficulty in observing that
tern." all these functions have their counter-

The systems about which we are parts in organizational management
talking today are electronic systems and thus it does not come as a surprise
in a new, generic sense. They corn- that we begin to place increasing
hine hardware with software to emphasis on the security aspects that
achieve maximum utilization of such surround these complex and resource-
a capital investment and to provide sharing operations.
maximum returns for their users. Permit me to single out a typical
These electronic systems of today are problem to illustrate the point and
self managing, in the sense that they to prepare the stage for later discus-
have taken over numerous functions sions in this panel. Unlike the con-
from human organizations and have puter user in the middle fifties, to-
translated them into their own little day's user must share "his" machine
world of transistors and cores, (drurns with others. The executive system
and tapes, communications links and will allocate to him the resources he
input-output devices. Consider the needs to do the job. Now suppose
fact that the executive .vstems that that he has written at program he
govern the operation of these ma- wishes to (lehug and to test for pos-
chines carry on two of the most im- sible errors. Even if it were not for
portant functions of industrial mnan- the security problems, one would cer-
agement: monitoring and control. tainly want to prevent this test pro-
The monitoring function observes the gram from malfunctioning in such
state of the resources, records the job a way that it destroys data belonging
queues, logs equipment utilization, to another Frogram; or worse yet, that
and does numerous accounting func- it destroys or alters another program.
tions. The control part of the execu- also in operational use at the time.
tive system is the decision-making In the age of time-sharing, this rather
function which alloca :cs resources in classical debugging problem has re-
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( Civtdl considerable attention by many mo1le. almost totally unattended by
Ianufacturers and many users. As a humans as far as the central processor

result, certain protective features have ani its associated data storage devices
been incorporated into the hardware are concerned. Thus the security of
of newer machines and the software such combined hardware-software
systems have many built-in functions systems is amenable to rather precise
designed to cope with the problem. analysis, very much unlike its counter-
However, we know that the effective- part in human organizations where
ness of any chosen solution can only the frailty of human emotions and the
be determined under operational. con- instability of the characters involved
ditions that allow us to measure the play a key role. This seems to be the
empirical quality of the system's se- only lxint where the earlier noted
curity. In fact, it has been recom-. similarity between human and ma-
mended that the executive system it- chine systems does not exist. Never-
self should contain certain test pro- theless, while strictly analytical meth-
grains that routinely "attack" the ods may ultimately point the way to
system, attempting to break through the determination of criteria for the
the security barriers, and thus allow security of the central computer corn-
the user to monitor the confidence plex, human aspects must be consider-
levels of what we might here call ed where communications, data trans-
dynamic security. (It is interesting to missions, and remotely operated de-
note, parenthetically, that at least one vices are concerned. We hope that
agency has indicated an interest in the identification and distinction of
developing pertinent hardware and these two problem areas will provide
software security criteria.) This ap- us with the clues that we are looking
proach might tend to reduce much of for in the design and developme:tt of
the work (lone now in a hit or miss secure systems.
manner by manufacturers, although In summary, we feel that the de-
it does reflect their earnest desire to velopment of criteria for hardware-
cooperate anti find the right kind of software systems is not only a chal-
requirements ultimately acceptable lenging proposition but it is a sine
within the market place. We hope qua non for the design of future
very much that our discussions liere systems. Therefore, it is most urgent
will provide a stimulus for concerted that we come to grips with this prob-
action in that direction so as to en- lem, that we develop a deeper under-
hance future system designs and to standing of it, especially w;Ilhin
endow themi with the features that responsible management cires, and
will ie needled. that we chart a course of action that

In this search for good security will provide us with the necessary
design criteria, we mtist also take into guidelines for the implementation of
consideration the fact that electronic the required system features. The
systems of the not too distant future longer we delay the decision to take
will operate largely in the utility an awiivc stand in this imatter, the
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cost!ier will be the equipment and mote inlput-output devices. So %ou

software mod itications we must make see, we are constantly being forced
eventually. Thus it is especially for. back to the point that we must (teal
tunate that in meetings such as this not just witi ideas, we must (teal with
one we can discuss these matters anti personnel security, we must teal with
bring them to the attention of the facility security, we must deal with
teal principals, namely management. hardware security. Our world is not
Only through their understanding as simple as it was when Henry
and with their cooperation can we Wheeler Shaw was talking in the for-
hope to achieve an equitable and ac- mat of Josh Billings, somewhere back
ceptable soltion to the security prob. in the 1880s. You remember, perhaps,
lem. he pointed out that in those days I

JACOBUS: Thank you, Dr. Ham- secret ceases to be I seciet if it is
met. That was a real fast survey. I once confided. It's like a dollar bill-
hope you caught the depth of think- once broken it's never a dollar again.
ing that is involved in what Dr. Ham- This is I basic principle, but what
mer presented to you. He is talking does it mean? What does it mean in
about the world of multiprocessing, this era of automation with massive
multiprogramming, all of it machine- data banks with roemote inl)ut-outut
controlled, with executive systems. devices that, properly operated, can
This gets you into I different kind of enter these data banks and pull in-
security arena than we have had to fornmation out?
(teal with in the past. It is a very Part of the problent and -" major
difficult one, incidentally. We have problem involved in the use of remote
faced some problems of this nature input-output devices lies in the ,,,m-
In the Army, to which we have been munication field.
unable to find very good answers as
of this date, particularly in a highly CHARLES P. BUCKLEY
secret scientific activities. Chesapeake and Potomac

Hardware and software security Telephone Company
criteria, and the utility mode unat- Ladies and gentlemen, the piob-
tended by hulmans--how do we work lems NCMS is facing are ageless, and
-ctlrit, into the - aspectm -F our acti- to nro",' i , point I will use an

lies andt still retain a capability for analogy Hank Boettinger of A.T. , T.
adequate operations? Again, I come oiten uses. What I am going to do is
back to the point that must be empiha- take you back to about 6000 B.C.
sized: we cannot afford, in this prac- Don't worry, I 'mi going to make
tical world of ours, to permit security this very short. My thesis here is that
to become too great an obstacle. We what management has wanted rmoli
(10 have to produce. its EI)P peop!e, or its data processing

Note that Dr. Hammer stressed the people, is the ,mine throughouit the
fact that human considerations iUst ages. There's been no clange what-
be brought into the picture with re- soever. Maybe if you can just get this
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particular thing ill your mind, we his boss. His 1)os took more and more
might at least lay the predicate, as orders, and he had all sorts of cxpan-
the lawyers say, for sonic of the nore sion in olive oil, whcat .n(l grain.
serious discussions to follow. Soon lie achieved the tycoon status.

Back in Siimeria, you can imagine He started to circulate at the local
a man who set up somc sort of a chamber of commerce out there and
business, and was very successful. He let Abul handle all of his business.
was selling goats, wheat, grain, olive He c-iine back in .. few weeks, antl
oil and all those things. One day he lie said, ",kbul, low's business?" And
got more business than lie really Abul says, "Boss, don't talk to me; I
could reniember, so lie had a helper am too busy right now. If you want
come in. His name was Ahul. And lie to know how business is, look at all
said, "Abul, my mind is getting bur- those clay tablets." (There's been a
dened with all these orders, and I'm parallel on this in our own era to-
really having difficulty. Write these (lay.) Meanwhile, the boss says, 'Look,
things (town, wouil you? Figure some- all I want to know is what's going on
thing out for me." It's a source of around here. Don't tell me about the
provincial pride for me to think that clay punches. All I want to know is

.the first systematic writing on this what's going on." And his DP man
planet came from this type of opera- says, "It's all there in the files, Chief.
tion. (In fact, Eric Hoffer, the old All you have to do is look it up."
longshoreman: anthority, has said that (You can see the theme we're getting
the literary class started when tiun to here.)

employment hit the scribes- -those at.- We're going to take a quick jump
countants.) ti) to Egypt, and we'll describe sonic

In this particular situation, Abul of the timore recent problems. We're
caine back the next day and said, up here at the Nile River Transporta-
"Chief, I think I iiave got what you tion Company, and it's during the
want. There';, a fellow down the reign of Ramses II. Meantime these
street that's been putting together lit- clay tablets have been a little cum-
tie bricks. They're made out of clay. bersome, so up here today they've Put
I think I can take a few sticks here together a new approach, a real new
and some of these tiays, and I'll get techiique. 'ile salftsmimen have "old
a few clay-punch operators, and we'll everybody on scrolls. A fellow comes
start writing these orders down." In in and lie says, "How're you're do-
fact, they started to write so many ing?' Well. by this tieic all you have
orders down that today I tiMerstaId to (o is grab y ,,ur scroll and you can
it's an emharrassiment ,of archaelo- look at tie whole operation dependI-
gists that so many of' these things are ing oii how fast youi are at the scroll.
available that they're taking ill) a lot and the boss says, "Look, we've got a
ol storage space. wonlfulI sittr:tion hcre. 'e cai look

The cilneiform approach was fine, at ;ain entiie a(count. 'We have rec0ld-
and .\lbtl Ibecame a very big man with ed here tle seven lean years. the se'eii
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fat years, mnade ll of the comparisons. all difrerent kinds of Iorms, theLc.
We've got projections, and we (an spelling items differently, the 'ic

even afford a priestly caste to take spelling "casterling" as "sterling."
care of this sort of thing now." But We've got to have a little mIore order
certain probleiis developed. The bos: around here. Our operations need
says, "Well, how's business?" The discipline." His technical man says.
(lerk says, "Veil, it's ali here on the "Chief, I've got the answer." He says,
scrolls, Chief, all you have to do is "You know, there's a bird over in
just zip through and look for your- Mainz named (;utenberg who just in-
self." The boss says, "1 see you're hay- vented a !Nigh-speed printer, ai-d I
ing some troutble with our Greek think this is going to be the answer
branch." "Yes sir," the clerk says, to out pro)lem." So the hoss sa s.
"those fellows ulp there are becoming "(;reat, we iced him. -;o over anI
troublesome. You know, we've taken a get him. Te!l him we can't do with-
couple thousand years to develop this out tunm." So they' get Gutenberg oil
cocling system we've got here, this the jo, and everything is on the saint'
)eautiful hieroglyphics deal. Those forins now, the same terminology and
fellows up there have the temerity to so on, all over tile wor(l.
invent a new coding system that they BUlt the I)oss comes back later and
are calling 'alphabet.' They've been says, "What are these posting errors?
sending people down here telling us Everybody's got a different posting."

that we ought to change to their The fellow comes back with beautti-
system. That's no good. We've got to ful, bound ledgers. The Ioss says,
have transferability. We can't have all "All I want to know is, what's going
of this change. Those fellows up there on." The fellow says, "It's all in these
don't know one glyph from another, ledgers, Chief."
and we're not going to change our It you ask what is managementI
beautiful coding system." Then the
boss says, "Fine, make sure they toe expecting of EDP today, you (an

the line." (There's another parallel expect tile same (uestion for a long
here.) time: "'Vhat's going on"' We arehere.)nowa: people~ that have c:onverted

tI think we'll take another few thou- fgto (apr(ls an (arls have a direct

sand years' jump, and go to the Han- lineal ret ionsi c to the ald crei-

seatic League. Bv this ti ic. we have hirea re a ti o i p a til t, tlin e
gotrm tiite pwlLen gof llpstilabonthes. A

got thle problem of Iltultitbran'hes. At filing problems with cards, so we
this point, we're getting closer to w to tap, wh 1l is a colinterimt r
sonic of your classifications )rollems. ol the Egyl)tian snolls--whici were
A crowd down ii Londl on, in Lubeck, of'etty goo( xcei t w ihen i tuct(c

il Hanover aIre selling herring, beer. soiiieth i ug down niea ile rl. \Vet ait'

silver, and other things,. coming to the point now where rcal

Oie of the llen, thc boss, says, "I lile and iilsiatli ;Itu('ss are ari robIa)ly
just (;aile back from, a tour of the gointg to give its tlic lit'st of' all woi hIs.
iiai nhcs. Yol k now, the%' have got But I hiik we still have so tiet liit (d
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c l i ~,ginveiitg 4awing. -or a IV p;o-
the new t lile i)o V)Ive old prob- glare, or a (opy of i ;i! 'wspi:per of-
levs. What we've learnwd in 8,000 untn, or it might even (.ory a human
years of data p)rocessing is that the voi(c. IIn short it ('an be set up to
lhtimar, problems a'e still the same. transmit informnation in almost -any
The hlardware reall) never solves our form, oral or graphic, transitory or
on.going problems; it solves the past permanent.
ones. But the interface of humans In tile (omputer's short life spaln
with the use of this hardware is the we hase introduced many new tie-
real path of advance. You know, velopments and services to iatcht"
everything that you propose that does needs that it represents. New higher
not relate to the past is, by definition, speed teletypewriter services are now
unreasonable. Reaisonable men sdty, widely used in providing data at
"How does this square with our past speeds up to a 100 or 150 words a
activities?" The advant-garde type minute. At. the other end of the
says, "This problem is too blig to usem -nth scale, Telpac provides broadband
the old solution." The other man, thec
conservative, says, "This problem is

big .. mission at sp~eeds ii 1) to 5(0,00 bits
too big to try things new." And the i

tension between the new and the old per second on I l)oint-to-point basis.

is really the tocky path of data pro- Data phone sets translate the lan-

cessing in the future. Now let's talk gtage of your Iachitie into the Il-
about the future just for a moment. guage of ours, permitting data trails-

Communications and the computa- missions wherever telephone lines run.

tion have much in common. The tele- And our new Touch-rone telephone,

- phone -system is itself a comu)tter. in areas where this service is available,
Its com)onents are dispersed across (al not only connect you to a cotil-
the continent but they work as one. puter but it can also register informa-
Eqtuipped with more than 90 million tion into the computer as well.
it)ut-OUt)Ut stations, this enormous in short, we in our business are
conp)uter can ie commanded to pr,,- taking as a clear and present chal-
vide any one of' three million hillion
atswers (and that's a, real ntouthl'ti) lenge what only a few yeail ago eilel-

it takes to cotitnect atv one of its ed t fltaistic 21st (entury spo(culia-
tations--teeltoels-with any other tion--that is, the need to bring otir

a ntd do it in ai ilttc of sc(onds. It is switched network to the order of capa-
a "real tinie" loperation by definition bilitv that will be required to givc

II igbusiness aInd government, andl tile
Becauise of, tie itrtitctioti of (0111-

i)lters, out  whole concel)t of what ti l)u ic at large, i nstatt a (css to (01-

tonstittts a telephone call fas plott-sto<red inIfrtmotin as oiveit-

(hallgel. o',lay a telephon (onlt(-- icu1tl% is \ton ;(an teleplholle lo av.

lion call caTV a1 srcalil of data, or an. 'l'hamk so,.
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HUGH S. DUNPC.AN *ive, Kist thit h' tile htginning. not

International Business Machin.s Pie' el. Le.t melt illlI%tiate withl all

I Wantt to cotiiciflt tile (limtI%- axrs jhal story concerning a mil~i

sin f-at have taken place. This af- lytennco ee h sadt
terncou Dr. Hammer hias described piWO-essing equipmenI~ft imaker, aInd Il

modern compjtttiflg -,.-actiis capab~le of mait by the name of Sant, the user.

organizing and managing the deC- Pete and Sam went onl a safari inl
mands of large numbeCrs of uscrs with- deepest Africa to hutnt lion. They
out humian intervention. Mr. Buck- gathered a group of hearers together
Ie% has pointed out that computing andI startedl on their safari. They,
andi communications have much in tramped all (lay without seeing a
common, an(I that communications lion. That evening, they set ill) caiiip
facilities have b~een and are being near a water hole. The next morning.
dlevelopedI to match the calpalbili ties bright andI early, while Sam was still
of modern computers. To lbriefly fast aslei in his tent, Pete, the equip-
complete the picture of equipment mient manufacturer, hopped out of
cap~abilities, I would like to point b~ed, grabbed his rifle and went (downl
out that a wide range of terminal de- to the water hole. Just as hie was
vices have already been developed to leaning down to get a drink of water.
allow you., the user, to utilize the li, looked across the water hole and
communications and computer facili- there standing on the other side was
ties that have been dlescribed. These a magnificent lion. Pete lifted his rifle
terminal devices range from simple and shot, but in his haste hie only
typewriters to enter andi to receive ill wounded and enraged the lion. Thle
formation, at one endi of the spec- lion took after, Pete. Pete, naturally.
trum, to sophisticated TV diNsplays beat it. Pete ran -,! h:st as lie -old,
with keyboards and light pens~ for en- badck to the encamipment, the lion
try, alteration, andI presentation of; gaining at every step. just as the lion
information. You, the user andi mail- sprang at him, Pete trip)ped1 over aI
ager. now have the means for almost root and fell. The lion sailed into
instant access to large data files and Sam's tent. At that point, Pete go
computing capabIi lity even though upl quickly, dusted himself, and saidi.
the comp)uting facilities themselves "'Sam, there's youlr lion, I'ml going
mlay lbe in iles away. lback for- another.''

AS% cab)oos of this panlel, howe'ver, The lion isi yours gentlemen. How-
I wvant to emlihasite that the train c~ er, lest youi thing uis as irrespoti-
thlat we have just diragged by You is 5i1)IC as Pete, let m'e poinit ouit that
just thle first section. Thle secondi sec- D~r. Guthrie has outlined at least an
I ionl is gointg to .'.ye to he )C1run by initial approach for thIiinking through
.ou. We, tile paulel hope that wve these new systems that we are drag-

have convinced Noll, the uiser, that ging by you. There have been several
the tools lor new andi improved oper- cited examiples o[ applications, andI
aItions are here. ava i I ble for your I an) sur e that il)r(' examplesC5 will b
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hrItight-iiut-tt-the tottie of the dIik- !!% topisci hlett fioi wUiitli youa (.11

tliiofl Whi( h foll.)w. The initiaia'e. draw the citation.

however, must be yours. We will bc At this po~int, let tile throw thle
responsive to your questions and your floor ope~n for questions.
proposals. We will try to work with ROBiERT CALVERT: WVhat is the
you. But new techniques, new pro- stite of the art in using remtote in-
ceclures, and new thinking are re- quiry devices to safeguardI classified
(1uired. The challenge and thle re- information in the mnemory units? We
wards are yours. have this p~roblenm ourselves. We have

JACOBUS: Thank you, Mr. D~un- remote inquiry units. WVe have druins
can. Let me emphatsize that in the on which there is classified informa-
short time we have had this afternoon tion. I would like to know what is the
it has been possible to afford you state of the art? Are there "lock-out"
only a bare glimpse into this new p~roced~ures, are there "codle" pro-
world of ours. cedures?

Mr. Duncan reemphasized the im- HAMMNNER: Since you answered
portance of the role of the security your own question, sir, yes, there are.
man and the manager. Literally, it is You see, there are lock-outs, there are
tip to you people and your colleagues lock-ins, there are codling procedures.
to reach a determination of how to there are crypto procedures. I have-
approach these problems in their new some friends here. I stacked thle au-
manifestations. Samutel Butler once dience. I Invited somie p~eople from
said, "Life is the art of dlrawing suf- some other agency here which hasi
ficient conclusions fromi insufficient three letters I believe, and I won't tell
premises." We know, on the panel, you what they are, but they are not
that we liavc bccn able to lay dtown BCDs. I said in my presentation. that
insufficient premises this afternoon, while these procedures and the hard-
We hope that we have stimulated you ware are available, they cannot offer
to do some research in depth to reach you a hundlred p~ercent sec:urity. In
the point~ where you will have suf[- fact, I side with Bernard Peters -v ou
ficient premises for the conclusions caninot have one hundred percent
we know you must reach. security. U~nfortunately, this fact

I would like to call your attention eludes m1ost everI' onle of my friends
to two lie-nings ,~f :,,,bonn nit tees on who comea out anid say, "'I insist oil
the Hill ont the comlputer and thle 99.999.'' Now, thle wa,,y it goes is, briel-
invasion of p~riv'acy: a hearing before Iy, foi- every 9 that y-ou ask, vou have
the Subcommittee oil Government to put out a few 1iore dollars. You
Operations of the House, and hecar- have to mlake it management decision
ings onl comp~uter- priv'acy before the that sa'is, "How inuch are you willing
Subcommittee O il Administrative to pay for that next 9?'' Ando I anin
Practice and Procedure, the judiciary afraid that this management decision
Committee, U. S. Senate. If anybody is the one that is hardest to conIc,.
wants citations on these, D~r. Onthiie because that is a judgmnent probdleiI,



yon see. There is k.nnctlh Arow's exl)rcs% 9s, I will give you the 9s. I amII
theory that you cannot translate this facetious, really: you know it is a
into absolute values, that you can- data basis plroblem. No, I cannot (it)
not make this a straight mathematical that.

problem. You cannot say that tile MacCIAIN: Well, I have been un-

next 9 is worth exactly one million der the impression-well, I know

dollars or fifty cents, or whatever the nothing about ADP, I want to make

case may be. This is where your that clear-but I have been under

judgment comes in. I just came back the impression that the security

front a five-day conference in a very problem has been a completely baf-

pleasant place. I think it is called fling problemi up to now, but if I

Oahu. I had lunch there exactly understand what you are saying, it is

twenty-four horns ago on Waikiki solvable in terms of dollars and cents.

Beach. A few others and myself got This is a matter of great surprise to

together there for the last three days, me. But I am glad to know it if-

discussing that very same problem. well, if I am correct in so understand-

And I draw to your attention the fact ing. Am I?

that this is a solvable thing, but it's HAMMER: Yes, you are. I z,

only solvable within the realm that sure my friends from the other agen-

Bernard Peters laid down, within the cies are willing to speak tip wher-

realm of probability. But you can go ever they might be and are willing to

to any hardware manufacturer. I tell you that also.

have a friend here from IBM who is JACOBUS: Would anyone like to

going to tell you the same kind of speak up?

story, I am sure, or RCA, and I guess HAMMER: Would the real agency

I will have to mention a few others please stand up. Well, I lost all ol

or else I am going to get clobbered, my friends, you can see.

Anyway, there is another one that is MacCLAIN: Well, for example,

in the news very often-so I am sure we can assume that we have a clas-
all of us can give you the sane answer, sified drum, located at :a renote point.

voI know. Mine is not a sole answer Four or five different members of i
I am sure. Vould you like to add group can use that system indepen-
anything here? dently and be completely identified,

I)UNCAN: No, I think I :,rce completely separated, -ilnd can conin-

with )r. flhllllmner. pletely bar one from the other--and

GEORGE MacCL,\ IN: Wouild you up to a certain point we can approach

be willing to say the numlber of % perfection, can't we?

hat anybody so far has been willing HAMMER: I wish you hadn't said

to pay for? 111p to what point of I(- "completely." I said I wouldn't allow

curacy has anvbxlv niade a denmand you that, you see.

II to now? MacCLAIN: I tried to say- -1 tried
HAMMER: If vou (an define the to draw away from that ]A saying

cla1ta basis on which you want i me to "alpjroach perfection.'
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I %NII\ IER. All I Ight. MdV I saV. coil!)uter- (OIIIjlIetely se(irit'. aId
.I'.1and you %ate the ntitimber of 9%, security l)houl.
%e,. The answer is Nes, this can be MaCIAIN. I don't hesitate to as-
done. But this may require soie sume that if you have a Imxked-tylx"
rather elaborate hardware and may be roowIt, which is completely shielded
rather costly. And then you may just all the way around, and you havc

find out that you are not willing to completely reliable peol)le. you can
spcnd that kind of nioney. You know. operate in and out in a completely

someone toldt me out in Oahu, yester- secure situation. I think there must

day. that what we ought to specify he one remaining most difficult prob-

simply is that the probability of loss lem-if you ire operating at a remote

be less than the probability of defec- point, let's say. I)o you know what

tion. You know, this is a shocker; It's that is?

very simple. HAMMER: You are asking for an

JACOBWS: See how you mix hard- opinion in the matter?

ware and personnel security? You MacCLAIN: Certainly.
just can't get away from it. Any HAMMER: If the system that you

other questions? nention consists of a locked room.
MacCLAIN: May I go a little shielded, electronic devices, I will yen-

further? ture to say that people are the weak-
J.ACOBUS: Please do. est link. I can make the electronics as
MacCLAIN: I am still so amazed safe as I want to by dollars and by

by what I have heard. Merely because 9s, hut the people I just don't trust.

I am with the Defense Department Sorry to say so, you know. That's the
means nothing in terms of how amaz- weakest link. You see, none of my

ed I can he. What is today, in your computers and none of my friends'
opinion, if you are free to say, the computers have ever been bribed. Or
most difficult security aspect of this have defected, for that matter. I am

)usiness of ADP? (lead serious. That is the most dif-

JACOBUS: While lie is thinking ficult )roblem to solve. I can do a

thik out, I would ike to suggest that tremendous amount of mathematics.

. the Department of Defense come statistics, and probabilities regarding

down to the operating level of the the security of these files. I can put
services, and you might find some all sorts of hardware in there, and
answers. You'd he surprised! People this is a mathematical prol)lei, s I
have been working on these things. said. But I fail to see where I can sub-
I (on't iiecant that tkindly. ject people to mathematical analysis.

.\IacCLAIN: No, I know that. I That's the weakness, and that is the
(dlin't know I was that far behind, reason why I feel that we have made

JACOBIrS: We have sone opera- great strides and we will make even
tions in the Arnil seci,-itv classified greater ones. Within the next five or
two or three levels above top secret ten years we will developl more and

aind we theiii oil tile electronic tile ;Ilitotiti a n(I tilaittell(l( sys-
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pa.rtijsl aw.%ur tol srnalr qU&1Vri~n, .Jot it''rt . .n,! t iin4 it IT Drri m

I realb don't have a goodf inwer for irtmizht O~fill! -I% h.1t %our ytqill?
you in tha~t senlse. I cannhot sayV wha~t- 11101111i ale and ICll gist %1,1 [ it-

I dotn't evetn know what is tile weakest answers it) that one.
pairt, because it (lepemics oil 1ow y'ou JACOBUl S: Of roulIse. ill your or-
define it. ganization it's not only a q1uestion of

LORRY 'McCONNELL: We are tile flits of informiation, it's also a
talking about security and what price question of the manner in whkhl these
security. How ab~out classification, the bits are mnaniplal'ted, which nmeans
problem of idlentifying bits of in- control of executive routine. This can
iormation according to thle level of be expensive, too, when it becomes
classification? And then, say--conceiv- complicated in a large inultiproces-
ably--a huge dlata bank with various sing, mutltiprogramn operation.
bits of information, each flag with LAWRENCE MYERS: ! would
its bit of (lata-how expensive doeg like to suggest that perhapIIs next to
this get and how feasible is it today? the personnel question that you raise

HAMMER: That's a good ques- as being the most important one. the
tion. The answer lies again in dollars classification job itself is most import-
and cents and thle management func- ant. To dletermine classification, NYou
tion, because what you (lescrilied there must dlecidle what it is you want to
is really an overhead. You are saying get done. If your objective is to get
that you are willing to pay for a cer- 100,000 men ashore in Normand% inl
tain amount of overhead with regard the first twelve hours, this is one o)h-
to thle data classification that you jcctive. If the objective is to get thutiii
are attempting inside of the hard- there in a position to fight and iii:'in-

ware. Youir overhead may be say, one tamn themselves then you have a dlf-
hundred lpcrcent-tlhit is, for every ferent measuire of' secuirity-the jum-

bit that you have in there they have plrtanc of it. W~ithi tile ann~ount of
one bit overhead. That's a hundred information that goes into ain atito-
percent. Butt usuially it ends uip more miatic dlata system, youi have all kinds

than that, so your overhead cost in of bits and comimi tioins hta

this case might be something like aI collie out. They have varyinlg (l(gl('es
thousand or tenl thousand percent. of sensitivity, 'huit it is very, %verN
And, of course, if you can't live withi difficuilt to 'relate these t.-cai-l i

that then you just can't live with it. objectives, 511(11 "s puitting these nunci
But this is again a managenmen t de- asi 10? inl .1 posit ionl to na in t ail
cision. I mentioned to the gentlemani t hemselves and fight. XVhen-I Nyou ( all

over there earl ier that I (an't ima ke (do that --if it (anl ever i)e donle I'l
aI decision for anyont e. You have to caifato--thnyoul have at basis

imake it yoursel f. I thmink Dr). jacobtis to decide hlow Im nv 9S youl va itt.
poin ted tihis ouit earlier-there are Youi imeint ioned thle Sy'stem that thie
somei dlecisionms you gentlemen have Aryhas that will mnai ntain a Nerv
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high level of security. And yet I poses a number of the kinds of prob-
would hazard a guess that this is done lems for the security classification
on the basis of all information within manager and the operating manager,
that system being handled at the same which, jointly, they must resolve be-
level of security, and the sensitivity fore people in the ADP, hardware or
being so great that you have decided software, or even ADP personnel side,
this is worthwhile, even through some can provide the kind of facilities that
of the information may be less in you need.
value. For a limited system, this is ROBERT BECKNER: Dr. Jaco-
an ideal answer. But when you have bus, I was wondering what help you
a data bank that includes an immense may be able to be to us in the auto-
amount of information, being used mated classification systems in para-
by many different people, it becomes graph marking?
more and more important to be able JACOBUS: Well, of course, this is
to put it out to reach specific opera- one of our standard approaches today.
tional objectives. It becomes more and Suppose you do mark by paragraph.
more important to be able to put it This is the same as marking by blocks
out in lower and correct classifica- of information in a data bank. The
tions, which often, for cost, have to question is, as a security matter-as
be measured against something other was just raised in the preceding dis-
than confidential, secret and top cussion-does the one block within a
secret. The cost-worth of maintaining data bank govern the use of the en-
one piece of top secret information tire data bank? What rules will you
does not even approximate that of follow? You see, the classification
maintaining in secure form another manager not only must decide how
piece of top secret information, things will be classified, but doesn't

JACOBUS: Thank you. Your re- he also help to decide how classified
marks are one hundred percent on material may be used? I think we are
target. We ran into precisely this finding that classification manage-
problem in a recent study conducted ment is taking on somewhat a new
in the Army with regard to possible context. It's becoming more impor-
consolidation of a number of our tant because it is becoming a factor
scientific research-oriented data pro- that governs our capability to pro-
cessing installations. And one of the duce, particularly in this automated
governing factors in truth was this world. How can we help you? I think
very proposition of high security on a what you have to accept is the fact
part of the activities of some of the that there are technical problems in
community that vitally affect the software and in hardware in the ADP
manner in which other elements in field. As far as the Army is con-
the community would have to operate. cerned, we have a group of people
So this can be a very practical con- in our computers system directorate
sideration. We are running into this who are experts in this field. If you
even now. And what you have said would consult them, they would be
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happy to make their expertise avail- points out that the weak link in many
able to you at any time. Mr. Mac- systems lies in the persons not in the
Clain? hardware or the software. What we

MacCLAIN: It seems to me that I have to make progress in are the
remember that last year at the semi. decisions with regard to how security
nar a talk was made that indicated will be dealt with, how we will permit
that the problem of security in ADP it to govern our approach to the use
was a long way from being solved, of information. Because when you
Maybe the talk that was presented, come down to it, you are constantly
and which was so complex, wai done being thrust back upon the proposi-
partly in a facetious way. But is it a tion that when we talk security,
fact that in the year that has just now particularly classification, we are real-
passed you have made tremendous ly talking about ideas or some mani-
strides here? festation of ideas. When you are deal-

JACOBUS: No. As a matter of fact, ing with the proposition of gov-

the electronic security has been mpk- erning ideas, this is a human pro-
ine eletris eversine habn m- position. Your decisions must be
in g strides ever since and duriig human decisions. We can implement
World War IL, and essential'y ADP whatever decisions you make in any
security is electronic security. The way you want them implemented,
security of personnel is a problem, through our hardware and software
as you know, that we always have in the ADP field, as Dr. Hammer says,
with us. This is why Dr. Hammer if you are willing to pay for those 9s.

PANEL-CLASSIFICATION IN THE DEPARTMENT
OF DEFENSE TODAY

George MacClain, Director, Directorate for Classification Management,
OASD (Adm.), Moderator

MacCLAIN: Good morning, ladies covered or at least we took up the
and gentlemen. In this panel this business of paragraph marking, be-
morning I am going to open by mak- cause if we hadn't there wouldn't be
ing a few remarks on some subjects, any excitement in this classification
which will not necessarily be com- management business. But we have
mented on farther by members of the excitement because of paragraph
panel. The most fun of any panel is in marking, certainly, and I am going to
the question and answer period, and talk a little bit about that.
probably the greatest benefit is there, I haven't got all the answers, as
too, so please feel free, after all the you know, and neither have any of
speakers have been heard. you. But I want you to know that

I guess it is a good thing w- dis- work is really being done on it both
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in the Government and in industry, to figure out what parts are classified
Some facilities have already publish- and what are not? I'll wager that
ed and printed and distributed their once you determine that the docu-
internal procedures to meet this re- ment has something in it that's classi-
quirement. Their approach is one fied, that just about ends it for you.
that we like to see. It's a "can do" Or, you may say you think you can
approach, in which they are going to do it better by chapter, or better by
say, "Well, let's get on with it and page, than by paragra. ... But es-
let's do it as well as we can. Let's sentially if you do a c ,.ification job
either dn it or prove that we can't do you can carry it down as far as you
it." This is very beneficial. We find, go. The only question is, how far
too, that the companies are not all down is it really practic,-ble and
doilag or interpreting in the same beneficial to go? You may think it's
manner. Their approach is really dif- not true, but it is Lue, that one
ferent, from company to company, organization in the Department of De.
and there is a considerable demand fense came to me and asked, "Have
on the part of organizations for a you any objections if we carry para-
layout of specific guidance from OSD. graph marking down to the subpara-
After looking at some of the things graph, and the sub-sub-subparagraph?"
we have been getting from industry, And I said, "No, of course we don't.
I think that what we are getting is as It's entirely up to you." And they are
good or better than anything we could doing it. Now, maybe their particular
lay out. Nevertheless, this doesn't style of business is not like yours, and
obviate the need for trying to stan- maybe they can do it easier than you
dardize an approach, and I am sure can. But let me assure you of one
that we will try to standardize an ap- thing: classification by paragraph ac-
proach on any questions there are. complishes things that classification

You heard Joe Liebling yesterday by document never will accomplish-
mention some of the reasons why it makes you decide what it is that's
paragraph marking can really benefit classified, and why, and then it iden-
industry even if it costs something. tifies it for the next fellow along the
What benefits industry is going to line.
benefit us, too; and vice versa. I know as well as you do that this

You know, paragraph marking is is not to be done without some cost.
really nothing but classification re- Up to now, we've been informed in
duced to what may be a practical general terms, and in terms of esti-
scope. You may think that you have mates, how much the cost of this is.
been classifying by doctments but And then we have been informed
how much specific detailed analysis these costs cannot be justified by what
have you ever given an entire docu- we get out of it all. Well, it's a very
ment after you have decided it has hard thing to prove that there's a
something secret in it? How much justification, afterward, and it's a very
additional time have you spent trying hard-thing to prove that there is not.
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But I ask you to consider this: if you the page-by-page requirement-and
get a document that is paragraph- yet it's only a few lines more than a
marked you will immediately, will paragraph. It is just that when you
you not, be able to make the maxi- were finally told that it was by the
mum unclassified use of the informa- paragraph that the real problem be.
tion in that document without any came highlighted. It is certainly not
sweat? This is a great advantage for iair to say that the cost of paragraph
you. You don't have to treat every marking is prohibitive when you say
chapter, verse, and line as classified first only that "this document is
when you know what is classified is secret because we know that there
clearly marked for you. And con- is secret information in it somewhere,"
sequently you in industry and you in and compare that with specifying
Government who know what's not which paragraph contains classified
classified are in a much freer position information. That is a comparison of
to talk, to discuss, and to work with nothing with something. Any cost
the information before you. You that you measure on that kind of a
can't put a price on that, and you scale is likcly to be characterized as
can't prove it's worth so many dollars excessive. I would like to say that as
and cents or it isn't. But it is a tre- far as I am concerned, I do not believe
mendous advantage. It is to me. It is that the quality of the software is
to the people I work with. If we get improved, particularly, by paragraph
a document that is not paragraph- marking. You'll do just as good a
marked, we feel deprived of some- job for your customer whether you
thing. I wish that all of you were mark by paragraph or not, as far as
getting documents that are paragraph. the product lie is buying is concerned.
marked so that you, too, would have And so I am not trying to prove that
the opportunity to see that it is worth paragraph marking makes a better or
what it costs. worse product. I don't think that it

Any of you who have conducted does. But on the other hand, I know
studies of more than an estimationstudes hoftmore younan prei atn this: if you will take the time, as you
type who think you can prove what should when you are dealing with
it costs to paragraph-mark as against classified information, to identify
any other system you can name, we
will be glad to receive your informa- what is classified and what is not, the

tion. But let me point out one thing: payoff in terms of really avoiding un-
it is pretty hard to find a basis for necessary classification will help you,
comparing paragraph marking costs your company, and your people. And
unless by now you are already follow- it will help everybody else who gets
ing the procedure of marking every that document from that time on.
page according to specific content of 'We want to give it a real fair
that page. There is not much differ- shake. It has been used in Govern-
ence between a page and a paragraph. ment long before we pit it on the
Nobody has ever really griped about books-though hit or miss sometimes.
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We want to give it a real fair shake be adopted by the Assistant Secretary
now. for Administration. Along with the

The announcement that was made form are a large number of instruc-
in the Industrial Security letter not tions which, if adopted by the Assist-
too long ago that Joe mentioned in ant Secretary, will be published
his talk yesterday is, in general, that through the Industrial Security sys-
the requirement did become effective tem. You will get it through the ISM.
July 1, 1967. No doubt about that. We have made a few interesting
But nobody is going to be cited for changes. First of all, the new 254 is a
not observing the requirement be. twosided document. And there is an
tween now and next January unless additional document we call a 254c,
he is indeed doing absolutely nothing which you may or may not need to
about it now. If he is sitting around use. The 254 and the 254c or any
hoping that on January 1, 1968, the substitute for the 254c has to include
whole thing will be forgotten, so he a combination of a list of items by
doesn't need to spend any time and some kind of name or index, together
effort in the meantime, this is really with narrative topical guidance on
a, mistake. Because the DCAS people each of those items. And the way the
are going to cite you in industry or form is drawn up, if you don't have
in any other place that they can for too much to say you can put it on
not making an honest effort now to the back side in Item 13-Item and
get ready to roll by January 1. For- Narrative Guidance. If that isn't
tunately, some of you are ready to enough room, you can use the 254c.
roll and you are rolling already. There's a preprinted list of items. It

Well, the panel is not going to is a list that serves many kinds of
discuss paragraph marking. After the different cases. On the left side there
panel has finished and the questions is a place to list an item and on the
on their subject matter have been right side there's a place for iiarra-
dealt with, if you want to discuss tive guidance. And if you don't hap-
paragraph marking, we can. pen to like that, you can create any

I would like to mention something form of similar guidance you wish.
else to you that has come up from The Air Force has a method of giv-
time to time, and that is the DD ing classification guidance in which
Form 254. It is now really finished, they tell you what they are going to
I don't mean by that it's dead. I al- talk about, and they talk about it.
ways wonder when I write a note to that an d in l o it

somebody, "send it back when you are but imu be r ed in he 251c
finihed whehertheygetthe eal but it must be referred to in the 25-1c.finished" whether they get the real

message I intend. Form 254 has been A.'Lnother important change, and we
staffed two or three times around the think it's very important, has to do
Department as well as exposed to in- with the review by the user agency of
dustry organizations, and it is now in the 254. The responsibility for review
the form in which we recommend it of the informatiorn in the 25.1 has
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been separated, in substance, into two retention of classified material, you
parts. will have to justify what you want

If you are doing business with, let to retain on a need-to-know basis.

us say, the Navy as the user agency, You are not unfamiliar with that.

they provide the content of the 254. And at that time you have to dem-

In the course of your performance of onstrate your need-to-know for the

the contract you may obtain informa- reference material as well as for the

tion from the Defense Documentation other material. Now, some time after-

Center or some information analysis ward when you still have reference

center, and you do this on the author- material on your hands and it is still

ity of the Navy, of course; but the classified just the way it was when

information you get this way, the you got it, you may begin to think,

DDC information, may not be under "Well, what about this? I don't think

the classification jurisdiction of the this should be classified any longer."

Navy, either now or at any other You cannot go back to the user agen-

time. We call this material for which cy directly and say, "Review it for me

your user agency has no classification for classification." They are not sup-

responsibility "reference material." posed to have to do that from now on.
Our pitch is that at no time, from the The rule is that the originator of
beginning or at any other time, is the that material is the one who still has
user agency of a particular contract the responsibility for it. Of course it
responsible as such for any of the may contain downgrading markings
classification of that reference mater- and you will take your guidance
ial. Accordingly, if at the end of a from that. And to the extent that it
contract, or if during the contract, doesn't contain within itself the ap-
there is a review of the 254, as there propriate evaluation for downgrading
will be periodically, the user agency and declassification, your job is to
has the obligation to review the identify the originator. Now, I don't
classification guidance for all of the know how well you can do this. You
information for which the user look at the document; if you can't

--agency has classification responsibil- tell who the originator is, you are
ity. And I think you know what that in trouble, of course. And the best
means. But they have no responsibil- that we can do, and what we are
ity to review, and indeed they will going to say is, if you need help in
not review the classification of this identifying the originator, in the
reference mnaterial, :en though you following order you will ask for it.
have it. Not only is this true during You go first of all to the place
the course of the contract but it's where you got it, the DDC, for ex-
true at the end of the contract as well. ample. The DDC will not evaluate
If this isn't clear, I want you to ask it but they will say where it came
me about it later. from, thereby identifying the prob-

At the end of the contract, when able source of classification respons-
you make your request, if you do, for ibility. If that doesn't work, then the
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next person you go to is the last user suddenly changes its mind and says
agency with whom you did business, we are not going to do it, we then
Maybe they can help you identify claim lots of savings. This isn't legiti-
the originator. If they can't do it mate. The only thing that we can do
either, then you come to our office. to really claim cost avoidance savings
And our job will be to help you is in a change in policy that's been
identify the responsible classifying established, that has been on the
authority. If at this time nobody books, that we are going to get rid
knows, I am sure that our office can of now because we think the policy
find a way to do something about it. shculd be changed. And if that policy
Now, that is a long way of saying had incidental costs, we'll claim those
that the review of classified material savings. Of course we will. Make no
on a periodic basis will continue with mistake about this: to the extent that
the 254, but be limited to the user classification guidance and paragraph
agency responsibility. And after the marking enable you to accomplish
contract is over, there will be a re- savings in the course of what you do,
view for need-to-know and this will this is real hard stuff and we want it.
come up periodically. During the And you know you can get it. You
need-to-know or retention period, the are going to hear from this panel that
user agency will still review the ma- thousands and even millions of dol.
terial he has classification responsi. lars have been saved because of clas-
bility for. sification management procedures

There is something that we need that will enable you to do your con-
to get from all of you within Gov- tract work on the least cost basis,
eminent and not in Government, and because you treat unclassified what
that is some data on costs, particular- you are entitled to treat unclassified,
ly cost savings. There has been some- and you do not unnecessarily go out
thing in the paper recently that the and buy an unclassified item classified
Secretary of Defense has been claim- simply because it's going into a clas-
ing some cost reduction benefits that sified end item. This kind of hard
are really cost avoidance, and that savings information we want, and I
some of them are a little more remote know that some of you have it. Some
than that. I have heard two expres- of you have been able to realize $75,-
sions of views on this. One is that 000 on a particular effort and you
cost avoidance savings could no longer know you have realized it, and if
be claimed in the cost reduction say- you are willing to put it on paper and
ings of or for the Department. I send it to us, we want it. As a matter
don't know if this is really true. An- of fact, we will be coming out and
other way I have heard it said is that asking for it some of these days, both
if the Department lays on a particular within the Government and outside.
requirement, like paragraph marking, So send it in without being asked if
for example, which is new and is go. you have it.
ing to cost something, and then it We know that we have reached a
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point also in classification manage- though it doesn't on its face carry the
ment where we ought to go out and endorsement of our office, it certainly
make certain that what we think is carried the endorsement of our think-
good classification management phi- ing because we happen to believe that
losophy is being used effectively or in- what he has come up with in the
effectively or is either wrong or right, form of recommendations and con-
What I am trying to say is, we had clusions has got to be exposed to
better look and see what we are doing others for comment. It seems to us
now that we've said what ought to that it's basically sound and right.
be done. So we are going to try to do And the automatic system, if he is
two things as we look ahead. One is right, will change its character in the
that we are going to try to get out future. Of course the automatic sys-
and tell you more directly, more fre- tem was laid on the Government by
quently, and at more places, what it Executive Order, and this means, of
is we want you to do, the kind of course, that we are going to have to
guidance we want you to get, the kind staff it through the Executive depart-
of things we expect. And then we are ments to get some concurrence before
going to try to find out, too, by more it could ever be changed. Essentially,
field operations, what is going on. We the changes would drop two of the
know that from now on real classifica- four groups. It would change the
tion management, that is sound fun. phasing for automatic downgrading
damentally, is a question of communi- and declassification so that, at least
cation and application, education, as far as the automatic downgrading
and indoctrination, phase is concerned, it would work on

Some of you have already received a faster scale. Instead of being twelve
your latest copy of the Journal. It year minimum it would be something
cintains an article by Art Van Cook. short of that. For example, the top
Art is in our office, and his field is secret would last, I think it is, only
Special Responsibilities-Downgrad- two years and then go down to Secret.
ing and Declassification. Of course Secret would last two years, and then
he is kept busy doing a lot of other be Confidential-and so forth. Now,
things as well, but that is his primary this is not DoD policy. This is not
responsibility. In the course of i1, he DoD-recommended policy outside our
has done a lot of thinking about own immediate office. But we are
whether the present downgrading and ready to recommend it. And so I do
declassification system, especially the encourage you to read it and get
automatic one, is a good one or not, g y i
and he has reached certain conclusions
that are laid out, at length, in the will like it. I think you might.

latest issue of the Journal and I en- Well, I think that is about it, as
courage you very much to read this. far as what we are doing is concerned,

As a matter of fact, although it's in a general way. The panel has rep-
an unofficial presentation and al- resentatives from the Army, Navy,
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and Air Force, and DCAS, and they contracts in the Army's multibillion
are going to speak in that order. dollar procurement program. There-

fore, AMC is primarily concerned
M. D. AITKEN with most of the classification gui-

Department of the Army (lance issued to industry on these
The Army presentation will be in contracts. The classification program

three segments. First, I will discuss -the classification management pro-
the Army organization for classifica- gram in this command-therefore,
tion management andi describe the is perhaps the most comprehensive.
materiel cycle in the Army. Next, I So let's examine, briefly, the strut-
will discuss a case study of one method ture of AMC and see how classifica-
of achieving significant cost reduc- tion management operates, Within
tions and cost avoidance through in- the AMC unlike the Air Force Sys-
tensive application of classification tems Command and the Air Force
management and records management Logistics Command arrangement,
principles. And finally, I will present which you will hear about shortly,
a brief appeal for innovation and the mission is all-encompassing for
imagination in seeking new and bet- Army hardware-the so-called cradle
ter management techniques and to grave concept. That is, AMC is
methods in handling and processing responsible for research, development,
classified information, testing, evaluation, production., stor-

The Department of the Army has age, maintenance and issue of Army
established classification management materiel, from conception to obsoles-
as a function of command. Certain cence. This is not completely accurate,
responsibilities for classification man- in that the Army Combat Develop-
agement have been assigned to Army ment Command is responsible for
commanders and implementation of Army doctrine and originates many of
DoD Directives and Executive Orders. the Army requirements, and at the
These responsibilities, broadly stated, other end of the spectrum the Dc-
are oriented toward the continuing fense Supply Agency is primarily
review requirements, preparation of responsible for disposal. But for the
classification guides, and the delega- most part, AMC is responsible for
tion of original classification au- the life cycle of Army materiel.
thority. Within this guidance major Tracing the cycle through AMC, we
Army commanders have developed start first with the several ANIC cen-
classification management programs tral laboratories at which basic and
directed toward the missions of th:ir applied research is conducted in var-
particular commands. Consequently ious fields in support of Army require-
the scope and effort of this program ments. Materiel development and de-
in each command varies considerably. velopmental testing are conducted in

As a principal ArniN procuring one of the several A\MC1\ major sub-
conmand, the Army Materiel Com- ordinate commands, which are conm-
mand places most of the classified niodity-oriented, stch as the .\rl\
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.Mssile :onimantd, the Army Muni- Every employee in AMC is plr-
tions Command, and so forth. En- sonally charged with the task ol
gincering and service testing for ia- seeking means to accomplish the AM(,
teriel reliability is conducted at the mission better, cheaper and faster.
Army Test and Evaluation Command, And the classification manager has
another AMC subordinate command. the opportunity to contribute sig-
Procurement and production of the nificantly to this objective. A point
materiel cycle is managed by the to note here is that throughout the
Commodity Commands of AMC and life cycle of the Army classificd hard-
nearly 100 smaller procurement acti- ware, with few exceptions, the clas-
vities throughout the command. sification through deployment or oh-

As the item moves off the pro- solenscence i:, controlled within a
duction line-and this production single Army command. While exten-
line may be in-house at one of the sive coordination is usually required
producing arsenals or it may be on to change a classification within the
contract--it moves into the AMC Army, and sometimes with the other
supply, maintenance and distribution services, the classification manage-
system, which is controlled by AMC inent chain of responsibility is un-
national inventory control points broken from cradle to grave. This
throughout the country. Finally, as permits closer surveillance of inform~i-
the item approaches obsolescence or tion classification, permits fixing of
it is deployed, and ultimately becomes specific responsibilities for various
unserviceable, it is returned to the functional aspects of the program.
.!epot for disposal. permits application of uniform pol-

Classified material moving through icies and procedures, and provides the
this cycle passes through a pipeline means for enforcing the requirements
which is insulated to a greater or of the program through coiumand
lesser degree by the classification. The channels.
diameter of the pipeline varies in- Each of the nearly 200 subordinate
versely with the increasing classifica- commands, installations and activi-
tion; that is, the higher the classifica- ties within AMC is required to des-
tion the more constricted the pipeline ignate a classification management
becomes-the slower the item moves officer with specifically delineated
and the more it costs. resvonsibilities. These responsibilities

The job of the classification man- include participation in developient
ager in AMC, then, is to keep the and review of in-house classification
material moving through the cycle guidance, review of classification
as rapidly and as economically as pos- guidance issiled in classified contracts.
sible by reducing or eliminating and the review of classilied doctiment
classification requirements whenever holdings and other program functions.
lossible and as soon as possible, thus Through the technique of deceni-
exlpanding the diameter of the pipe- tralitation it is possible to maintain
line. simuultaneois and continuous cl1 ,i-
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fication management surveillance of manders to physically reviev their in-

thousands of major classified item ventories of classified documents with

systems and components in the AMC a view toward elimination of all mia-

inventory. terial not essential to mission per-

The effectivenes of the program is formance.

evaluated by annual Inspector Gen- One hundred percent review of all
eral inquiries, security staff visits, and top secret and secret documnents was

spot-check and sampling systems. required, and a healthy sampling ol
No discussion of the materiel cycle confidential material, to determine

would be complete without it refer- what documents could and should be
enre to the almost overwhelming ac- destroyed, retired, returned to the
cumulation of classified paper which originator, downgraded or declassi-
is generated in support of classified fied. Reporting requirements were
hardware. Solutions to the problem built into the one-time review to
created by the staggering load of permit evaluation of results, analysis
scientific and- technical information of trends, measurement of costs and
are being sought by many agencies the tabulation of other related data.
and study groups. In this connection, Results of this comprehensive effort
we might borrow a classic under- were more than gratifying in terms of
;tatement from the missile people to accoml)lishment. But the reports re-
describe this proble.n. It is termed ceived also confirmed our concern
"an unscheduled pressure rise." Mis- that we did indeed have a problem.

sile people use this phrase to describe Now, I will give yuti some of the ac-
the event when one of the birds blows complishments first a.nd[ then I will
up on the pad. We imight use it to define our continuing problem and
describe a fantastic paper explosion, how we propose to cope with it.
which we heard quite a bit about yes- First, we were able to eliminate
terday. more than twenty-five percent of the

About a year ago, recognizing that top secret documents from our inven-
we had a problenl in this area, we tory by destruction, down-grading, or
also recognized that strenuous efforts retirement. This was sort of a bonus
were required to cope with it. It was because earlier in the year, six or

apparent from spot inquiries condmt t- eight months prior to this review, we

ed to try to define the problem that went through t Dol)-directed review
norutalI adiwi i nist rative controls and of all our to1) seCrCt imia terial and

contintuous review requirements eliminated a substaintial nur ber Of
couldn't ketp t1p wiith the hi rtht rate

and illplt. . nA assi'e all-out effort r ttiewg

was needed io reduce the inventorv

Of classified lotiumtien ts. So in Angust Twelve pericgtt of" all secrt dote-

of last year a one-tine review require- lilents were eliminated , a total of

ment was imposed oil all echelons of 18.1,000 doctntewits.. \bout three per-

Ililt (onimlianld, whicht (firctel (o011- (1ilt of all tonfideitial do umneuits
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isere purged from the files, a total of uted to handling and storage of tni-

307,000. classified documents. The study was

Here is one way of looking at this conducted by qualified methods and
acc.Omlishnlnt: the nearly 500,000 time measurement practioners, and

documents that were eliminated was based on an average flow of 60,-
from the inventory represent more 000 documents per year and 500,000
than 8,000 linear feet of classified documents on hand. A recap of the

container storagc space, or about 1,000 results of the study follow:
classified containers, which cost about For top secret, direct annual cost

on the average somewhere in the per document: $5.16; indirect cost:

neighborhood of S400 each. There- $1.40; total cost for maintaining one
fore, in theory at least, AMC can top secret document for one year:

reduce their capital equipment in- $6.56.
ventory by about .5400,000. But as we For secret, direct annual cost per

all know, there are many other direct docuiment $4.69; indirect cost: $1.40:
and indirect costs associated with the total (ost for maintaining one secret
processing and storage of classified document for one year. $6.09.
documents, which vary with the clas- For confidential, direct annual cost
sification involved, per document: $2.11; indirect costs

We considered the Lockheed study were determined to be insignificant

conducted several years ago on the and were not measured. Total cost

cost of protecting classified informa- for maintaining one confidential

tion in one of their facilities and de- document for one year: $2.11.

cided to run a parallel study to deter- Those familiar with the Lockheed

mine handling and storage costs for study will note that these cost figures

a typical AMC installation. The pur- are quite compatible with that earlier

pose of this study was partly to prove report. In fact, one or two of them

to ourselves and to AMC Command- are identical.

ers in the field that the one-time re- Theoretical savings achieved by

view requirement was worth the ef- the AMC one-time review were--for

fort, rather than to demonstrate say- top secret: Sfi,713; for secret: $1,121.-

ings or cost avoidance. Further, it 589; for confidential: $648.012: total

was hoped that we' would be able gross savings: $1,776,315.

to get a better fix on our problen and The cost of condltctinfl this review,

to identify classified docunent han- based on the number of illn holl's

dling costs command-wide. expended, multiplied by the average

The management office at Pica- salary of tie reviewing officials, was

tinny Arsenal conducted such a study $201,262.

for us late in 1966, measuring all Therefore, the theoretical net say-

identifiable dilect and indirect costs ings works out to SI.575,083.

;ssociated with the handling and stor- Now, none of us is no naivc as to

age of to) Secret, secret. and (oil fi- clainl actual savings ill this anIIotIin|.

dential dociuments above those attrib- hs far as I know. no one in A NI(
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lost his job because he no longer had the same time permit us to keel our
classified documents to process or handle on the problem and identify
safeguard. There were no massive re- trouble areas.
ductions in security controls because To give you a brief idea of the
of the elimination of material to safe- problem we are still faced with,
guard. despite the comprehensive effort of

We can claim numerous intangible last fall, here is what the AMC in-
savings and benefits resulting from ventory looked like after the one-time
this comprehensive review program. review: 2,830 top secret, 1,355,68-1
First, we have eliminated the ex- secret, and 9,627,317 confidential
posure of nearly a half million docu- documents-a total of 10,985,831
ments to loss or compromise. Next, documents rnemaining in the inven-
the time spent each year on review- tory.
ing, inventorying, processing, and Before I leave this subject, I would
handling nearly a half million classi- like to throw out a couple of inter-
fied documents can be profitably di- esting figures produced during last
verted to requirements more closely fall's review: By an actual physical
related to our mission. The need for count in measurement of more than
acquisition of about $400,000 worth 60,000 documents, we came up with
of classified containers has been de- a figure for the number of classified
ferred, because we have about 8,000 documents per linear foot. The figure
feet of linear classified storage space is sixty. The documents counted and
we didn't have before. measured were both secret and con-

* But perhaps most important, we fidential and represented a broad
have been able to demonstrate to our variety of types of documents front
field commanders that with very lit. bulky test reports studies to single
tie effort much can be accomplished sheets. Ve attach no accuracy guar-
in this very narrow area of the total antee to this figure, but it may be
classification management program. useful to you at some time when you
In this connection, we recognize that are trying to determine the size of
we are treating a symptom of the your inventory, particularly when you
problem rather thatn trying to find a are talking about confidential docu-
cure for it. Nevertheless, if we can ments.
find a way to hold our own in this Using the figure of sixty classified
struggle while we are searching for documents per linear foot, we came
the cure, we are not going to be tip with another interesting statistic.
buried in paper before we find it. This is sort of a file-and-forget item.

To insure that we don't tall behind, The newspapers have mentioned on
AMC" has now established reqtire- a number of occasions that the Fed-
mients for an annual comprehensive cral interstate highway progrant aver-
review similar to the one-time project, ages out at a million dollars a mile.
which will force elimination of un- Well, I am pleased to report that
necessary classified material and at AMC can undercut that cost on an
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annual basis. AMC has approximate- initiate and sponsor an intern or
ly 33 iniles of classified documents in trainee program in classification man-
their inventory and it only costs us agement for recent college graduates.
28.5 million dollars a year to protect Above all, we need to keep trying, to
them! So when you hear your boss kce l) moving to maintain the momen-
talking about getting more mileage turn we have gathered over the past
out of your program, that's what he's several years. We can't let an occasion-
talking about. al setback discourage us or even slow

Earlier I said that I would close us down. Thank you.
this presentation with a brief plea DANIEL F. RANKIN
for innovation and imagination in DaNteL f tANavNDepartment of the Navy
seeking new and better classification In June 1964 the Department of
management techniques. By this I the Navy officially established its
mean that classification management, classification management program.
as an art, is in desperate need of new This program in the Navy was imple-
and imaginative approaches to our mented in Chapter IV of the Navy
common problems and we need peo- Security Manual.
pie who are not afraid to try new At the present time, every command
approaches and to keep trying de- in the Navy is required to establish
spite an occasional failure, and maintain an active classification

We should try to find more ef- management program. I might say
fective ways to provide the original that at the outset it was apparent to
classifier with all available scientific me, and it was apparent to many
and technical information and foreign people in the Navy, that the real
intelligence so that he can make en- problem in classification seemed to
lightened decisions, so that classifica- lie in the fact that there was no cen-
tion is assigned intelligently and not tralization of responsibility for clas-
by intuition. We should try to find sification, regrading, or declassifica-
a means to reach top management, tion. I am not saying that you
both in industry and Government, to couldn't find someone in the Navy
educate and motivate officials at the who would give you a classification
highest levels in the principles and decision. But, unfortunately, if you'd
goals of classification management. go into a command you'd have to
A massive orientation and education get around and find the individual
program at that level is urgently need- who classified the document if you
ed in order to gain support for this wanted it declassified. So the real
program. We should try to broaden problem, then, was to try to set up
our base of professional talent. Estab- sonic sort of centralization of clas-
lishment of a classification manage- sification responsibility. To resolve
ment career program in the Govern- this problem we recommended that
ment would be one approach. And, in the absence of any specified de-
with the utmost respect for middle- signee by the commanding officer, the
age membership, we should try to classifled material control officer
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within the command would have this Naval Operations, the Director of

responsibility. He's called upon to Naval Intelligence has been called
establish and maintain a program for upon to have the responsibility for the
the commanding officer. So if anyone classification management program
is dealing with a Navy command, he Navy-wide. So then we have the
can go to the classified material con- Secretary of the Navy, CNO, and the
trol officer and get class-fication de- next coming down the chain is the
cisions. Chief of Navy Material. And finally,

I think it might be well to touch the six systems commands.

just briefly on some of the duties of Because of the complexities in-
the classified material control officer. volved, a more elaborate system of
First of all, lie should coordinate the ,lassification system had to be esta-
preparation o f t h e classification blished within the Navy Material

* guides. He should participa:e in any Command. I think that most of you
advance security planning. He has a know that the Chief of Naval Oper-
big role in trying to educate everyone ations are various OPs with CNO,
in the command in classification levying certain task assignments upon
principles and problems. In general, CNM and the systems commands. Un-
he is going to be acting as a con- fortunately some of these cross the
sultant in classification matters. So he chain of command. And when this
should, then, direct and monitor a happens, it was apparent to us that
vigorous classification program. To we needed a classification office with-
this point, I have referred to the Navy in the Chief of Navy Material to
in general. I think it might be well monitor the various systems corn-
for this group if we sort of branched mands. So CNM is responsible for the
off into the Navy Material Command six systems commands, the twelve
because this is where I think the dol- project manager codes, and twelve
lars can be saved, laboratories. You can see that the

Before going into this, though, I Chief of Navy Material has a gigantic

think all of us should unlerstand the task. I think at this point they have

organizational structure, the chain of (lone a remarkable job since June '66

command in the Navy. As you all when they established their program.

know, the Secretary of the Navy is There are two basic concepts they
the number one man. There is some have recognized that I think are vital
confusion about the second, the Chief to any good classification program.
of Naval Operations. Unfortunately, Number one, they recognize that
too many people believe that the classification is primarily a securit)
Chief of Naval Operations is one of- function, and that it has its place in
fice. It consists of many offices. They the security organization. Two, they
have various OPs who have different have emphasized the necessity for
areas of responsibility and these peo- vesting final authority in all classifica-
pie speak for the Chief of Naval Op- tion nmaters in the classification man-
crations. Now within the Chief of ager himself, within that command.
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So in a sense, the classification man- results in a cost avoidance both in
ager in a systems command is the production and in shipping. I under-
same as the classified material control stand that one of the contractors sa-
officer in any other Navy command. ed as much as $471,000. There is one
In addition, the classification man- point I am not sure whether I
ager is responsible for public affairs should go into but I intend to-per.
and information programs, for the re- haps the contractor, in general, is a
view of press releases, foreign dis- little reluctant to admit to the Gov-
closures, etc. You might ask, "Why eminent that as a result of good clas.
am I telling you all this?" It is my sification he has saved some money.
belief that anyone dealing with the I think he is afraid that if he in-
Navy in classification matters should dicates this there might be some de-
understand some of the problems, sire on the part of some people to
should have an appreciation of the renegotiate the contract. I think this
organizational structure and should team concept of the contractor and
know where to go to get the answers of the classification manager within
in classification decisions. the systems commands is something

Now, I have briefly skimmed over that's going to benefit both the Gov-
the Navy's classification management ernment and the contractor. So, it

program, but before I leave there is behooves both of them to try to get

one point I certainly would like to together and to identify that informia-

stress: the Department of the Navy, tion that requires protection and
whenever possible, has encouraged handle the other as unclassified.
the contractor to participate in the Another problem that was called to
preparation of the 254 either before my attention concerns off-the-shelf
or during the contract. I know in items in connection with classified
many cases it is most difficult for the end items. Normally there is no
contractor to participate before the problem if you have a classified end
contract, or before the final contract item and you procure the off.the-
is let. However, whenever possible the shelf item not identified with the end
Department of the Navy encourages item. It's no lroblem. In this one
this participation. As a matter of fact, case in point there was a very serious
one of the systems commands has, as problem, because the off-the-shelf
George MacClain pointed out, con- item when it was identified, not with
ducted a pilot program whereby the end item but with the contractor.
they have contacted about 10 of their I am afraid compromised the weapon
major contractors. They have taken system. The contractor conducted a
the 254 with the contract, they have study for the Navy, anli he deter-
broken it down in as many compon- mined that it would cost about 2.4
ents as possible. And I understand million dollars to protect the infor-
they were successful in determining ination the way the Navy wanted it
90% of the components could be protected. There was a recommended
treated as unclassified. This of course solution. This particular solution was
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to let the Navy Supply Depot pur- May took his panel, and that left this

chase some of these items and the position open, so I am here. And that
contractor could purchase it from describes a chain reaction. In accord.
the supply center. In this particular ance with some of the interpretations
case the contractor only produced this of certain legislation we are getting
one end item. So when they took the these days, you are not sure whether
off-tic-shelf item, using a simple the words "chain reaction" would be
formula they could actually predict classified or not.
the effect in this particular weapon Truthfully, though, it is a real pri-
system. Because this decision is still vilege to try to give you a picture of
pending in the Navy, I would prefer the role of the team concept during
not to go into it any further. The the various phases of the contract
point that I would like to make here negotiations, administration, and so
is that I think care should be exer- forth, as we see it up here.
cised any time you are purchasing off- Through the efforts of Leo Hodges
the-shelf items to insure that these and his people out at AFSC we have
items are no way identified with the been able to sell the SPO people on
end item. developing as definite guidance as

In conclusion, I would like to state possible at the time that the proposed
that I think the Department of the system package plan is developed, be.
Navy has established the necessary ginning the life cycle of the complex
machinery to have an effective clas- system. We recognize that this guid-
sification program. I think the only ance is not very detailed, but this is
thing remaining is to educate both developed as a result of an advanced
the people in the Navy and those out- development objective or as a specific
side the Navy as to what is available, operational requirement that is hand-
We have here Commander Poenicke, ed (town. Once the package is approv-
who is the classification man in the ed, then, of course, we are on our
Navy Material Command, and I think way and proceed toward the contract

* everyone here should perhaps take a negotiation phase. During the de-
look at him. If you have any prob- velopment of the guidance here, in-

* lems that cross over the systems dustry, as much as we would like to
command lines here would be a good have them on the team of developing

* man to contact-Commander Poe- the guidance, is not really a part of
nicke. the team. We are speaking now on.

of the development of guidance on
ROBERT C. ARNOLD the military side of the house-the

Department of the Air Force use of the scientific technical man:
Actually, I am not sure that my the use of the security man who un-

presence here today isn't classified. derstands the problems that will be
You see, Dick Durham had to go to confronted in building the system:
Europe, so he had to be relieved from the use of the intelligence people.
the International panel. And so Frank Mr. Iiebling talked about the im-
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portance of foreign technology, the Now, there have been a lot of peo-
importance of intelligence input to pie who have approached me with the
any classification decision. We recog- idea, "Why can't the contractor come
nize very definitely that we must de- and work with the military side of
velop procedures for bringing into the house at the time that he's work-
the decision intelligence, both domes- ing up his bid?" For instance, Con-
tic and foreign. Because if we don't tractor A says, "I don't believe this
consider this, we will either under- should be secret. Let's see if we can't
classify or over-classify. We hope that get it down to confidential."
by the time contract negotiations are It sounds real good, but there's one
in order we have fairly well detailed problem, and that is the time avail-
guidance. We know that it will have able to get that changed guidance
to be further broken down as the back out to all the contractors that
system develops. At the time of con- are bidding. "Well, you don't have
tract negotiations we feel there's an- to tell the rest of them. Just let me
other part of the team that comes into know."
play. We were very happy you know, Well, you immediately see the re-
to see DCAS support our team con- duction in security cost because of
cept, which we had been throwing the downgrading. It's a problem.
around for some three years, in their There may be something there where
newsletter this spring, because it we can get the interested contractors
points out that the team can function together and take the basic guidance
in industry separately and distinctly and work from there. But at least
from the military classification man- there is a role for industry at the
agement team. At the time they are time that the negotiations are in
working with their contracting peo- order. We would like to see the time
ple, we would like to see the con- when negotiations really include the
tractor and his staff actually consider classification management officer
the security involved and determine from the military as well as from the
exactly when this end item that we industry, sit-in on the negotiations.
have said is secret actually becomes This is an important factor. It will
secret. save money. It will cut the cost of con-

We may find out that it does not tracting. I think the time is gone now
become secret until the last circuit when we issue a secret contract where
board is installed, something along the end item is secret and we protect
these lines. We may find out that it everything secret right across the
doesn't become secret or doesn't reveal oard. We have to face this. This is
the information that causes it to be costing us a tremendous amount of
secret until it is almost through the money. I should say it has cost us;
assembly line. The result: your con- it does not cost us so much any more.
tract bid is certainly cut clown, be- We need to break it down, just as
cause you don't have to apply the various contractors are doing out at
protection. the systems or sub-systems they are
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working on, on some of our complex challenge. It can be done through
systems. not just talking about the team con-

Now the contract is let. We really cept, but putting it into being from
get the team into play, because you the time we get an idea, all the way
have the scientific, the technical, the through. We need contractors' help

* engineer, the security man, on the after negotiations, because working
side of the contractor working with together we can make the proper
the technical intelligence and so forth changes.
on the side of military, through the Now, I would like to mention just
classification management people. a little bit about the difference in
This is an important area to establish the functioning of AFSC verus AFLC.
a focal point where changes go By the time the system is under con-
through. tract the classification is pretty much

Now, it is going to take time. It is up to the top. We do have some ret-
going to take a lot of time where we roactive classifications occasionally.
don't have changes in classification We do have some upgrading because
going from the contracting officer on of changes. But generally speaking,
our side to the contracting represen. by the time we are going along build-
tative on the part of the contractor ing the system, the classification is
himself. We have had examples about as high as it's ever going to be.
where this has really hurt us--where There is not too much downgrading
the guidance going to the contractor or declassification while AFSC has it.
was not approved. It demands co- Some time after acquisition, the res-
ordination. During Mr. Moss's talk, ponsibility for that system is trans.
and during Mr. Liebling's talk, there ferred to the logistics command. As
was, if not direct, indirect comment a result, some people, many con-
made on the necessity of valid de- tractors, many of our people have got
cisions-valid classification decisions. the idea that AFLC is only interested
Mr. Moss certainly pointed out that in declassification. That's not true. It
we would only suffer if we were abus- just so happens that the team they
ing the assignment of classification, are working with inherits something
Probably more important than suf- that is already pretty well classified.
fering, probably more important than And their problem is to determine
not releasing information to the how long that classification must
public, is the fact that when we over- stand. Now, unfortunately, when they
classify, in the eyes of the technical need some information as to why
man working on either the military something was classified the AFSC
side or the contractor's side, we (le- activity that classified it is many
stroy the integrity of the entire securi- times out of existence and disbanded
ty information program. They put and no one knows why the thing was
tongue in cheek and say, "Yes, we'll classified. So AFLC inherits a bucket
honor this." Anti this is the thing of worms. Accordingly, we are trying
we have to destroy. This is a real to insist that when guidances develop
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for these systems, the systems support As a result of that review, with the
manager at log command will sit in, help-and this is certainly a team ap.
or his representative will sit in with proach-with the help of headquar-
the development of the guidance. We ters people, the logistic and system
also like to see the user-the con- command people, the operational
ventional user, operational type-at people, and the engineers and tech-
these meetings to bring his require- nical people, in a period of about a
ments to protect the capability. This year we actually removed the clas-
is because if we weren't concerned sification from 2100 pieces of equip-
about protecting the capability we ment-about one-third.
would really not have any reason to Now this looked real good. How
classify. We must protect our cap- much money was saved? It's impos-
ability. So, one of the people that has sihle to compute. You'd have to know

been left out of making the classifica- exactly where they were being stored,
tion decisions and the declassification exactly how many were shipped, and
decisions has been the eventual user. so forth. It would cost us more to
I am talking about SAC, TAG, anti determine this--well, we saved, we
so forth. These people play an ifl- saved. And as a result of this, we now
portant part and our classification had a lot of unclassified equipment.
management representatives at these We realized that when you think of
activities must work closely with the equipment there is another item that
people that are setting up the detailed you have to think of-technical
guidance. orders. Here we had unclassified

We have been talking a lot this equipment, and when we looked at
morning about savings of money. I the technical orders we found that
must, merely as a matter of defense, we were carrying the related TOs
I guess, point out that there has been as classified. We looked at TOs and
some savings, some real savings. A we identified 427 that were classi-
couple of years ago we looked at the fled higher than the equipment to
electronic equipment that we had in which they pertained. Now, I am not
being. It just so happened that at that saying at all that there aren't certain
time I ran across the fact that the technical orders such as operational
AN/APQ-13 still had a confidential instructions and so forth th a t
classification assigned to it. This is shouldn't be classified higher; but
an old radar set that we used in there are many that reveal exactly
World War II on the B-29. It just the same information as the hard-
hadn't been given any attention. We ware and there is no reason for not
didn't have many; it wasn't a big downgrading those with the equip.
item. But we looked at some 7000 ment. We have declassified, just
pieces of electronic equipment that recently, 168 of those; 259 are being
were classified in the Air Force, reviewed at the present time, anti
ranging from ECM equipment down will undoubtedly be declassifie(l.
through the various simple radar sets. Using the figures that these gentlemen
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have presented today, and also you In other words, no matter what
can play with RAND figures or any phase we are working in, whether
other studies, we find a savings of there be hardware, manpower, or
somewhere around a million and a what have you, by working together
half dollars a year on just technical we can save money. We can reduce
orders. the price of contracts, we can reduce

I think that the contractors that the price of manpower, we can reduce
prepare technical orders certainly the actual monetary outlay. But one
have a little responsibility to help us of the things that we have been faced
out along these lines. We are prone with over a vast period of time has
to not consider everything about a been proving this. I think we all have
given piece of hardware at the same a tremendous responsibility, and
time. In other words, what I am say. that responsibility is that we must
ing is that the information that the sell our bosses on the idea that good
hardware reveals must have the same management, no matter whether it is
classification whether it's revealed in administrative management, in a n-
a document, a technical order, a parts power management, or security clas-
catalogue, or where it is, and we must sification management, is effective
give our attention to all of these and will produce a better product and
items. will save money. Until we get to that

I would like to point out just one point, which is a matter of education,
other item that is quite interesting, we must keep throwing these cost
By living with the written word-the statistics at people. The role of the
Atomic Energy Act-the Director of team is important. The captain of
Special Weapons was forced a couple the team must be the Classification
of years ago to implement some Management ,-ifficer. He has got to
policies. In a period of three and one- have the initiative and the desire to
half to four months, they used up the do a great job. I think when we talk
9,000 hours of overtime that had been about the desire to do a great job, I
alloted to them for the year to meet have to steal a page from the life of
these new requirements andl handle a man that all of us know, and that
the paperwork. In accordance with is the desire on the part of Colonel
this work that was being done, they Jim Cogswell to always do an out-
had to come forward to this head- standing job in this field. Thank you.
quarters with a request for fifty-five
additional man-spaces, and 152 pieces DEAN C. RICHARDSON
of equipment to store this pile of clas- Defense Supply Agency
sified material that was being built On behalf of the Chief of the Of-
up at a tremendously rapid rate. By fice of Industrial Security, Captain
working with these people, changing Larson, I certainly welcome this op-
some procedures, we were able to portunity to discuss DCAS concept of
eliminate this requirement and elim- classification management. When we
inate the requirement for overtime, were brainstorming this session in
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Mr. MacClain's office, I said that I providing classification guidance to
would speak on the CAS role in clas- the subcontractor, the ACO must
sification management, and one of my necessarily provide a well-defined
colleagues said, "Well, that ought to basic classification guide issued by
take about thirty seconds." I will take the PCO. If he's in doubt, he will go
a little more than thirty seconds. As to the PCO and obtain the guidance
Mr. MacClain said, we do have an and identify it in the subcontractor's
organ through which people can, guide that's prepared by the con-
both in Government and in industry, tractor.
obtain some needed help and as- TFhe Cog security officer's role in
sistance. Also, I would like to com- the classification management proc-
mend keeping in mind Captain Lar- ess is one of monitoring compliance,
son's aim in the industrial security or enforcement if need be. The Cog
program-andi that is professionalism, officer toes not issue classification
I am very happy to see familiar faces guidance. He does not make any
here this year in this same room, and classification determination. But he
some new faces in this room today, does see to it that classification guid-
that were here two years ago when ance is furnished with every clas-
we had our meeting in these very sified contract.
dignified surroundings. And I think The Cog office monitors to insure
that this is good for the Society. We that the contractors have been been
really do need professionalism in our furnished an annual review. If a
program. contractor does not have an annual

The classification management pro- review automatically, and the Cog
gram is of course the cornerstone in office does not appear to have issued
the industrial security program. By a request for it, ask him to obtain an
the act of a contractor and the Gov- updated DD-254.
ernment in citing a DD-441, the Secu- The Cog office tries to identify, and
rity Agreement, the Government in some cases anticipate, problems in
agrees to provide classification guid- the contractor's program, and refers
ance to the contractor. Only when the these to the proper contracting of-
Government places a classification on ficer. So you don't have to always
documentary material does the pro. know who your contracting officer is.
gram then come into being. As you If you don't know, ask your Cog
are aware, the ISM (toes not relate to Seuirity Officer. If he can identify it.
unclassified documents, it refers to he will. There are very few cases
classified documents. There are two any more where the contractor can-
basic parts of the CAS role and the not identify the contracting officer.
Defense Classification Management The cognizant security office there-
Program, the role of the ACO and fore acts only as a catalyst between
PCO)-and the ACO's responsibility the contracting office and the con-
is for subcontracting. And then there tractor. And this is where the frosting
is the Cog Security Officer's role. In comes, because sometimes your mar-
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keting types don't want to rock the part of these ACOs in their security
boat and they don't want to cause responsibility. More and more con-
any friction between the customer tracting officers are providing con-
and themselves. So rather than argue tractors with better and more timely
with the customer, they go to the guidance. One example is the annual
Cog Security Office. review of the DD-254. To keep this

We have had this situation come momentum going, CAS is conducting
up many, many times, and just re- a ,.raining seminar for DCAS person-
cently I have seen some pretty hor- nel, who, when they return to their
rible examples of classification guid- regions, will form a nucleus of a team
ance. When referred to the classifying to indoctrinate at least 3,000 addi-
authorities in the Army, Navy, and tional contracting offices on their
Air Force, these were immediately security responsibility, and this in-
cleared up. It was a matter of mis- cludes classification management.
conception, perhaps, on the part of And by security responsibilities we
the contracting officer, and it was also mean classification management,
immediately cleared up. If you are proper and timely.
still having problems, go to Cog Looking further lown the road, we
security. I want to emphasize that you are now in the design, phase of mech-
should hit your contracting office. If anizing CAS. This is sometimes re-
no response, go to the Cog security. ferred to as MO-CAS 2. One of the
You may not get any better response processes that we are cranking into
but at least you have taken every the MO-CAS concept is an automatic
avenue. print.out of the DD-254 list in each

We hear a great deal about esta- contractor's facility as tl~eir anniver-
blishing a classification management sary dates come up. This is going to
team in the contractor's facility. Bob expedite the annual review, at least
Arnold addressed this as did Dan by notifying the user agencies of an-
Rankin. We in CAS strongly endorse nual review requirements.
this concept. In fact, we recently This is the way it will work: a
published an article that probably month before the annual review, a
most of you have seen. Such a clas- list will be printed and sent to the
sification management team, corn- Cog Security Office as well as to the
posed of selected technicians, engi- contracting activity that prepared the
neers, security personnel and contract form. Should no action be taken, the
management specialist, should partic- computer will print out the delin-
ipate in all phases of a classified con- quency list which will be ready for
tract performance by the contractor. mailing to the contracting activity.
On the Government side, we recog- That just about winds up my thirty
nize this need for greater team effort. seconds. I do want to emphasize one
I ant gratified at the restilt of a re- thing: the classification mnanage-
cent road show for ACOs and PCOs. ment specialists in the I)CAS regions
We noted a greater awareness on the are not classifyinmg authorities and
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you can never get a classification de- words, does the contracting officer-
termination from the Cog Security is he specifying paragraph marking in
Office. They are not authorized to its detailed sense, a letter in front of
make it. They have no desire to make each paragraph, or does he under-
it. But they do desire to help you stand that there are alternatives
get proper classification guidance. which in many cases we believe are
Now, before I close-I am very happy more satisfactory for a particular
to present some DCASR representa- kind of document?
tives who are here on a staff visit and AITKEN: May I refer that ques-
-is part of the visit are attending this tion to Mr. MacClain?
session: Bob Pace from Los Angeles, MacCLAIN: I would like to answer
Tommy Thomason from Atlanta, it because it has been asked quite a
Larry Mullins from New York, and number of times. We have put our-
Dan Hartzell from Cleveland. These selves on record on two or three oc-
folks are the industrial security casions in writing. Although the DoD
specialists in the DCASRs that I Directive 5210.47 states three alterna-
mentioned-Los Angeles, New York, tives and although the ISM does the
and so forth-who will be monitoring same, they are not equal alternatives.
your programs for classification man- The emphasis is upon paragraph
agement. marking and there is no basis for

Another item that I would like to choosing an alternative until after a
bring up very shortly here, George, good faith effort has been made to
is in reference to your "reference apply paragraph marking and a good
material"-identifying who is the faith judgment has been made that
originator of the reference material, it is not practicable in that particular
Your Cog Security Office can help case. For example, you are not able
you a great deal. He may be able to to approach a particular document

identify who the originator was, and and say, "Which alternative do I
if he can't identify it he will get it want to use," and start out with the
for you very quickly, so you can (teal third or the second. That is not the
with one man. Or, as Mr. MacClain way it is to work. I think that's a
has said, "Come to Mr. MacClain.". direct answer to your question. You
Thank you very much. must use paragraph marking unless,

KENNETH WILSON: Mr. Aitken, after really trying, you find you can-
we are beginning to receive contracts not (to it. We are not so hardheaded
in which a 254 specifically states as to think it can be (lone in a hun-
that the documentation, if that's what dred percent of the cases. If you do
it is, will be, quote, "paragraph- retreat from paragraph marking, and
marked." Most of these are from the you use the alternative of explaining
Army so far, although we have had within the document itself the parts
some from other services. May we in- of the document that are classified.
terpret this as including the option you may find that you just as well
that the IS*I provides? In other could have (lonc paragraph marking.
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On the other hand, if instead of talk- marked "unclassified." Everybody did

ing about particular parts by lo- just exactly what paragraph marking

cation, you start talking about would lead him to do. But there was

the particular c o n t e n t of the an item in the first paragraph and

document, and in sufficient specific an item in the other paragraph, that

terms so that people can identify that, together made the two paragraphs

that is aso an appropriate way of classified. We have documentation of

doing it. It is certainly not appro- this nature and this is a problem that

priate just to attach a 254 to the I think is maybe greater than we

paper. It is certainly not appropriate have really looked at until we got

just to attach a classification guide into this paragraph marking. Where

to the document. It is certainly not you can indicate the classification of

appropriate just to refer to a classi- the paragraph-fine. You indicate

fication guide thinking that the other that the page is at the level

fellow has a copy of it. You see, you, of the highest paragraph therein.

the person who writes the document, But there is information in an

are the person who best understands unclassified or confidential para-
what about it is classified. If you are graph that's associated with another

using a 254 you may be the only per- paragraph of a lower level, and then

son, in relation to your production, it reaches a higher classification. We

who really knows how the thing is don't intend anti we are not thinking
classified in relation to that paper. of just putting a 254 in the back. We
And this is, therefore, the desire of the would certainly do our best to make

three options. Try paragraph mark- a summary or a more detailed Ie-

ing first. It's really the best if you scription of what information is c!as-

can do it. Retreat only after you sified in the document. But when

have tried, you do have c~qses like this-and in

WILSON: Well, it's not a case of our general area they are more

not being able to paragraph-mark numerous than we have thought-we

.the document. This can be done. The tend to feel that paragraph marking

question is-and we have found can be a trap.

several cases that we have tried- MacCLAIN: I certainly encourage
that paragraph marking is not the any of you who think that you have
best way from a stand-point of docu- this problem to face it honestly in

ments that have a lot of associated this way: if you know that paragraph
classification between paragraphs. We one is unclassified by itself and para-

had a case that almost got out from graph two is unclassified by itself,

one of our facilities where two para- and the two together are classified,
graphs on a page were properly mark- for goodness sake say so. You see, this
ed "unclassified." T12 information is one of the hard problems about
in each paragraph was unclassified, marking content, whether you take
The material, when it was extracted, it page by page, paragraph by para-

was put on another page. which was graph, or document by document,. or
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chapter by chapter, with something my desk for signature was saying
that's in the public domain. What that. So I'm glad I brought it up,
you know about the classification too.
content of the document, please put MacCLAIN: All we have to do is
clown on paper. Don't limit yourselves point it out to the DCAS. I am sure
to the symbols that are made avail- that we should write something for
able to you for convenience. If at the an industrial security letter to make
end of marking a document by para- this clear. We will do so.
graph, supposing you take each para- FRANCIS MAY: I am from Head-
graph absolutely alone, and then at quarters, Air Force. I think the
the end of it you say, "I know there specific item here goes beyond what
is some association in here that's a you said, George. I think Ken's situa-
problem," one way you can deal with tion is getting to the realm of a
that is to include something within specification of the contract, so to
your document that says, "The fol- speak. If his contracting officer has
lowing elements involving association said that he wants the paragraphs
within this document are brought to marked, I believe that he has taken
your attention." And anytime that this out of the provisions that are
any part or paragraph contains in- in the ISM, by contract, and that
formation responsive to this guidance Ken would not have any options. If
on association, deal with it as such. he wou!d want to be relieved from
This is, of course, one of the big this he would have to go back to his
objections. You say that paragraph contracting officer. I raised this on a
marking won't work for this reason. situation that we had well over two
I simply say that if you know that years ago now, before we had the
this is the case, say so on paper, put paragraph marking established within
it before the fellow that is going to the ISM. One of our commands stated
get the paper from you. And this will that they wanted particular type
take experience, believe me. It may documents marked by paragraph, anti
very well be that this association they so - stated, and the contractor
problem is one of the reasons why asked for relief from this. We wrote
one of our brother agencies will not at our headquarters andi, unknown
affirmatively adopt paragraph mark- to us, CAS also got the same question
ing. But merely because it is a prob. and ruled the same way, that it was
lem doesn't mean it's an insuperable a contract specification, and there-
one. We don't think it is, anyhow. I fore it would have to be honored.
am glad you brought the point tip, MacCLAIN: Well, I think the con-
though, because it comes up frequent- tracting officer can lay on some re-
ly. quirements and then pay for them.

WILSON: I thought the choices But I think we should all be alert to
you gave us in tl't, ISM were equal a requirement that produces an un-
level choices, from the way I read it, expected and an unforeseeable pro-
and the company policy which is on lem in classification. We should bring
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that to the contracting officer's at- know in order to retain this, after
tention and work out a solution that the completion of the contract. Well,
doesn't cause trouble to somebody. In how does this jibe with the technical
particular, when you know of an objectives program and the guidance
association that has a problem and that's given the PCOs and ACOs in

you have a way of putting it on pap- paragraph 7-104 of the ISR on en-
er, please do so. It's the best thing I couraging a liberal view on retention
know. of documents to permit contractors

A. A. CORREIA: I know the case to have reference to technical librar-

that Frank is talking about, and ies?
and we've been living with this for a MacCLAIN: It is true that the In-
year and a half. It's Air Force Sys- dustrial Security Office is endeavoring
tems Command Regulation 80-20, to encourage a liberal attitude on the
which says you will classify by para. part of user agencies toward the re-
graph. They tell you how to do it. tention of classified material. But it
And the contracting officer in these is still true also that retention is not

commands have all been briefed. And, unlimited in point of time, and re-
on Ken's problem, I don't think you tention doesn't even start without
are going to get out of it, because it's some kind of demonstration of need
a contractual requirement. If Mil to know. What they are really en-
Standard 847 is called out on marking couraging, I think, is a liberal atti-
documents, or AFSC Reg. 80-20 is tude toward evaluating the need to
called out in the contract instrument, know. But as far as I know, retention
you have got to comply with the con- is never authorized for an indefinite
tract instrument, and you have no period now. I don't think it will be.

choice. We challenged one in Auto. Accordingly, the need to know review
netics, and the contracting officer is constant. periodically.
came back and said, "We're familiar F. X. JAHN: In answer to Mr. Wil-
with the three different choices. We cox's question, you do have, on page
want the one we called out. You ten of this blue booklet that we were
comply with it." And we said, "Yes, all furnished, the specific answer to
sir." And we complied with it. the question. And I might say that

MacCLAIN. I don't object. I don't George MacClain reviewed this with

object. I think that in compliance us before we printed it. It's right in
you can keep from falling into a line with what he said.
trap. When you see the trap, say MacCLAIN: Was my answer consist-
something about it so the next fel- ent wih what you have on that page?

low won't fail to see it. I hope it was because this has been a

W. T. WILCOX: This is for you, continuing view of ours, so I hope
Mr. MacClain. With reference to the that we didn't cross up ourselves. I
retention of reference material ob- hope that you all have had a chance
tained through DDC you stated that to see the Westinghouse pamphlet. I
we would have to justify our need to hope that also any of you others who
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are producing pamphlets-and I reasonable showing and come in on
know that there are some of you who time.
are-will make them available to JOHN WISE: In relation to the
your brothers in the business. It's a last conumcnts, do cog officers actively
great thing. participate in this evaluation on re.

ALFRED DUPELL: As long as the tention-I mean, versus the PCOs?
retention clause has come up, George, The security people, or the PCOs?
I wonder if you would mind making MacCLAIN: I would like someone
a comment on that. In those contracts on the panel to answer that. Wiil
that I have cog over I find that my someone on the panel take that
contracts have an 80% "in violation" question?
in requesting retention. And it's some- RICHARDSON: I can only state
thing that must be done. I will say that again this is a PCO function. It
that in replying to the request for is not the cog office's function. The
retention, we do evaluate where we cog office goes in and says, "Do you
are going with that particular con- have retention authority?" And if
tract. And this does make a big dif- they can't show that they have re-
ference on the length of time. We tention authority for classified in-
have got to get the requests in. I re- formation after the termination or
viewed something like 6,000 closed completion of a contract, then, of
contracts, and there was less than course, the contractor is obligated to
201--in less than 20% of the cases was dispose of the material in accordance
the contractor holding the documen- with the regulation. But it is the con-
tation legally . .. tracting officer's responsibility-the

MacCLAIN: I am not sure that I PCO's responsibility, if the A(O has
understand your question, Fred. been told he cannot provide this

DUPELL: Well, it's that we have responsibility-it is the "owner of the
got to emphasize the point that they information" who is responsible for

must come in for retention of clas- providing retention authority.
sified documentation upon contract FRED DAIGLE: George, you just
completion. indicated you were soliciting some

MacCLAIN: Oh, I see. He's em- information on cost savings as a result

phasizing that. Well, don't forget, of classification management actions.
when you get the ISM printout of Are you looking for case histories

the instructions on the 254, as revised, as references, things that h a v e

this point will be emphasized. Do already been approved by the Gov-
ernment, or are you looking for some-

your part. Come in with your request thing that you can go in for, some
for retention andI make a real good credit for cost-savings, or just what
showing of your need to know. I)on't re you looking for in this particular
simply say, "I need this because vein?
someday I will need this in another MacCLAIN: I am not looking ex-
contract that I hope to get." Make a clusively for those things that you
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would take to your user agency and cost. I hope that's not just semantics.
get approval of as a cost reduction All those cases are valuable.
sum of money. I am not trying to live DONALD GARRETT: May I
within the framework of whatever suggest also that we are very anxious
the Department of Defense cost re- to learn of techniques that people
duction program permits showing. I develop by which they apply clas-
am trying to ask for past incidents, or sification management pressures that
incidents from now on in which clas- result in savings in many ways. We
sification management practices are would like to be able to accumulate
cases in point showing that you are these, and pass them along for every-
doing something unclassified that body to consider, because there may
otherwise you would have expected be many circumstances where a
to do classified, and that because of similar technique could be applied
this change in approach you will save again, resulting in savings across the
an anticipated number of dollars and board.
cents, reasonably calculated. Some of DONALD W OO D B R I D G E:
you have already done this. I have George, could you summarize the al-
heard of two or three instances where location or assignment of responsibil-
you can actually document it. The ity for declassification in the DoD?
more you can document it, the better MacCLAIN: Our attitude on de-
off we will be. A cost reduction classification as an activity distinct
versus a cost avoidance is a distinction from either classification or down-
that I don't know too much about. grading is that to the maximum lX)s-
But, for example, if in laying on a sible extent the automatic system
contract in which you already agreed should be used, which will indicate
to pay a $100,000, based upon an as- at the time the document is created
sumption that it's going to cost that when it will become declassified
much to protect secret information, through passage of time. And this
and then you get together and you decision is accomplished by the pers-
decide that this can be handled un- on who has the authority to decide
classified so you don't have to pay that that particular document is clas-
out the S100,000, I suppose that since sified. If this decision is made in in-
this is a prebudgeted amount, it dustry, it's made pursuant to guid-
would be a cost reduction as against ance; the original decision on down-
a cost avoidance. And as far as I am grading is part of the 254 and is made
concerned you have saved some in the Government. If, as a matter of
money. I would be willing to call it fact, you do not have downgrading
either one. We would be glad to and declassification guidance of an
have either one. It would be well, I automatic kind indicated on the
suppose, to show whether it's genuine l)aper, and in any case if you want to
cost reduction in that the intended downgrade or declassify ahead of
cost has been reduced, as against an schedule or in the absence of a sched-
afnticipated but now unnecessary tile, our view is that the authority
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to declassify is integrated with the domain that we thought was classi-
authority to classify in the first in- fLied. The mere fact that it does ap-
stance. But because in the Depart- pear in the public domain does not
ment of Defense the authority to clas- mean that it is declassified. This
sify is widely delegated, the authority should be well understood. It does
to declassify is also widely delegated. mean, though, that actions have to
It is not like, for example, the Atomic be taken to evaluate it, now that the
Energy Commission, which classifies compromise has occurred, and deter-
by policy created by the Commission. mine whether the information should
The Commission itself, without any continue to be treated as classified.
delegation, as I understand it, has to And if we should decide that it
do all of the declassifying. That is should no longer be treated as clas-
not so in the Department of Defense. sified then we have the responsibility
It does not take the Secretary of De- of notifying all concerned. Now, this
fense to declassify something. It does is something we haven't worked out
not take the Secretary of the Army, very well yet. I don't know, Don,
Navy or Air Force to do it. Anyone whether I have met your problem.
with original classifying authority can WOODBRIDGE: I think you met
also be the declassifier, but he it largely by saying that the authority
should be the original classifying to declassify goes back to the origin-
authority and he should know ator or the original classifying author-
what he is doing. Now, we ity.
have a vast problem in the De- MacCLAIN: You do have author-
partment of Defense of trying to find ity in the Department, the Assistant
out what to do about information Secretary of Defense has the delegated
that gets out into the public domain, authority from the Secretary of De-
which, as far as the people in the fense, to accomplish some down-
Department of Defense know, is still grading actions in the absence of get-
classified. This does happen and we ting it done elsewhere. And further-
know it does. Sometimes the informa- more, I might say that in the same
tion that is in the public domain, chain of command, a person higher
through a trade journal or newspaper, up can overturn or reverse someone
is there because the writer made a lower down, because it's a command
good guess. There are some very ex- matter. To that extent, we are a little
pert writers and they can make good bit more complicated, too.
guesses. And they are not likely to I know we have no more time. Just
say point blank, when they write their let me say a couple of things. First, I
article, "This is my guess." They are regret we didn't have more time for
not likely to quote somebody who questions. Secondly, on approval for
told them something if indeed it was public release, the 254 is not going
a break of security. Therefore, a to say anything different from what

problem is always presented when it does now. You will follow the
something appears in the public channels to get approval for public
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release for what you think is unclas- want to mention quickly is that we
sified by following what the military are well aware of the fact that in-
department tells you. Nevertheless, dustrial management people, especial-
the Director of Security Review in ly marketing people, are not very
the Office of Assistant Secretary of much inclined to pull the classifica-
Defense for Public Affairs is currently tion management people from their
conducting a study to identify the own staff into the business of helping
best method of making a single them to calculate a bid. As I have
channel for getting these requests been informed, classification people
into the security review. So you all in industry are considered as nui-
are going to be doing it the same way, sances to marketing people to a large
but we don't yet know what it is extent when a bid is being put to-
going to be. Another thing, automatic gether. We would like to hope that
data processing for classification

we can influence industrial man-management decision and control is agement to realize the real benefits
something we are studying in our of- agetto ali t r bfits
fice. In fact, we have selected sort of of getting a classification official
a pilot program to determine whether within that company to help the

or not classification can be accom- marketing people put together a bid.

plished and monitored by automatic We think they are going to be able
data processing. It's a small study, and to save a lot of money this way, on
it's getting started. Another thing I both sides.

CLASSIFICATION IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
By

John F. Doherty, Chairman,

Interdepartmental Committee on Internal Security

It is a privilege for me to attend teen years. So permit me for a mo-
this meeting and to have the oppor- ment to give you a little background
tunity to speak to you about an im- on the ICIS.
portant contribution your association In 1949, the National Security
can make to the internal security of Council studied the entire field of in-
our country by the maintenance of ternal security and agreed that the
an effective program relating to clas- necessary degree of internal security
sified defense information, had not been attained. It was deter-

The organization of which I am mined that the then existing inade-
c h a i r m a n, the Interdepartmental quate internal security protection was
Committee on Internal Security, is attributable in large measure to the
known by the acronym ICIS and has absence of a centralized coordinating
been in operation for the last eigh- mechanism.
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There was a proliferation of inter- by the President, both the IIC and
nal security bodies with a resulting the ICIS were transferred from the
overlap of authority and duplication supervision of the National Security
of effort. The National Security Council to the Attorney General of
Council decided that the proper the United States, who has the as-
knowledge for our internal security signed primary responsibility of in-
requirements for integrated action suring the development of plans, pro.
with respect to the resolution of grams, and action proposals to pro-
problems in this field required the tect the internal security of the Unit-
concentration of responsibility in one ed States. On March 4, 1964, the
central point. Maximum coordination charters of both committees were
of effort, without interfering with amended to reflect the provisions of
the responsibility or authority of any this NSAM 161.
department or agency, required for- The ICIS in its respective field,
mal interdepartmental liaison, and in collaboration with the IIC

As a result of the consideration by when necessary, is chargcd with in-
the council in '49, there were issued suring the establishment and main-
charters for two permanent inter- tenance of the highest practicable
departmental committees. They were state of internal security. It under-
the Interdepartmental Committee on takes studies and necessary actions to
Internal Security and the Interde- insure complete coverage is maintain-
partmental Intelligence Conference. ed by the appropriate departments
The Interdepartmental Intelligence and agencies in the field of internal
Conference, hereinafter referred to security.
as the IIC, had existed for ten years The ICIS is composed of members
prior to the charter from the Nation- representing the Department of State,
al Security Council, and is respon- the Department of Treasury, the De-
sib~le for the coordination of all in- partment of Defense, and the Depart-
vestigations of domestic espionage, ment of Justice. Its chairman is des-
counter-esl)ionage, sabotage and sub- ignated by the President after con-
version, and all other related intelli- sultation with the Attorney General.
gence matters affecting the internal Non-agency member representatives
security. The IIC is chaired by Mr. J. are invited as ad hoc participant
Edgar Hoover, and its membership is members when matters involving the
comprised of the chiefs of the Intelli- interests or responsibilities of their
gence branches of the Armed Forces. agencies are tinder consideration.

The ICIS is responsible for policy Problems considered by the ICIS
coordination for all phases of the in- pertain to defense against unconven-
ternal security of the United States tional attack, such as biological.
other than those assigned to the 11C. chemical, radiological warfare; entry

Pursuant to the provisions of the to and exit from the United States ol
National Security Action Memoran- potentially dangerous persons and
dum No. 161, of june 9, 1962, issued material; the security lproblems at-
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tendant upon the presence in the Many agencies have reported they
United States of certain foreign have no problems or changes to sug-
diplomatic and official personnel; gest. Others have made detailed sug-
with industrial security; and with the gestions with supporting statements
protection of classified defense infor- designed to accomplish monetary

* mation. And it is about this problem savings and/or increased efficiency.
that I would like to talk this morn- I would like to digress from the
ing. discussion of classified information

As you know, Executive Order briefly and bring to your attention
10501 governs the protection of Na. the existence of other information
tional Defense information, which, if known as "unclassified technical or
disclosed to unauthorized persons, scientific" information having a
could result in danger to the internal strategic intelligence significance.
security of the United States. Mr. Hoover in an article appearing

The Executive Order, after defining in the June 1966 issue of the Nation's
the types of National defense infor- Business captioned "How Red China
mation that may be classified in one Spies on the United States" cited
of the three categories, also fixes re- several instances of attempts by the
sponsibility for the protection, de- Chinese to buy or otherwise obtain
classification, and downgrading of technical publications by mail sent
classified information. In addition, it from seemingly innocent addresses be-
limits access to such information to yond our borders. The Chinese, be-
trustworthy individuals, and restricts cause they do not have diplomatic
access to those having a need to know. representatives in the United States

The National Security Council as- nor membership in the United Na-
signs the responsibility for conducting lions, resorted to such a subterfuge
a continuing review of the implemen- to obtain this technical data. Mr.
tation of this Executive Order to the Hoover on another occasion related

ICIS, in order to insure that classi- that a former Commtnist spy who
fied defense information is properly defected to the West reported that
safeguarded in conformity with the the Soviet military attache in this
provisions of the Executive Order. - country is able to acquire, openly, ... ..

In the past many surveys have 95% of the material needed to comn-
been conducted, and at present the plete his intelligence assignment.

ICIS is engaged in an in-depth re- This country, on the other hand,
view of how Executive Order 10501 has no source of such valuable iua-
is being implemented. Every depart- terial readily available to it in Com-
ment and agency having authority to munist countries, where travel is re-
classify defense material under the stricted and the small amount of
order was requested to report on any printed material is available only
problems it may have concerning the through controlled sources.
implementation of the order. At pres- The ,acquisition of this unclassi-
ent, we are studying these responses. fied information of a technical or
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sientific nature having potential companied by 1,296 dependents, some
strategic intelligence significance has of whom have intelligence assign.
been a cause of concern to the ICIS ments.
for some time. In an effort to obtain Since 1951, the Department of Jus-
technical information of comparable tice has initiated numerous prosecu.
value from the requesting country, in tions under the espionage laws, the
return for this almost one-way flow more recent of which were the Buten-
of technical information from the ko, Wayland, and Boekenhoff cases.
United States, a clearing house was Just to show you that espionage is
established in the Department of still being carried out, and that the
Commerce. One of its purposes was Department of 'Justice, when the evi-
to assist Government departments, dence is available, vigorously prose-
private citizens, business and indus- cutes these cases, let me indicate to
trial concerns who are solicited for you the kind of information that
such information by representatives these three individuals obtained here
of Communist-bloc countries. How- in the United States.
ever, we have been advised recently John William Butenko, an Amer-
by the Department of Commerce that can citizen employed as an engineer
there are thousands of exchanges be- by the International Electric Com-
tween academic institutions and Fed- pany on a top secret defense contract,
eral agencies, and institutions in the was indicted in November 1963 for
'oviet-bloc. And in light of these cir- conspiring to commit espionage with

cumstances, the central coordination three members of the Soviet mission
of the exchange program, in their to the United Nations, in violation
opinion, is ineffective. The ICIS is of Title 18 USC 794, in that they
looking into this problem anti hopes conspired and agreed to transmit to
to resolve it in the immediate future. tile representatives and agents of tile

Aside from the beneficial security U.S.S.R. information relating to the
and economic factors derived from a national defense of the United States,
p r o p e r classification system, we particularly information relating to
should not be unmindful that the the command and control system of
Soviet-bloc countries are relentlessly the Strategic Air Command, which
engaged in espionage here in the information was to be used to the
United States, to attain the technical advantage of tile Soviet.
and military supremacy necessary to On December 2, 1964, the defen.
their objective of world conquest. The dants Butenko and a helper were
intelligence personnel of these coun- found guilty. Butepko received a sen-
tries in the United States have been tence of thirty years, the other twenty
on the increase and their intelligence years. These cases are pending appeal.
operations have been expanding. The Vayland, a lieutenant colonel in
numlber of official personnel of the the U. S. Army, was indicted on
Soviet-bloc here, as of February 1, July 12, 1966. He was charged with
1967. totalled 931, and they were ac- conspiring to deliver to the Soviet
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Union classified information relating jury of the United States or the ad-
to the National Defense, in violation vantage of a foreign nation.
of Title 18, USC 794. The informa- The phrase "National Defense In-
tion involved in his case pertained to formation" is a term of broad con-
our atomic weaponry, missiles, mili- notation, which has been construed
tary plans for the defense of Europe, by the courts to encompass not only
estimates of comparative military military information and intelligence
capability, military intelligenc:! re- data but any information the revela-
ports and analyses, information con- tion of which could prejudice the
cerning the retaliation plans by our United States in its foreign relations.
Strategic Air Command, and infor- The classification of information by
mation pertaining to U. S. troop a U. S. Government agency is not,
movements. Wayland, on March 1, however, determinative of the issue.
pleaded guilty and was sentenced to The Government is required, under
ten years on one count, and five years the aforementioned statutes, to in-
on another, the sentence to run con- troduce testimony as to how the de-
secutively. fense interest of the United States

In the Boekenhoff case, which is would be prejudiced by the unauthor-
now pending before the Fourth Cir- ized revelation of the information.
cuit Court of Appeals, he was in- Nonetheless, while not determina-
dicted and charged with having, tive, the classification of information
from June 1965 through October is an extremely important element in
1966, conspired with the assistant the Government's proof in an espio-
commercial counsv1or of the Soviet nage case in at least two areas. First, it
embassy to transfer or transmit to the is evidence of the Government's in-
Soviet Union highly classified infor- tendon to withhold the information
mation relating to the electronic, from the public. This is a necessary
communication and cryptographic element of proof. If the information,
systems and the equipment of the for example, is in the public domain
Strategic Air Command, and classi- it will not support an espionage
fied traffic information going through prosecution. Secondly, it is useful in
such equipment and code cards con- establishing that the defendant was
nected therewith. put on notice that the revelation of

In every espionage prosecution the information could injure the
brought under the provisions of Title United States and that its dissemina-
18, 793 - 794 it is encumbent upon the tion to persons outside of the Gov-
Government to establish that the in- ernment was not authorized. The clas-
formation that had been unlawfully sification becomes more important in
obtained or transmitted relates to the proceedings under Title 50, 783.
National Defense, and that the person which prohibits a Government em-
possessing or transmitting the infor- ployee from communicating to a
mation had reason to believe the in- foreign country without authority
formation could be used to the in- any information ot a kind that shall
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have been classified by the President tails of the sensitive information in.
or the head of any department or volved than we are now compelled
agency as affecting the security of to (10.
the United States. Here, it is essential By every standard, then, improper
that the Government show that not or careless classification of infornia-
only the communicated information tion by Government agencies could
was classified, but also that it was have a deleterious effect upon our
classified in accordance with the ability to successfully l)rosecute fu.
rules pertaining to the classification ture espionage cases, and accordingl
of information. would result in serious damage to

From the foregoing, it can readily our internal security.

be seen that an improper classifica- In conclusion, then, let me state
tion of information would defeat that those of us who have the re-
prosecutions under Title 18,793 and sponsibility for the protection and
794, and might even present serious dissemination of classified defense in.
problems under Title 50, 783. Mor. formation must be ever mindful ol
over, in alh probability it would have the increased number of Soviet.bloc
a more adverse effect than just the loss officials residing within our borders.
of a single prosecution. For example, We should also keel) in mind that
the Government has in the past enjoy- these individuals are not satisfied
ed singular success in convincing the with the technical and scientific in-
courts, the juries and frequently de- formation available to them just for
fense counsel, that the information the asking, but avidly seek to obtain
involved was properly classified, was our defense secrets.
sensitive data, involving the nation's It is only by our being constaiitlh
security. As a result of this success in alert to those desires that their efforts
our earlier cases, we have in sub. to "bury" us will be made unsuccess-
sequent cases escaped serious chal- ful. Even though we have in exis-
lenge on this issue. It is clear, how- tence what I believe to be an effec-
ever, that if it could be shown in a tive defense information program. I
particular case that the Government also feel that we could do better. I
improperly classified information, also feel that if we reexamine our
this would, in effect, invite challenges existing programs with these three
to classification in future cases. Not things in mind it would be of great
only would this add to our eviden- assistance in making our progrims
tiary burden, but since the Govern- eve n more effective: one, there
ment's witness testifies to the national should be a more thorough indo tri-
defense character of the information, nation of employees charged with the
he would be subjected to a much protection of classified defense in-
more extensive cross-examination. formation, including constant r-
This would have the probable effect minders: second, where warramted
of compelling the Government to there should be more stringent en-
commit to the public record more de- forcement of the.se J ractices ail
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lprlxedures; and third, the violators to a foreign power, that is basically
of these practices and procedures the concept for defense information.
should be subjected to more serious I don't know whether that answers
administrative and disciplinary ac- your question. This is a problem
tion. that has come up very often-that is,

You may rest assured that your the distinction between security in-
contribution to the protection of formation versus defense information.
classified information, regardless of HOWARD MAINES: Mr. Doherty,
how insignificant it may appear to let us take an example and pursue it
vou to ix. will immeasurably con- for a moment, if you will-the super-
tribute to our total defense effort and sonic transport. Here we are in a
make espionage in the United States technological race with a couple of
unrewarding and unproductive for other competitors. The Government
those bent on stealing our defense is probably going to lay out some-
secrets. Thank you very much. thing on the order of two billion

JAMES LANGFORD: With respect now, and I think it will probabl)
to Executive Order 10501, some of us wind up at four billion, if we con-
in the civilian agencies feel somewhat tinue to inflate, etc. So it would seem
uncomfortable with the use of the that from the economic standpoint
term "National Defense" in the order. the taxpayers of this country and the
My question is: When, within the Government have a tremendous in-
context of 10501, do you consider the vestment in what amounts to nation-
term "National Security" to be al security. It's not a military weap-
synonymous with "National Defense" ons system, presumably, although
and would you please comment on some of the technology could spin
what you conceive to be the difference off into a weapons system develop-
between the two terms? ment. Within the meaning in 10501

DOHERTY: If you recall, Execu- of "the interests of National Defense,"

tive Order 10290 was based on the could this type of information be

security information concept. Execu- classified-the new metals or mater-
tive Order 10501, which superseded ials, for example, that are being de-

10290, was based on the defense in- veloped to withstand about 2,000 de-
formation concept. Now, as to the grees or maybe the turbo-fan engine,
difference, I think that as I pointed or the lubricants that let that thing
out security information as such operate?
cotld include information relative DOHERTY: It seems to me, How-
to one's behavior, such as excessive ard, that at the present time this is
drinking. criminal record, and things the kind of technical and scientific
of this kind. But the defense infoima- information that's already being re-
tion concept is more aligned to the leased, and it's solely dependent upon
defense of United States information, the Government to make this classi-
I other words, the kind of informa, fication. Now, if you have a prime
tiom involved could be advantageous contract with the Government for the
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development of this particular super- GEORGE CHELIUS: Mr. Doherty,
-sonic transport, I think you have to what do you define as information in
abide by the classification require- the public domain-what is officially
ments. And if you feel that it doesn't released by the Government organiya-
have any relation to the national de- tions, or information that might ap.
fense, then you don't have to classify pear in trade magazines, newspapers,
it. If you feel that that kind of infor- etc., that has not been officially re-
mation does come within the purview leased?
of the definitions of 10501, then I DOHERTY: Well, in view of the
should say you would have to classify recent amendment to the Adminis.
it. trative Procedures Act, Section 3.

MAINES: I guess that's what I which is known now as the Public
don't know. Does it come within the Information Act, if the information
purview? It's certainly very valuable does not come with one of the ex-
information. There are many areas. ceptions specified in the act, then it's
I just throw out the supersonic trans- accessible to the public. They have
port because that is widely discussed in the act enumerated certain areas
at the moment. But there is a great that would authorize the Govern-
deal of gold flow going to depend on ment to withhold disclosure, and if
this. It has a potential of fifty bil- the information about which you
lion dollars, I've read in some esti- speak is not within one of those ex-
mates, and the country that gets ceptions that it would have to be
there first with the mostest is going disclosed.
to hog the show on that kind of CHELIUS: Assume that it was
money. It just seems to me that that's within the exception but published
within the "interest of National De- in a trade magazine. In other words,
fense" just as much, you might say, assume that somehow a certain
as is the weapons system or the atomic amount of guessing went on and they
bomb. We can live and die through came up with the right conclusion,
the cold war channels just as easily would you consider that a public
as we can through the hot ones, I release?
guess. Is there any possibility that DOHERTY: Well, certainly not. 1
10501 would ever get into those would say this: the effect of its clas-
areas, or is there anything in the mill sification has been lost, but in a-t
that you can talk about? the information is still classified.

DOHERTY: At the present time I And one of the difficulties in this
don't know that this was suggested in case is that a piece of information
the survey that we now have under bears a classification and then gets
consideration. But I think that if it into the public realm through sore
constitutes a problem insofar as de- magazine where it's very, very diffi-
fense is concerned, they would raise ctilt to determnin.e whetbler or not the
it within the ICIS and we would be Government has officially released
%,cry happy to look at it. the information. In many of thc
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cases we consider, individuals work- many of these instances is that the
ing on highly classified material can originator of the information makes
project and conjecture and come up an exceptional number of copies.
with pretty good guesses as to a par- They are disseminated through the
ticular item that is highly classified. particular department or agency and
But that doesn't affect the classifica. it is almost impossible to come up
tion of the information, with the individual solely responsible

CHELIUS: The engineers in my for making the release improperly.
facility ask me, when we determine MacCILAIN: Mr. Doherty, I want
that this information is classified, to thank you for a statement you
what investigative mechanisms begin just made. I think it is one of the
to look at the responsible individual clearest statements I have ever heard
releasing the information? Is there and will help us to deal with this
any investigation related to trade question of how to treat information
magazines or publications and have that somehow got into the public
there been any prosecutions related to domain and some of us think it.
this? classified. If I remember correctly,

DOHERTY: I know of no prosecu- you said the effect of its classification
tions for items that appeared in trade has been lost but it is, in fact, still
magazines. I do know that we have classified. And I think this is clarity
had a number of cases that we've in the utmost and I do want to thank
considered. But the difficulty in you for it.

PANEL-INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS OF
CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT

Francis W. May, Headquarters, Air Force, Moderator

MAY: Ladies and gentlemen, this al security is to keep such information
afternoon we are privileged to have from individuals and foreign coun-
a distinguished panel to enlighten us tries having interests adverse to those
on the international aspects of (:lassi- of the United States. In the complex
fication management. In the normal international situation of today it is
coiirse of business, we as classification often necessary, and to our Govern-
managers are concerned with assuring ment's best interests, to permit dis-
that sensitive defense information is semination of classified defense infor-
appro)riately classified so that every- mation to friendly nations in Inter-
one handling it will give proper at- national organizations, but only when
tention to the safeguards ani controls. based on a judicious evaluation. Our
Among other considerations, our clas. panelists, representing various funw-
sificatioi determination in relation tions within Government, are all con-
to the information's impact on nation- cerned with that judicious evaluation.
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As in any chain of events, someone Formalization of the control was
must start the ball rolling, so to accomplished in the Neutrality Act of
speak. In a typical situation involv- 1935, which for the first time estab-
ing industry, a contractor may start lished what we now know as the
the ball rolling by contacting the De- United States Munitions List and
partment of State, for example, and actually commenced a formal system
then waiting for a decision author- of export licensing. Of course that
izing dissemination. Most likely he authority has changed but the thrust
waits impatiently, because he is not of the control, certainly since World
aware of the internal processes. He War II, has not changed. The thrust
will learn much about this subject of our control is certainly not in
from this panel discussion. terms of the normal type of trade,

that is, in terms of commercial con-
JOHN W. SiPe S siderations. It is definitely political,

Control, Department of State with certain overtones of military

I have no prepared statement and security considerations.
I think probably some of you here The first statutory licensing author-
have heard what I will be saying, be- ity commenced in 1935, and there was
fore, at various other society meet- then published a munitions list pro-
ings. But I think that perhaps in mulgated under the administration
order to put into perspective what of the National Munitions Control
my office does in this area in terms Board, which was chaired by the De-
of the title of this panel-Interna- partment of State. But in 1954, Con-
tional Aspects of Classification Man- gress enacted Section 414 of the Mu-
agement-I ought to give you just tual Security Act, which says that the
a word of history. President is authorized, in further-

I think it comes as a surprise to a ance of world peace, national secur-
lot of people, even people within our ity and foreign policy, to control the
own department sometimes, that the exp-rt of arms, ammunition, imple-
State Department is in the business ments of war, and technical data re-
of controlling the export and import lated thereto. This says "in further-
of arms, munitions anti implements of ance" if you will note the language.
war, and technical data. But I think The export must be "in furtherance"
that when one looks at history a lit- of those objectives.
tle bit it can be documented that Pursuant to that statute, in 1961
back as far as 1793 the first secretary the President, by Executive Order
of state commenced this kind of con- 10973, which was a reissue of an
trol in an embargo on cannonballs. earlier Executive Order, delegated the
And this has been a function of the function of carrying out this statute
department ever since, when there to the Secretary of State. The Secre-
has been any control exercised, and tary of State then has pul)blished in
certainly and particularly in times various editions through the years
of war and national emergency. what we know as the "International
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Traffic and Arms Regulations" which nical data relating thereto not enu-
were last amended March 20 of this merated herein containing informa-
year. tion which is classified as requiring

The Section 121.01 of those regula- protection in the interest of national
tions, which I hope most of you are security .

* familiar with-if not, we h a v e So by definition, classified articles
plenty of copies in my office and I and material are within the export
am sure most of your companies in control of the Department of State.
their international division or general We find that there are further re-

* co'nsel's office are rather familiar ferences in our regulations, which 1
with it-is the United States Muni- would like to draw your attention to,
tions List. Now this list, by virtue of relating to the handling of classified
the language of the Executive Order, information.
is published by and promulgated by We have a provision that requires
the Secretary of State with concur- us to approve any manufacturing,
rence of the Secretary of Defense. licensing or technical assistance agree-
Items under this rather special ment that an American firm or entity
authorized control as being arms, may have with a foreign firm provid-
therefore, are not within the juris- ing for either the manufacturer being
diction of the Department of Com- brought under license for a Munitions
merce, as other exports are. There List article, or technical assistance to
must be an agreement, really, be- a foreign entity or firm in an area
tween the Secretary of State and the where the technology would relate to
Secretary of Defense as to which items a Munitions List item. And this
should be included. And this list is sometimes involves classified informa-
not immutable. It changes from time tion.
to time as the technology develops, We have a provision in our regula-
as we have developments in the tions that says, in connection with a
sophistication of weaponry and new license agreement of this sort that has
inventions, in lasers and masers and been approved by the Department of
air-cushioned vehicles and submers- State, the following:
ibles and what have you. So we may Exportation of classified infor-
have additions. We likewise have de- mation in furtherance of an ap-
letions. Chlorine, an early World War proved manufacturing license or
I gas, is no longer really used in that technical assistance agreement,
area and we have dropped it off the which provides for the conveyance
Munitions List, and we take other of classified information, does not
items off from time to time. But this require further Department of State
is the key list as to what is controlled approval provided:
by the State Department. And we (1) The United States principal
find in that iist, under Category 17, certifies to the Department of De-
classified articles, and there is a de- fense transmittal authority that the
finition: "All articles including tech- data does not exceed the technical
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and/or product limitations in the because there again we bring directly
agreement approved by the De- in the definition of classified informa.
partment of State and, tion as being included within our

(2) The United States principal definition of technical data. We say
meets the requirements of the De- that "as used in this subchapter, the
partment of Defense Industrial Se- term 'technical data' means (a) in-
curity Manual relating to the trans- formation concerning articles on the
mission of such classified informa- United States Munitions List which
tion and any other requirements of enables their use, operation, mainten-
cognizant U. S. departments or ance, repair, overhaul, production or
agencies. manufacture; or (b) research, de.
What we are in effect saying is that velopment, and engineering tech-

once we have addressed your agree- nology concerning an article on the
ment with a foreign firm to manu- United States Munitions List; or
facture a weapon system abroad that (c) any technology which advances the
may include classified elements of state of the art or establishes a new
weaponry or classified data, and we art in an area of significant military
have approved it in terms of the applicability; or (d) [and this is the
parameters of the agreement and the pertinent part here] information de-
project, you do not have to come fined in 125.03 as classified informa-
back again to the Department of tion." And classified information is
State to get permissiin to transmit the either (a) equipment; or (b) infor-
data provided you mneet the two re- mation relating to a United States
quirements we mentioned. But you Munitions List article which has been
are within the painmeters of the assigned a United States security
agreement and you meet the technical classification as requiring protection
requirements of the ISM on the in the interest of National Defense.
transmission. We do say that the So there again, by regulation, all
agreements that you send in to us classified equipment or technology
for approval must outline the classi- is covered by the Munitions List. We
fied information involved, indicating do have rather detailed spell-out in
the highest degr.e of security classi- the regulations on how you go about
fication. You have to specify that in receiving this authority to export
the agreement. Some of you that have classified technology data. We say in
had dealings with our office may Section 125.12 of our regulations, that
know, however, that many times we any request for authority to export
may approve a manufacturing licens- classified information by other than
ing agreement with a proviso that is the cognizant department or agency
quite to the contrary provided that of the U. S. Government must first
no classification information is in- be submitted to the Department of
volved. But this isn't always the case. State for approval. In the event

I think you would want to look classified information is involved in
at what we said to be technical data, a proposed exportation, a letter must
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be submitted to the Department of extend to a United States Govern-
State setting forth the full details of ment agency when they are acting as
the proposed transaction, accompan- such. "The exportation of technical
ied by five copies of the documentary data by the U. S. Government is not
information that you propose to ex- subject to the provisions of Section
port. 414 of the Mutual Security Act of

The letter to the Department of 1954, as amended. A license to export
X State-really to our office-must (1) technical data is not required there-

indicate the highest degree of security fore when all aspects of the transac-
classification of the equipment or tion are handled by U. S. Government
information involved; (2) show the agencies." This exemption has no ap-
cognizant project or contracting plication to the situation where the
agency; and (3) if the equipment or United States Government, on behalf
information was not directly contract- of a private individual firm, acts as a
ed for, whether it was derived from transmittal agent either as a conven-
U. S. Government sources, project ience or in satisfaction of security
development, bid requirements or requirements.
contractual arrangements. What we are saying is that if the

The classified information as we United States Government-the U. S.
have defined it, which is approved Navy-proposes to give information,
for export by the Department of classified information, say, to the
State, of course may only be trans- Brazilian Navy, this is the United
ferred or communicated in accordance States Government acting and it does
with the requirements of the Depart. not come within the province of my
ment of Defense Industrial Security office. It gets into an area of action
Manual. This, of course, is relating that Mr. Freund will be telling you
to the transmittal of such informa- about, and certainly is not unrelated
tion, and possibly there may be, in because the rules and policy that gov-
cases of atomic energy type matters, ern this, of course, govern us all

* some additional requirements of other alike. So when we address a commer-
Government agencies. cial request for the exportation of

There is a note here in the regula. classified information, we are gov-
tions for clarification that: "The ap- erned by the same rules that govern
proval of the Department of State is the Government agency that would
required for the exportation of classi. propose to release information.
fied information to be disclosed to I must just mention a little bit of
foreign nations either in connection general information. In case you are
with visits to foreign countries by not aware, we do operate under sta-
American personnel or in connection tutory criminal penalties. Any viola-
with visits to the United States by tions of our regulations involve the
foreign personnel." maximum of 2 years and $25,000. We

We have a further note stating that haven't had too many convictions
the jurisdiction we exercise does not tinder that. We handle about 30,000
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applications a year, and somewhere attempting to exercise our responsibil-
close to a two billion mark in terms ities in this area on a more timely and
of dollar value. We do not deal in coherent basis than has been done in
any way in Munitions List articles the past.
with the Soviet-bloc, Red China or The basic responsibility for dis-
Cuba, any of those countries. We closure of classified information and
don't really address a case that sug- for pissing on requests for exports of
gests exportation into those areas. We military hardware now rests in a
would not consider classified exports single office in the Office of the
to those areas. I think just as a matter Secretary of Defense, International
of passing interest, we do control im- Security Affairs. Previously, these
ports in my office under the statute. responsibilities had been dispersed to
This is something that is unique, various activities around the building.
perhaps, because our friends in the The organization in the Office of
Department of Commerce, under the the Assistant Secretary for Interna-
Export Control Act of 1949, as tional Security Affairs has been estab.
amended, have no authority in the lished primarily as a policy control
import area. Our import activities are organization. It has no direct admin-
primarily in the business of small istrative responsibility over the mili-
arms and miscellaneous articles most tary services or the Joint Chiefs, or
of the time. Most of our problems are any of the Department of Defense
in the export area. elements that are engaged in classi-

fied release activities. It is our func-
CHARLES K. NICHOLS tion to establish policy or interpret

Acting Director, Foreign Disclosure national policy, to attempt to co.
and Trade Control, OASD ordinate the activities of all of the

Ladies and gentlemen, I think John various channels, organizations and

Sipes has given you a very good sub-organizations including military
sketch of the principal source of many commands, unified commands,
actions that take place within the throtighout the world. But this is all

Pentagon on hardware exports in- (lone through a process of coordina-
volving classified information. This tion rather than through a process of
represents, however, only a relatively direction. I think the philosophy be-

small area of the total activity that hind this concept is sound and that,
Defense has to address itself to in the as I will explain to you a little later,
field of classified disclosures or re- there are so many activities within
leases of classified information to the Defense Department structure for

foreign governments or international managing and conducting these re-

organizations. Basically, I would just lease activities that for a single office

like to describe for you the procedures to prestume to put itself in position
and the organization, relatively new of administrative control would sim-
in the Defense Department, that have ply be unrealistic. Rather the phil-
been developed over the last year for osophy is to establish policy, to pro-
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vide guidance, to seek coordination, is proper for the United States to sup.
unity of action, and unity of interpre- ply System Y-all things considered,
tation throughout the structure in the including security, including balance
hope that this would create a cohesive of payments-we attempt then to get
system worldwide, a decision on a broad basis that would

There are essentially two basic say "System Y is right for Country
problems with which we must deal B." The problem is then whether to
in this central position. First, and I release Documents A, B, C, D, E, and
think the most important although by F. The security classification, confi-
no means the most time consuming, dential or secret, becomes a relative
is the matter of policy coordination, one.
The second, which is far more time I must say, however, that applying
consuming and difficult, is in the this concept in practice becomes ex-
general area of guidance and maIlage- tremely difficult owing to the fact
ment. that we have a very aggressive sales

In the area of policy coordination, organization, which is proper as it
one of the first and most evident should be. The constraints of waiting
problems with which we have to for a policy decision on a broad basis
grapple pretty much on a day to day impose restrictions that the sales of-
basis is a conflict of philosophy. This ficers throughout the Pentagon are
is between the elements in the Depart- certainly finding difficult. But I must
ment of Defense and in the Govern- say I believe we are making some
ment charged with responsibility for progress in getting an appreciation of
military sales and with responsibility the importance of having these ac-
for contact of foreign governments in tions done on a broad policy rather
developing military programs, and or. than on a piecemeal basis. There are
the other side, the very serious and a number of subsidiary policy ques-
very severe restraints that must be tions that we have to grapple with on
imposed for security reasons on all of a regular basis, not least of which, of
the elements of the departments that course, is a constant concern with the
are engaged in military sales or in impact that - this contact through
contacts with foreign governments military channels will have on rela-
leading to the development and im- tions with foreign governments or in-
provement of military systems. It is, ternational organizations. We have
I must say, our most serious problem constantly before us the problem of
and one with which we must grapple satisfying legitimate industry demands
on a day to day basis. The rule we for openings for export markets. And
have tried to apply is that the de- last, and certainly not least important,
cision to be made first on a sales pro- we must at all times be aware that
gram or on a military systems pro- Congress has a very great interest in
gram, is the decision of, do we want these matters and must be satisfied.
Country A or Country B to have On the problems of guidance and
System Y? If it is within policy, if it management, which is the second
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major' category of problems that we with the Department of State. This
must deal with at the OSD level, we authority in turn is delegated to the
have, as I said before, set up an of- Defense Department through mem-
fice that has the responsibility for bership on the central committee, the
central guidance and control of all National committee. The actual dele-
foreign disclosure and activities with- gation of authority, however, to of.
in the Department of Defense. We fices and individuals who do the ac-
do not have within the Department a tual job of releasing classified infor-
formal committee structure for co- mation is fanned out on a very broad
ordinating or for seeking control. We basis. There are, for example-and
attempt to do it through indirect these are rough figures--276 separate
contact, each of the services, each of offices in the Washington area who
the major OSD offices involved in re- have been delegated authority to re-
leases of classified military informa- lease classified information. These are
tion has designated representatives probably the main channels through
whom we are in daily contact with. which classified information is re-
We seek their advice as much as they leased. In addition, we have approx-
seek our advice. We attempt, through imately 175 accredited representatives
a free exchange, to get theri to act in of foreign governments who are at-
accordance with the general prin- tached to various DoD elements, who
ciples. are authorized to receive certain

There is, as Mr. Freund will de- categories of classified military infor-
scribe later, the National Disclosure mation. There are approximately 600
Policy Committee, of which the Of. project officers throughout the world
fice of the Secretary of Defense and wio have, either directly from the
three military services, and other Office of the Secretary of Defense or
elements in the Department, are mem- from one of the services or other de-
bers. This Committee serves as a cen- fense elements, authority to release
tral coordinating policy guidance classified information in carrying out
group for the Defense Department as what are generally termed "defense
well as for other elements in the Gov- exchange agreements," which author-
ernment that are concerned. We do ize release of classified information
not, however, duplicate this structure to foreign representatives or repre-
within DoD. We seek to do our job sentat*ves of foreign governments on
as informally as we can. We feel that specified projects. There are other
this up to now has proved fairly sat- delegations, which I won't go into in
isfactory. detail. But altogether, it is estimated

One of the important instruments that there are nearly 1,000 separate
for providing the necessary freedom channels through which classified
of action through Defense to deal military information may be released
with release of classified military in- to foreign governments and interna-
formation is the delegation of author- tional organizations. I am sure that
ity route. The basic authority rests my friend Mr. Freund will be some-
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what shocked at these figures, but I yet for reporting back to any central
am sure that he understands that we office in the Defense Department on
keep very effective control over most each and every release that is made
of these channels. by some element of the Defence .Pe-

Some other interesting figures. As partment. We have in prospect an
to the sources of requests we get for automatic data processing program
release of classified information, there which may in a year or so provide us
are three general categories. One has with details on daily information on
already been explained by Mr. Sipes. what releases are made through the
These are the classified releases con- various channels in the Defense De-
nected with export control licenses partment, but this is some time off.
that are submitted from the State De- I think this is about all I had to
partment for DoD review. They repre- say except that, looking to the future,
sent, as I said, a fairly minor per- I can see no great changes likely to
centage of the total. I think the most be made in the basic policy on release
frequent request., come directly from of classified information by the De-
foreign governments through one of fense Department. We are governed
the various channels I have just de- by national policy; we are governed
scribed. These may be here in Wash- by an international situation that, I
ington-the attaches, the representa- think everyone will agree, is not like-
tives-they may be through the field ly to change radically in the immedi-
level to a unified command, or de- ate future.
fense attache type. It is almost im- We do hope, through continually
possible to describe the variety, the banging away at the management
sources. Foreign governments are the problem, to improve the performance
principal source of such requests. In so that the legitimate export interests
some cases we receive requests directly will not be in any way hampered un-
from industry, usually in connection necessarily by restraints imposed by
with an export license request. the classified control program. But I

The other figure is that during the would not expect that there will be
course of an average year, in recent any dramatic improvements over the
years, there have been something in short term. Thank you very much.
the neighborhood of 235,000 docu-
ments released through various re- RICHARD B. FREUND
lease channels. In addition to docu- Special Assistant to Deputy
mentary releases, there have been Undersecretary of State
many, many more individual actions My presence here today, while a
involving usually oral or visual trans- pleasure for me, is probably a mistake
mission of classified information. No- for you. Mine is very much of an in-
body has an accurate figure. It would side job, with all the restraints that
be impossible to estimate accurately exist in telling society what it really
how many individual releases may wants to know. In a way, you are
be made. And there is no provision about to receive one of those typical
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letters that is half long-winded ex- tions Control, as John Sipes has al-
cuses for not having written sooner, ready explained, in connection with
and half explanations why the letter export permits. Otherwise, tlh e y
needs to be closed, with maybe a come direct to the cognizant military
sentence of news sandwiched in be- service or other defense organization,
tween. You might comfort yourselves as Nick Nichols has described. Such
with the old saying that "What you requests are all subject to the same
don't know won't hurt you." I don't considerations even though the pol-
go along with that one, and therefore icy provides that in some instances
will try to sandwich in two or maybe action is delegated to a single dis-
even three sentences of news. closure authority while others require

It might help to have some idea of NDPC approval. I am not shocked
what is going on between the time of by the numbers of delegations to
request for authority to disclose clas- disclosing authorities.
sified military information is submit- The committee consists of-aside
ted and the time the answer is given, from State, the representative of the

First, allow me to make clear that Secretary of Defense, representative,
I am speaking as a State Department of the secretaries of the Army, Navy
official who happens to be the State and Air Force, observers from the
member and Chairman of the Nation- joint Chiefs, the Defense Intelligence
al Disclosure Policy Committee, the Agency, NASA, and the Office of the
NDPC as we call it. But I am not in Assistant to the Secretary of Defense
any sense speaking for that interde- for Atomic Energy Affairs. Also, there
partmental body. Nor am I at liberty are full members from the AEC and
to tell you what goes on during its CIA. You can imagine what clam
meetings. bakes we have.----------------- ........

It should be carefully noted that What are the considerations? Sim-
the NDPC has no authority to disclose ply answered, they add up to the
atomic information, a subject about point that the interest of the U. S.
which Admiral Dare will speak to must be served by the disclosures.
you. That's obviously too simple. What we

Our disclosure policy is such that mean is that the foreign policy and
requests from foreign governments military objectives in the United
and defense contractors and U. S. States must be advanced by making
military and civilian officials are also disclosures while taking carefully into
subject to the same procedures. Re- account the risk of compromise
quests for permission to disclose clas- through substandard security systems
sified military information, whether in recipient governments.
embodied in hardware, documents, You have heard from Mr. Nichols
pictures or for oral conveyance, nor- about the military objectives aspects
mally come in the first instance to the already. I will attempt to deal in my

State Department only in connection very limited and restricted way with
with requests to the Office of Muni- the foreign policies aspects. Basic to
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all disclosures, for whatever reason, is house Electric pamphlet. in which its
that U. S. relations with the propose(] emph,yees are instructed to ask Iies-
recipient Government or internation- tions when in (oubI)t about a thing
ail organization must be close and being classified or when they think it
friendly enough to make further con- ought to be classified and it d)esn't
sileration worthwhile. If that cri- have that great big stamp on it. The
terion is met, we go on to consider whole business of classification is
the more complex foreign policy something that you are experts in. bt
aspects. To illustrate, we must coi- I have observed that during the
sider at least the following: (1) Will earlier stages of research and develop-
the information be likely to be used ment the point where that stamp gets
for purposes of which we approve? plunked on frequently isn't reached.
(2) That may be so today, but what It is finally when it gets to someone
are the prospects that the recipient in tile Defense Department. So there
Government is sufficiently stable and is sort of a loint there where you de-
determined to maintain the desired fense contractors have a very heavy
usage? (3) Will otherwise appealing responsibility. Erring on the side of
reasons for selling qualified equip- caution, I think, is a very good idea.
ment be offset by adverse effects on and that is why I said that I was
other governments' economies, e:ipe- please(l to see the A1estinghollse Flec-
cially those that would undermine tric pamiphlet.
our economic aid efforts? (4) Classi- Lastly, we are very insistent that
fied military information frequently no other country that has some of our
relates to sophisticated equipment. classified military inforniation paswsc
Vill its disclosure fly in the face of it on to a third comntry without our

U. S. arms control and disarmament pennission. The reverse, of otirse.
px)licies-for instance, by creating or applies here. We have to be careftl
worsening local arms races? (5) Will that something we worked otit with
sales improve our balance of pay- the British is not given to a third
ments position and the wellbeing of couitry without British lprmissiom.
our defense industry? Or will we be for example. It's a joint venture. It
creating new competition with the op- we fail to exercise great care, and ,ge
plsite effects in the long run? (6) By advance approval, in one sense or ain-
disclosing a certain amount of clas- other we have worsened our rela-
sified milit,"ry information, will we tions with the people involved and
give a false impression of our readi- we have also given them .a sort of free
iess to give more, including equip- ticket to do likewise with our itfor-
ment or proluction rights, only to mation. Not only do otr cotinlr-'s
worsen foreign relations by failing to interests require careful consideration
fulfill such inipressions? of all these foreign policy qtestions--

I would like to amtise for a noo- and more-lut we miust keep smiledr
iient at this point, and mention that review our disclostire policy Iowai'd
I was very happy to see the Westing- each potential recipient, and b% o,,-
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slanlt I mieani at thle iimulltm, ani- pects of nuclear weaponiry is the fact
nuially, and frequently more often. that bo0th the AEC and Dol) have

Somnetimes w o rI(i (levelol)mnents ruiles governing the ulse and exchange
miake such reviews and consequent of information. This can result in
chianges in policy matters of high various interpretations among our
uirgency, and you only have to read1 own experts.
the newspapers or stare at that 1)ox To mnake matters a little mnore corn.
to know what I mean. And ob~viously l)licaitedl we have expressed ouir de-
that creates considlerab~le uincertainty sires to cooperate in ant atomnic way
for defense contractors-which we re- with ouir nu1clear allies, ouir NATO
gret, b~ut that's the way the world allies. This led to thc 1958 intendl-
tumb~les. We may be openhanded one mnent to the Atomic Energy Act which
dlay and ab~solutely embargoing the op~ened the way to somie official ex-
]text, and usually for no cause of our changes of this kind of informnation.
Ownt. Something happecns somewhere All services were affected as was AEC.
else in the world and we've got to With all the p)ossible channels, it be-
take that into account and serve the caine clear that a single controlled
national interest. channel for dissemination would be

W~ell, now I mutst close. Sincerely dlesiralble. The Joint Atomnic Informa-
yotirs . . . tioti Exchange Groupl, JAJEG, was

formed in late 1958.
Thbis group) is jointly staffed b~y the

JAMES A. DARE AEC and the DoT). However, most of
Chief, Joint Atomic Information the interested customers are in lDol).

Exchange Group So the grouip is p~hysically housed and(

Thnk youi. I notice the way they ascltlwihte o),and in fact
have arranged the Ixillel is that the is adiniistrative'ly' st 1)1)orted lby the

getlma o teotercu adI i Defense Atomic Sul)ort Agency and
self seemied to be involved, more or loae ar.
less, with operating groups. NMy lmur- Now, the JAIEG performs two

1)ose here is to speak albout the op~er- somiewhat unrelated functions.
atiotis related to nuclear weapons. First, it op~erates centrally to ob~tainu

G;entlemenu, I have heard it said, coordination b~etweenl the Atomic
and am ure hatyou ave oo, Energy Commission and the D)part-

that artillery was invented to lend isetof eese intc (Itrinein wha
dhignity to what might otherwise have ist erlae.Aerhsdtri-

becomte a vulgar brawl. lit this coin- ainhsbe gedtl.adi
text, nuclear weapons mutst have fact has b~een app~lroved at the highest

beeni iventedl to dhignify some higher level, the JAIEG then monitors fihe
level squlabbles. In the p~rocess thueN operation of this agreement, monitors
have sonic side effects that comil)licate aill the transmissions, and if necessary,
life in security and classification. ob~tains rulings onl specific releases

One of tile mnost implressive as- andl may (4o back to the originator
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re onunending alterations or dele- On the U. S. side, our customers

tions. are generally government agencies or
,S:cond, JAIEG is a depository for services who wish to sponsor either an

copies of all transmissions. This is exchange or transmission of data. Be-
simple for documents. It is not so cause these transactions must support
easy nor quite so credible for verbal the national interest, I expect that
and visual transmissions. However, to this list of sponsors will not grow
the best of our knowledge, the rec- and will continue to be rather re-

ords exist in our files of all official stricted, even though the source of
communications of atomal informa- information may be from a larger
tion. The word "atomal" by the way, community, such as industry or study
is the NATO term for information groups or educational institutions.
relating to nuclear weapons. However, we at JAIEG are quite

The machinery we use to accom- willing to discuss procedures and
plish these functions might be of problems with anyone who has a
some interest. The lilateral agree- legitimate interest.
ments are not intended to be precise- JAIEG headquarters is located at
ly alike. They are based on a need- Courthouse Square in Arlington, on
to-know principle in the interest of the third floor of the building known
the U. S. Goverunient. They are as Courthouse Square West.
quite variable, in fact. In my few years of service as a staff

The United Kingdom agreement is officer, I have learned that one al-
the most liberal and provides for con- ways keeps someone between him and
siderable cooperation in the 1441b the work. I brought my two deputies
(military information for planning, with me. I would like to introduce
training, intelligence, and compatibil- Mr. Jim Goure, who is a Deputy for
ity purposes); 144c (weapons design, the AEC, and Captain Bob Gaskin.
development, or fabrication); and 91c who represents the DoD side. We
(materials--weapons and weapons sys- would welcome you any time you

. tenis) areas. have a problem that you waiot to
The Australian agreement is muwt discuss with us. Thank you.

restrictive, having been established GEORGE CHELIUS: I represent
under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 the Douglas Company in Santa Moni-
prior to the 1958 amendment. ca. I would like to direct my question

The NATO agreement is quite ex- to Mr. Sipes. I have a number of
tensive in 141b (military) areas but them, actually. The first is, under
does not permit any 91c (material) 125.30, the definition of technical
cooperation. information, is there any move afoot

All other agreements are oriented to define "technical information" in
toward full military cooperation in a more precise manner? The cOlntrar-

the 114b and 91c areas, the latter con- tor or the individual proposing the
fined to non-nuclear parts of atomic release of information is faced with
weaipons .systrs only. the primary burden of deciding
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whether it is technical information. partment of Defense. And therefore
If the contractor decides in the we need a better definition a relative-
negative then he would be free to re- ly unprofessional person can make at
lease the information without going least a preliminary determination
through the Department of State. from.
This brings the question, what do you SIPES: Yes, I understand the prob.
consider to be technical information? lem, and we are quite open minded
Could it include basic scientific in- about any improvement in that de-
formation as well as technical data, finition and it is constantly under re-
and is there some way that we can view and we would welcome any stig
narrow the "gray area" of technical gestions that you might have.
information? CHELIUS: My second question

SIPES: We just finished revising refers to the Industrial Secturitv
the definition in the December issue Manual. Recently, in the 1966 revi-
of the regulations. At that time we sion, they added a Footnote 9 to
called upon all the industry trade Paragraph 5n. I can read it briefly.
associations-the AIA, the EIA and if you are not familiar with it or
NSIA-to help us. At the spring don't have the Industrial Security
meeting here in Washington the AIA Manual. It says:
haft several similar questions from the "In addition to the requirements
floor, anti we again invited industry of this paragraph, the release o1
to give us their contribution as to unclassified technical data is also
definitions that might be useful. We governed by the Export (:onrol
don't have any great pride in atthor- Act of 1949, administered by the
ship. We called upon the Department Secretary of Commerce." A it d
of Defense to help ts also in defin- "Section ,114 of the Mutuial SeItIr-
ing this. But I should point out that ity Act of 195,4 as amiended . . .
I don't think that this is pertinent administered by the Secretary ol
with respect to the fortm here be- Defense through the International
cause all- classified iiformation is -Traffic and Arms Regulations."
within the definition. So I think that The question is, what does Foot-
the problem your company would note 9 meani to the contractor? Also.
have in this regard is with respect note that it refers to the Internation-
to certain unclassified brochures and al Traffic and Arms Regulations ;nd
that sort of thing. Because if it's the Export Control Act of 1949. W\e
classified there's no question, had been following the procedtres

CHEIJUS: Well, we would agree tnder the ITAR and requesting Izr-
that if it's classified there is no ques- mission for foreign release throu.gh
tion. But many of ts are called upon the Department of State. Mien aind
to make basic determinations con- what are we required to coordinate
cerning unclassified infornmation-as with the Department of Commerce-
to whether the information must go SIPES: Well, all exports save those
to the l)epartment of State or the I)e- on the Munitions List or technolog\
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relating to Munitions Lists articles it states that if information has been
are within the province of the De- approved for release by the user
partment of Commerce. The export agency and has, in fact, been released
of somc of your commercial data or on a national basis, there is no longer
some of your commercial equipment a requirement to have it approved
such as your commercial aircraft, or for international symposiums. What
General Electric's refrigerators, for is really the intent of that particular
example-all of this is subject to provision, and are local public infor-
Commerce control under the Export mation officers aware of it?
Control Act. So only the military or SIPES: The exemption in the regu-
the Munitions List items related to lations they should be aware of, be-
such come under the ITAR. The cause with respect to information that
Export Control Act, particularly in has been approved for public release
the areas where validated licenses are and has in fact been released, we
required dealing with anything that have extended that exemption on a
has a strategic significance, is at least worldwide basis on the theory that
as complicated a procedure as getting it doesn't seem necessary to do an un-
a license out of my office. necessary thing. I mean if it's released

CHEIUS: Would you suggest, here, by public release, by having
then, an individual wishing to present been given at a symposium or forum,
a paper at a foreign symposium it's quite likely that an attache of
would have to have his paper approv- any country could have been in at-
ed by the Commerce l)epartment if tendance. So, we have extended the
it did not fall under the Munitions exemption under 125.30a (1) and (2),
Control Act? in the regulations, on a worldwide

SIPES: I am not an expert on the basis.
(ommerce regulations. The Coin- CHELIUS: Is there a move to
merce I)epartnient's export data con- change that particular section of
trols--I don't know just exactly what ITAR?
wor(ls to use-but they are somewhat SIPES: There is consideration be-
more permissive than our controls. ing given to language that says, "not

NICHOLS: Well I can answer part only approved for public release, but
of thuat. (:ommerce puts out a comi- in fact released."
prehlensive schedule and they have in JAMES LANGFORD: Mr. Sipes,
there a (letailed description of pro- regarding the actual control pro-
Ce(ures necessary in connection with cedures at ports of embarkation to
technical (lata controls. It's equally insure that export licenses have been
informative as the ITAR, if not more obtained and apljroved for the actual
so, on (letailed proce(lures to be fol- export of equipment and hardware
lowed, out of the United States, who

(IELIUS: If I might, I would like monitors this and how is it (lone,
to ask for comment on one further SIPES: Well, the Cistons Agency
matter. Undcr the ITA:R regulation Service within the Bureau of Custons
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is our enforcement agency, as it is the have built something, now tile% are
Department of Commerce's enforce- sending it out?
ment agency for enforcement of the SIPES: W 1, 1 don't know wheth-
Export Control Act. You would have er I have got the right answer to that.
to hand over, actually, the original, I would normally, if I received that
signed, with the State Department question sitting back at my desk, I
Seal, a copy of your license, and also would call you up over there and ask
an export declaration which you have you what the answer was.
to fill out when you make a ship- RICHARDSON: Well, I think tile
ment involving any Munitions List answer that has been going back to
items or technical data. By the same the contractors has been no exlport
token, the Postal Inspector's office is authorization is necessary. The ap-
responsible for what is exported plication has come in, it has been
through the mails. We have found bounced back, and I just wondered.
that quite a few Postmasters around SIPES: I would say that, of course.
this country have never heard of the sounds like a good answer. Of course
export control regulations or Muni- we all are obligated, as you know.
tions Control regulations. We are under the bilateral arrangements with
going to embark upon a little educa- most of these countries to treat that
tional program in that regard, information in the same manner from

J. S. TROUTMAN: Did I under- a security handling situation as we'd
stand you to say that if a profession- treat our own.
al society, for example, pulblishes a CHELIUS: Is it possible to speed
journal they have to get some sort up approval of technical inlormation.

........ of-a- license before they can send it unclassified technical informationI b
to a foreign subscriber? first submitting it to )SI). Public

SIPES: No, I didn't say that. If it Affairs, and obtaining approval of the
has been pullished in a scientific fact that it is unclassified and suit-
journal-without addressing the ques- able for release, then submitting this
tion of whether that was correctly to tile State )epartment without
published or not initially-once it having to go to Public Affairs before
has been published, youi do not have coming to your office?
to get an approval from my office. SIPES: I wouldn't recommend

DEAN RICHARDSON: I have a that. I thought Joe Iiebling was go-

question that perhaps no one here ing to be here today, too. I don't see
has asked but it has been asked of me hiim. But it would scent to me that
many times and I would like to raise this would lend itself to some dlupli-
it for Mr. Sipes. What are the re- cation ilid would be likely to slow it

(luireitients on1 a contractor for the down because unler the proceti tires
export authorization for export of that have been put into effect in !)ol)

foreign classified information--no now-and Mr. Nichols ca ill ,,Iobablh
(J. S. involved--onlv foreign classi- address this better than 1-this is cx-

fled that has come ill to them. they a !tl ) the entity within tile Peiliall
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to which we refer these things. We ship or conitrol over the lDcpartnicnt
Senld thenm over from mny office. So I of Comhmierce clearing house for fed-
(don't see really why going there onl eral, scientific, anid techniical informa-
a separate route whcni yout are intend- tion? I think we all realize that tilt-
ing to export as dlistinct from making classifiedl technical data that wvould
a domestic public release- why that ordinarily be the sub ject of youir re-
Would sp~eed up1 anything. gultion control-the [FAR control,

CIIEIUS: D~oes it go to more exlx)rt control-is inl the clearing
than one agency after it arrives at house. It is my understandinig that
thle State D~epartment to go to the Public ILaw 776 of the 81st Congress
joint Clhiefs? D~oes it go to file Army, whichi set up thle clearing hiouse, did
Navy. Air Force, as well as 051), so wiht the intent that information
P'ublic Affairs? would he made readily available to

SI PES: Within the IDoI) it is upl to American business and( industry. The
themt as to the spread out that they dearinig houise, though, as we know,
give it. I canil assure vonl that most does inl effect export. I woulid like
things (d0 get referred to several en- your commients onl that, sir.

tities withinl the Pentagon. We go to SIP~ES: I (lon't think wve have aniy
at central po~int inl our own reference, (direct control over the Comimerce
which is Mr. Nichols' office. clearing houses. I'They, as you i udi-

M\AY: As anl add~ed remark here, cated, are established by statute.
whenl they suibmlit it to tile Office of They have certain .statultory injUnIC-
Secuiriy Review they shouild have it tions-really ill the butsiness of free-
ill sufficient timber of copies. Usuial- doni of informiation sort of thing.
ly. thley, have some set rule as to nmu- LA NG;FORD: To) expandI onl that
her-five, six, or ten-whatever it question at little, the new Freedom of'
miight be. Andl at this Ixmint, they Information bill presenits tile possiIbil-
farmu it ouit to tie activities with in thle ity of a1 foreign national 0I ota inting ilni-

D~epartment of Defense thiat have the Classified, uinrestricted technical dat a
p~rimary interest in thie information fromn an agency andl then-i shippl~ing it

contai ned ill thle (locum-lent, and~ ac- ouit of the country throuigh Ii plo-
tion is based uiponi the consensus of mnat ic channels. D~o we sce afiy pro-
thle comments that are received. cedutre or law to stop) procedilrec of,

SIPES: It seemis like the (questions this t'pe?
lear out 111, conitention all the ltme, SIP~ES: I wvould rather b~eg off oil
hat most of thle p~roblemls are ill the that one. I happen to know that.

iunclassifiedl area. lpart ictihar :)rolem is jpresentl\ being
MAY': Very nitich so. C01lsidlered by ouir lawyers ill tie lt- c

SI PES: There is suach a --rav area partmietita little hit.

thatl it's uihle'al.L. S. AYERS: Hlave Ave inl tlhe ohs-
C . F. P( EN ICKE: I wouild like to ciassiout today (discussed at all thle

aiidlr('5 M\r. Siples. please. My basic thlird party role? One Governmtuci

q1 ic.stioI] is, do \oil have any' relationi- agiicON,. acM Irdiiig to M\r. Sipcs' is not
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under the controls of the Munitions -undertaken this in various agree-
Control but if one agency of the Gov- ments.
ernment-as in the case of NASA or DARE: Make it clear on Restricted
ACDA-having in its posses ion legiti- Data or Formerly Restricted Data
mately classified information even in- that there is only one way to receive
cluding Restricted Data, atomic in- it, and that's through our channel.
formation, which it has received from And there is only one way to retrans-
a foreign country, does it have any mit it-through that channel.
obligation to (1o something with that AYERS: That was one of the
material if it wishes to send it to an- points that I wanted to briig out,
other foreign country or third party. in the RD field. Do we have as good a

FREUND: As I said earlier, we re- control on military information, ie-

quire others to obtain our permission, fense information, not including RD
and I think if it is classified military or FRD? I think this may be for Dick

information, as defined under exist- Freund.
ing policy, we would feel the same FREUND: I doubt that we do
obligation toward the government have as good a control. The volume,

that furnished it to us before our pass- the sheer mass involved, is absolutely
ing it on to a third country. overwhelming. That doesn't alter the

AYERS: I am not sure that I see obligation that we have. But you are
the distinction between that and the just that much surer when you have
answer that was given a little earlier, got a smaller volume of stuff and it

although the one point that we are is all handled through one channel

talking about now is defense infor- of JAIEG and that sort of thing.

mation as compared to industrial in- HOWARD MAINES: I am not

formation, I guess you could say. If too sure that I have a question and

we have no obligation on non-classi- I am not too sure that it hasn't al-

fied but must protect a foreign coun- ready been answered, but if it has

trv's information that we receive been I don't understand it. We have a

through sonic legitimate means but little problem in NASA, about the
determination of the advantage to the

may retransmit it, what is the pre- U. S.-is it any net advantage to (1o
vention from retransmitting the chas- it? That has to go up to a very busy
sified? What is the mechanism that person, andi a very high level person,
brings us up short to keel) us from to say, "Yes, it does," or "I can't see

doing that? where it does or not." Quite often we

FREUND- I am not sure that I see hear the answer out of the technical
the distinction. So long as you are type that "I haven"t got the slight-

talking about classified information. est idea in the world about whether

I)ARE: There is a distinction on it is to our net advantage to release

Restricted Data, all right, it or not. Why doesn't the State Dc-
NIPES: And not only do we feel partment make that determination?"

o1)ligate(l to not (to this but we have Is there an answer to that?
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FREUND: I think there are at presidential directive on the subject
least two channels for handling it just of foreign disclosure. The problem I
that way. One is that if it is identi- think we have within NASA is not
fied as classified military information, having a committee similar to
then it becomes subject to our na- yours-it is guidance or criteria its to
tional disclosure policy, and it does what constitutes a net advantage to
go to all concerned-the cognizant the United States. It could be as loose
area of Defense and also, if neces- as to maintain friendly relations with
sary, to the NDPC. If it is not estab- it friendly power. This is it pretty
lished to be classified miiitary infor- weak net advantage. However, it has
ination, and you wish to check with been cited in some cases. I think our
State, you do have our Office of problem might be unique to an agen-
Scientific Affairs which I am sure cy that doesn't have the guidance of
would be glad to oblige, the National Disclosure Policy Cont-

MAINES: Maybe it's just our own mittee.
internal regulation, then, that re-
quires them to make this determina- FREUN): I do suggest in that case

tion, rather than coming down from that your observer on the N I)PC
the basic policy. might be a good channel to pursue

LANGFORD: The advantage deter- this further in internal interdepart-
mination, of course, is required by the mental discussion.

TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION AND
PUBLIC RELEASE

James J. Bagley, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory

One of the most difficult problems questions to possibly stimulate sonie
facing classification management is, thinking, and I will be fully prepared
"Should technological information be to (luck if and when the rocks start
released to the public?" We know flying. And again I would like to
from our conversations of the last assure you that I know of no regu-
couple of days that public release does lations in the offing and I amn not
in fact mean foreign release. So to- raising or flying a trial balloon.
(lay, I will discuss the question per- The title of this talk. which was
sonally. The ideas are mine. I released picked out by Les Ayers, by the way,
the talk for publication. It does not used the term "Technological Inlor-
have the normal imprimatur of high- miation . . ." Now that is very, very
er authority, and I am certain it does vague and imprecise. So what I will
not (for Chuck Poenicke's benefit) (1o at the moment is to define it:
reflect the opinions c' the Navy Technological information is inlor-
Department. mation generated by explorator% de-

What I intend is to raise several velopment, advanced development
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and test and evaluation. Please note which a classification decision has not
that I did not use the word "research" been made. And I am sure that in
because research and technology are your own houses, your shops, your
not necessarily synonymous. Research offices, there are tons of information
produces knowledge, which in turn of this category-information that has
creates the need for development. not been reviewed.
Development produces technology, Are unclassified information and
which in turn produces information; information not classified classifica-
and it is information that causes the tion nanagement problems? Frankly,
problem. What is this information I think it is more of a problem than
and how is it used? Obviously it is a classified information. Why? When
source of press releases, talks before information is classified a decision
technical societies, both foreign and has been made. There is no guess
domestic. It contains information work. The only basic remaining de-
used in patent applications, requests cisions are the degrees of protection
for export licenses, technical data required. Unclassified information
that we have been hearing about. and information not classified are far
The uses and the reasons fo: infor- different animals.
mation are practically endless. It is This is a free society, a society as
time I think now to intrl.iucc two we know based on the right to know.
new classifications (I will, again, be Under the Freedom of Information
prepared to (luck) , and they are un- bill there is a requirement for maxi-
classified information, and inforna- mum release of information.
tion not classified. Is unclassified a Information, as you all know, is a
classification? I maintain that it is. vital cog in the wheels of progress.
It is a classification that requires the To a scientist, it is publish or (lie.
least restrictive control. It applies to We may not agree with this but it is
information that is passed, really, a fact. To a contractor, it is publish
among the people who need it, who or advertise, or go out of business.
want it. Is it public iriformation? No, To the government, obviously, it is
it is not. Unclassified information is an informed citizen. And there are all
not necessarily public information, kinds of pressures involved in the
And I think this is where some of the release of information. And we in
confusion begins to reign. the classification management busi-

As we have heard in the last two ness iuList be ready and able to stand
days, there may be many defensible, the heat of the kitchen.
valid reasons thlt could stand a test There are guidelites for classified
of law that say that unclassified in- information. Simple, again. The iden-
formation is not public information. tification of information that requires
Hence the new term of classification protection in the national interest.
known as "unclassified." For the unclassified, the guidelines

When is information not classifie(d are not that easy. There must be
Verv Simply, it is information upon maximuim disclosure as I said except
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for what would be of assistance to who makes this decision, or is it so
potential enemies-and it is here fragmented that responsibility cannot
where the going gets rough. There be established? Think about this one.
are, of course, regulations of the Each of the services has regula-
services, the various statutes we have tions covering technical information,
heard about in the last couple of technical data, public information.
days, governing the release of unclas. I think, frankly, there are too many
sified technical data. But do you regulations. But that is a personal
know the rules? Do you know the opinion. But do the people charged
items covered by the various laws? with carrying out the regulations
Do you have reasonably current in- talk to each other? In my experience
formation on items that are on the it's rare. Each operates in his own
restricted list? Or about items re- little sphere. The scientific officer
moved? Are you aware of the agree- is concerned only with the technical
ments between the United States and product and couldn't care less about
other countries that developed a need something else. The contracting of-

for exchanging information? If you ficer worries only about compliance

have these, considr yourselves lucky. with the contract, how far his neck is

But there are other factors that must stuck out, whether he will pass an

equally be considered. What is the audit. PIO interest is obvious-spread
propriety of release? Are there ethi- the word. Then there is a classijica-
cal considerations involved? Do you tion manager. What role does he ac-
have the authority to decide that a tually have in the process? How big
piece of information is or is not re- a me:nber, how important a member
leasable? of the team is he, in fact? Does lie

I personally have felt that there have sufficient technical knowledge
is too much diffusion of responsi- of il!- problem to make a critical
bilitv. Think of it now. How many judgement on information? l)oes lie,

people in your organization are con- whe. the pressures of rele !se are very

cerned with the release or handling strong, have the ability to substitute
or generation of information? Scien- less critical verbiage to (1o the job and

tific offices, -contracting offices, pub- satisfy the pressure? In fact, does he .

lic information offices, classification understand the language of the PIO,
management people-each has a very tile contracting officer, the budget

important part in the decision. Do officer, the scientific officer? )oes he

they get together. or does each go have available knowledge of what a1

his own way? To paraphrase an old potential eneny is doing in it tech-

saying of Harry Trumnan, "'I'he buck nical area of interest?

iflhst sto) sornewhere." Where does [ think each of you should ask

it stop in your organi/ation? WVho in yourselves these questions..\nd niany

the final analysis is responsible for other questions can be raised that I

saving, "Yes, it will; no, it will not?" believe you should ask yourselves.

Is there a person in your organi/ation So, in the final analysis, it is my
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own conviction dat the classification role of the classification aianager in
manager is the man on top of the the preparation of either one of these
pyramid who must ultimately stop the documents? 1)oes he know it? Is he
buck. It is he who can be the coordi- part of it? Is he with it?
nating factor, the person in the best In the final analysis, I think the
position to make a critical judgement. classification manager is the one. as
To (1o this he must take a very broad I said a moment ago, who must stop
view. He must take tough-big, tough the buck, and his job is to create a
decisions. He cannot think only in decision that cuts across many tech-
terms of "keep it all back" "don't re- nical lines and disciplines and pro-
lease anything." He must always be fessions.
able to make a balanced judgement as It is he who sets in motion a long.
to what should or should not go, and complicated, costly chain of events,
be prepared to substantiate his posi- as we all know. Because it is he, in the
tion. He cannot I think accept prior final analysis, who says to the physi-
guidance that a particular piece of cal security people, "This is what I
information is, in fact, unclassified, want protected." So to (1o his job, he
He must be able to satisfy himself should be multi-disciplinary in edu-
that it is or that it is not. He must cation, eclectic in philosophy, have
be able to correlate the isolated the wisdom of the ages, the hide of at
pieces of information in the same re- rhinoceros, and I guess i'i the final
port or text so that lie can make a analysis, as the kids say, be a real
judgement. And he should have avail- cool cat. But it is a tough job. And
able to him the resources to do it. I thing that it is far broader than

There is another decision that has many reali/e. And sooner or later it
been imposed upon classification will be encunibent upon all of Us to

people in the last couple of years-the develop the technical know-how to
distribution statements attached to stand ti) and be a peer anong peers.
every DoD technical report. What are And to be of the stature of all the
the limitations that should be placed other p)eople who make decisions: all
on the particular piece of infornia- not ever be low man on the toteim
tion? Is it infornation suitable for pole. Thank you very mtch. Now.
public releasc? Should it be withheld shall I duck?
from the public? I maintain that no MacCI:lN: I think the gencral
l)epartment oi Defense contracting rule is that if a doctinent doesn't

person can prejudge the fact that a show that it is classified, people treat
particular report, piece of informa- it as unclassified. And I think that
tion, or what have you. will be un- is a pretty good rule to follow be-
classified. He doesn't know, and it cause if this document is created un-
is very, very difficuit to make such ter conditions of Defense Dl)epartment
judgements under any circumstancC. interest, there i:i a built-in require-
.\gain you have the technical data re- ment, of course, that it be considered

quirements of a contract. What is the for classification right from the t'% ,
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beginning. I would not, therefore, be to be public inforruation which are
inclined to want to suplprt marking in fact not public information, be-
documents as either unclassified or cause no decision with authority has
not classified, but rather let the sit- been made.
nation ride. In fact, I don't quite see MacCLAIN: This sounds like a
an advantage of doing what you sug- dialogue, but if you do not mind, we
gcsted be clone. will go on.

IiAGLEY: I agree with you in part, BAGLEY: Sure.
hut there is a basic reading of 5400.7, MacCLAIN: I think a c t u a 11 y
that alludes to the fact that informa- where the Government is concerned,
tion that is for offical use only, for and it is in the business of creating
exanple, need not be so marked. information at some expense, it is
What I am saying is, and the only probably not a valid assumption that
point I wish to make, is to knock in it's necessarily public information if
the head this old fallacy that "just not classified. For the simple reason
because it's unclassified it is public that there are so many-we know now
information." It is not. I think that -restraints upon its release on the
the bills that we have heard about one hand, and there are now some
for the last couple of days -make this injunctions on its non-release on the 7
point amply clear-that just because other hand. I think we have come

it's unclassified it doesn't necessarily to a point where we turn around now
mean that it is public information. and realize that the burden of with-
If you talk to the normal Public In- holding is now on the Government,
formation officer, for example, uis without a doubt, and with 5400.7 on
first assumption is it is either classi- the books everybody in Government
fied or unclassified; and if it is un- who is charged with the custody of
classified, give it. This ain't necessar- information is certainly going to have
ily so. to address himself to the very ques-

MacCLAIN: Well, it is my un- tion, "Is it releasable or not?" This -
derstanding, Jim, that people who ,it little gimmick that says, even if it is
in public affairs and conduct security not marked FOUO yet perhaps it is
review, after they have finished the not releasable, is a very difficult rule
de(ision of whether it is classified or to live by. And yet, just for example,
not, by going out and asking, they personnel records that are not public
then have to ask themselves, "Is it information, of course, are not
otherwise non-releasable?" I think marked FOUO, and a person recog-
ihev do this. But I don't know. nizitig it as a perscnnel record wculd..

B.GIAEY: The key point in whalt know this. The injunction that every-
-- ol have said, (;eorge, is that a de- thing not marked FOLIO has to be

(ision, .a considered decision is made considered for non-release is one very

by a person having authority to make hard to live by. I don't know how
the decisio. tUnfortunately, the re- anyone can; but we must.

versc is true-that things are assumed BAGLEY: The point is, we must
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live with it. It's here in the books; off the right foxot and put it on he.
we must be able to defend our own left, didn't you, Jim?
actions. What I am saying esscntially BAGLEY: Yes.
is, if you are going to take in action, MAINES: The phiios~q)iy was ex-
take .he action with knowledge. I pressed as the inter, (4 Congress, and
think this is the cause of most of our was that information wu.d1 only be ..
problems. Now, you and Don know withheld with knowledge :-rd author-
certainly the exercise that I have been ity-that unless there is a rea;oii to
going through on this Foster Commit- withhold with knowledg. and author-
tee bit, and this is releasiig, review- ity then everything is in the public
ing, re-reviewing inforrviation goig donmin. 
from the Defense Documetitation BAGLEY: This is trie. What I
Center to the clearing house, ;.nd the am saying, the shoe should fit both
information is marked "Dist)ilbutinr, feet. You withhold it with knowl-
Ulnlimited," anti yet another rev;cw is edge; you release it with kn,,wlcdge.
being made of the thing to c:v. GARRETT: Did I gather you
it go?" It's a tough chor,:. B1:. my suggest that the classification manag-
own thesis is that informaion :.;,ruld er should be the man who has the
be released with knowledge ant! iith responsibility for assisting in this

-. authority. If you don't have ih au- public release deterniination as well
thority to release, you dor,'t h,-." the as in the determination to classilv or
authority to release, period. Farticit- not to classify?
larly noa, under the new law, there BAGLEY: No. You heard Dan-
must be reasons for doing somdthing Rankin, for example, talk about the -____
or reasons for not doing something. role, the responsibility vested by the
As I said in the beginning, I wrote security manual in the Classified
this before I had r.?d 5400.7 and Material Control Officer within the
heard the discussion of the last Navy. This is a specific responsibility.
couple of (lays. But I si'i basically Now, I don't rememlber the ArnN
have not charged anything. regulation clearly enough, but I be-

MAINES: Yes. You took the shoe lieve it is somewhat the sanie thing.
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CLASSIFiCATION IN DEFENSE-ORIENTED
CONTRACTOR FACILITIES

N. V. Petrou, President, Westinghouse Defense and Space Center

I truly welcome this opportunity to classification managenment effort can
express the Westinghouse Defense best be apllied:
and Space Center's security philoso- First, sotnd aIl( specific interpre-
phy. We are really proud of our effort tation of the Security Requirements
to equip our armed services with nti- Check List, the D) Form 254, on
teriel and I know that we are equally production contracts.
proud of the effort we are carrying Second, the procurement of lassi-

on in our security administration. fied hardware from subcontractors. --

Glassiiication management is truly Third, mechanized control of the
an invived subject that is really be- accountable,:ssifiet documents in- .
yond nmy ken al(d I am no expert in cluding the procedures that require
it, but there are it few highlights tha. strict need-to-know, the prompt de-
1 can remark on. struction of tnneces:;ary documents,

First, I would like to define classi- and the ready identification of the
fication management as we see it. The accountable documents by contract
term is rather simple. Classification number, and, finally, mechanized
management is the continuing evalu- downgrading.
ation of security requirements to Fourth, stringent requirements to
make certain our national defense determine the real need for closed
secrets are properly protected with a ar e t-

minimum obstruction to aur efforts top rc ~ ce efen e m teri ls.I h ave listed first "so und and( sp ec-

ciric interpretation" of DD 254s be-
Protection of our country's secrets cause tihe greatest return comes f'roml ..

is very important; equally as import- the application of classification man-
ant, of course, is production of ma- agement principles in thi3 area. I an.
teiials to defend ourselves. We cer- quite sure all of you are aware that
tainly cannot let . ecturity strangle the average I)D 254 really offers very .
l)ro d u c t ion . little in the way of slxcific instruction

Then our concept in this area of ald gui(Iance. There might be ai
classification inanagement really is x mark in the corner that says Accur-
attained not by :lny ordinary ap. ;, is confidential, or that :iAtitude

],roach biut a continual a ppro,tch. is con filetntial, or that somneth ing else
It is a kind o! approach that ge':- is secret. 'he (tlestion is how to ill-
crates enthusiastic sUppl)r, (oltih- ;erpret this.
nally and challenges the imagination. In our case we have many classi-

There are four point t that I would fled contracts--in the lutndreds by
like particularly to cover wherein Ihe w'y-each of which has a pro-"
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gram nanagcr. Our standard proced. update these, of course, and we must
; re calls for the program manager to keep abreast of the changes in )D 254
be fully responsible for the security requirements. ! would say the big

- in this area of assignment. contracts run about thirty pages long.
Many times a program manager To give you an idea of what this

will be the one best qualified to in- anlounts to, I will pick a particular
terpret the security as spelled out in air borne missile control system ra-
D) 254 fcr the managers and for the dar. This guide totals about twenty-
suporting people who report to him. four pages. 1 woul like to read its
However, the fact that we make him purpose as it is stated in the guide.
a program manager, does not qualify "To alert individuals working on
him as a security expert. the contract to the existence of

So it is at this point that we ex- classified information; to provide
pect him to avail himself of the guidance as to where it may be
servi,:es of our security department in encountered; and to provide an
carrying out his responsibilities. We interpretation of and guidance il"
ha,'e found no one who does not complying with the classification
welcome our security department's requirements imposed on the
offer of such assistance. I kind of system. . . . ..
make sure of that anyway. Then the guide spells out the se-

At the outset of our classification curity interpretation for every se-
management program, which we have curity requirement on the DD 254.
now been operating for about three In the next part of this guide we
years, we concentrated on the major give the general rules on the con-
production contracts. And what it tract that deal with drawing% and
amounts to, is getting a member of specifications, identifying classified
our security department to meet with hardware, how to handle the classified
the program manager, with the engi- hardware and that sort of thing.
neering director, the security repre- We are then really able to achieve
sentative of that particular division what I consider to be rather smooth

.. (inmy case I have 4) where the con- flowing operations by having an au-
tract is being performed, and we try thoritative interpretation of the
to resolve security problems that are security requirements of a particular '
identified at that moment in time, system available in the guides. At any
and the solutions are discussed. Ulti- giver, time we may be involved in the
mately, a knowledgeable engineer oil design and manufacture of as many as
the staff of the program manager is seventy-five (lifferent systems. The
assigned the job of writing a security secrity requirements vary from one

guide for that particular production syste, o another. Also, engineers

contract. So every contract has its own vary among themselves, and security
security guide. interpretation becomes quite a job.

We have security guides prepared With a guide, we have found that this
on all of our contracts. We have to solves most of our problems. We have
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these guides, incidentally, p;'operly The problem was, I felt, properly
signed off by those who have the bur- ta'kled by our classification manage-
den of security interpretation, and ment supervisor. The program man-
this way we eliminate the time con- :ger in this case agreed to make up
suming arguments as to whether lists of parts which would take the
something is or isn't classified. The same DD-254. In other words, they
final answer is in the guide. would categorize all classified com-

The next area where we have ponents into about five lists, anti for
benefited from classification manage- each list we prepared a basic DD 254.
ment is in the procurement of classi- These lists and the proposed DD 254s
fied hardware. In the same kind of were then reviewed carefully and
control system that I mentioned, we agreed upin by the ACO's engineers
have something like 200 end items or ahead of time.
"black boxes" that we subcontract. Now, when our manufacturing in..
Our security department determined fcrmation writer pulls a drawing all
that we were delaying our procure- he has to do is look at the part num-
ment because of time consuming ber which gives him the applicable
procedures whenever a DD 254 had to list, ani then he goes to the proper
be furnished to a subcontractor. DID 254.

A rough idea would be given by Another phase of our classification
running through one of these proce- management program is to closely
dures. The manufacturing informa- examine equisitions to see if the
tion writer pulled out a classified item can't be purchased off the
drawing. He went to an engineer and shelf.
the engineer went to get a proper DD As a result of consultations with
254, and a few minutes later, another the Naval Ordnance Systems Coni-
manufacturing informnation writer mand, for example, we have authority
would go to the same engineer and to delete contract numbers or iden-
lie would have to form another DD tification by nomenclature in order
254. This went on to the purchasing to eliminate classifying an item by-
dej)trtment. Anti you know how all association. Incidentally, this au-
this paperwork goes on and on. We thority extends to all oi our classified
generated something like 6,000 DD contracts unler that l)artic(tlar com-
25-Is to sub-contractors on this one nandl.

progran aloe, in Block 15 of the DD 251ts that go
The task, of course, is quite stag- to the subcontractors we specifically

gcritlg. Oh, itidentally, I didn't l t lJo lint out, for example. that "this

in 1e rating ( ontracting officcr too, unit becomes unclassified if the sig-

wino was 1)n our premises, an( lie has nature (haracteristis are not asso(i-
,0 sign of i. It I ir:tctically goes ated with' the prime contract number

Iirn ulg!1 lw samte irutlill we did-his and/or system nomenclature." I want

o .'n engineering si. ll, interpretation, to urge everyone to he alert to the
utu know, and i ht 'ort of thing. possibilities of handling prolurnement
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as unclassified if possible. Of course classification management program
I might zdd this decreases the ship- may seem rather mundane and paro-
ping costs to the Government. In oae chial, but to me it is a very impor-
case, we have estimated .hat in one tant one. This deals with the stringent
lot of 200 antennas we saved the requirements for determining the ne-
Govertnment $13,000 in shipping cessity for a closed area. I am quite
charges alone. Peanuts it might ap- sure you are aware of the fact that
pear, but very important when you in a large manufacturing operation
multply that number by 100. a bunch of small closed areas cer-

A third area that I would like to tainly is an impediment to all of the
quickly cover deals with savings of operations. And I also have found
security costs in the mechanized con- that the program managers like to
trol of accountable classified docu- put in closed areas just so they can
ments. We used to do all of our re- keel) their own mistakes away from
cording, circulating and dispatching the careful eye of management.
in a very manual and plodding and We have seventy-five closed areas.

- - slow way. We designed a mechanized I believe it's very important from the
system, and at the present time in standpoint of good classification man-
Baltimore alone, which is three- agement that someone in management
fourths of the total operation, we be absolutely certain that a closed
handle 50,000 accountable documents area is necessary.
right now. This determination and resonsi-

In addition to identifying these bility is vested in the security de-
accountable documents by their ac- partment. We have a Closed Area
quisition numbers, we record them Request Form and Inspection Report,
by contract number. And, of course, which has to be executed by the area
this means that when we have a con- supervisor, by the program manager,
tract close-out, we can readily identi- and finally, by the security depart-
fy every accountable document thdt's ment representative. It requires that
in the house pertaining to that par- the program manager sit (town and
ticular contract. This is a tremendous say why he needs a closed area and
timesaving advantage. put it in writing. As a matter of fact,

Of course another more important, it also says,-while we are at it-what
I think, feature of our mechanized classified components go in the area
operation is to record the automatic and, for instance, whether they are
downgrading dates of acquired or in- small enough to be stored (luring non-
ternally-generated accountable docu- working hours.
nients. So about every half year we We found that our security depart-
get a printout of our accountable in- neit sometimes can suggest ways and
ventory and if no action has been means of avoiding a closed area. This
taken in the downgrading, then the particularly happens when they have
downgrading is flagged automatically, conferences between our security and

The last and fourth phase of our program managers. We find that
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much cost avoidance is possible in an standing example of cooperation be.
area where you don't need a closed tween industry and the Department
area. And there sometimes occurs of Defense and should result in sub-
some simple thing like putting stantial monetary savings to the Gov-
dummy panels on the equipment anti ernment as well as more effectivc
just put the real panel on when the productior."
item arrives in its final assembly In the second area, the procure-
area. ment of classified hardware from

How much of a savings is effected subcontractors, all I can say is I know
when we have worked out something that each DD 254 that these people
like this? It is very hard to say, but I were handling before cost me $15, and
do know that every closed area costs their not being handled certainly is a
a lot. saving.

I think it is important to note that As far as the mechanized control
what I am really trying to say is that of the accountable classified docu-
there is much to be gained by having ments is concerned, although I know
a classification management super- that the mechanized system that we
visor to take a look at these things, in now have is about $6,000 more in
writing, from his point of view. He cost than our non-automated system,
comes up with, and he's charged with, I know that by the automatic tie-
solutions that people on the program grading that we are getting, and the
who are concerned with the engi- foolproof way of splitting out the
neering, manufacturing, and product identifiable and accountable docu-
reliability simply don't think of. ments, we are sa.ing much more

In conclusion, let me restate the thani that auiuunt of money.
four basic points that I have tried to Finally, I am sure you will agree
emphasize, First, we talked about a that the security savings through
sound and specific interpretation of being careful about closed areas is
the DD 254 by means of guides. In- tough to estimate, but it's obvious
cidentally, we have a letter from one that it's pretty good.
of the user agencies expressing appre- I would like finally to remind you
ciation and congratulations for our from Paragraph 16a of the Industrial
efforts in effecting realistic classifi- Security Manual, that: "Contractors

cation guides for vital Navy pro- are encouraged to advise and assist
grams. It points out that the results in the development of the classifica-
are both tangible and intangible and tion guidance in order that their
furthermore were most rewarding. technical knowledge may be utilized
We have, for instance, declassified all and they may be in a better position
the components of the Mark 45 "Tor- to anticipate the security require-

pedo system by some really careful ments under the contract and organ-
analyses and considerations. In the ize their procedure and physical lay-
customer's own words, he said: "The out accordingly."
joint classification effort is an out- We have accepted this encourage-
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ment wholeheartedly. We feel that engineers personally involved in clas-
we have been succes.cful to some de. sification matters and getting in here
gree, and it can go a lot more. And, to Washington, for instance-I am
incidentally, I do want to point out lucky because we are close to Wash-
one thing--that you can't get this sort ington-we get them much more
of thing (lone without a good alert sensitive to classification matters. We

staff (in our case a Naval plant rep. found that the classification officers
resentative) that is always attentive here in Washington are interested
and responsive to our suggestions. in the same viewpoints as we are.

We also found that by getting our Thank you.

PANEL-INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS CF CLASSIFICATION
MANAGEMENT IN WEST COAST DEFENSE/AERO-

SPACE INDUSTRY
Richard J. Boberg, Aerospace Corporation, Moderator

A. A. CORREIA Investigation does applicant review
North American Aviation work, running investigations and

Ladie:, and gentlemen, it is certain- checking on applicants.
ly good to be back here again. I Clearances, Audits and Account-
remember this fine meeting place here ability processes all requests for clear-
two years ago and all of the work ances, verifies facility security clear-
that everyone here in the Washington ances on prospective subcontractors,
area did to get the International Con- and performs all incoming and out-
ference Room. !t certainly is my going visitor accreditation functions.
pleasure to be here as a panel Tember "hey also mnage the central (locu-

K to present the classification manage- tient accountability control icgister
inent program in Autonetics, North anld they have audit teans to verify
American Aviation, in Anaheim ppIer accountability within all
better known as Disneyland, U...SA. holditig organizations with Autonet-

I feel that to acquaint you with is l)ivisio...
what we do at Autonetics I have to This is a typical type of organiza-
acquaint you with the Industrial Se- tion. Iroin my experience in seeing
curity Division. indiustry when I was on the military

We are a division within ,utonetics side ol the house- most industrial
Division of North American Aviation. oranizations are pretty well patterned
We are divided into four separate this wav.
functional areas. The final functiond area, of course,

Protective Services furnishes all is the one that we are interested in
plant protection, lock and key services here today, and the one that I an
and all other plant protection, most interested in, because we (all i
throughott the plant. the Classification NManagement and
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Program Support function. Now. this My responsibilities are to interpret
functional area is responsible for the security direction furnished by the
maintaining an updated security customer and write a company guide
manual, updating and revising the with all the details necessary to pro-
company standard practices pro- tect National Defense Information.
cedures, security education program, As an example, the Data Systems
review of all proposed public release Division (DSD), which works con-
papers, and other papers to be pre- puters primarily within Autonetics,
sented at symposiums, and all areas of supports Minuteman in the computer
classified material handling, such as area. They support the Minuteman
transmission, storage, disposition, re- Division, which is my primary divi-
production, classification, marking, sion. Constant interface between the
and establishing required controlled security reps on programs is a lunc-
areas for classified hardware manu- tion which we have got to have.
facturing. Otherwise I would be going into an-

As you can see, the Classification other man's area of support, such as
Management and Program Support Data Systems, and he wouldn't even
area is what we feel a big area because know what was going on. So we are
we are the ones that basically support constantly interfacing and exchanging
the customer anti the contract, an 4! ideas.
the contract effort by our engineering Now, Minuteman in this case is the
areas withir Autonezics. lead division. So we establish thc

There are six security representa- criteria. We assist the securiy rep
tives assigned to this particular area, from Data Systems in writing the 25-1s.
and five of them perform the func- And actually, as was brought out here
tions that I just. mentioned to you, yesterday, it is a team effort. It is a
in supporting the programs. Some team effort between myse!f as the
particular programs, just to name a program support rep, the other se.

few, are the Minuteman guidance curity reps supporting the Data Sys-
systems, the F-I 1 Avionics, SINS, tems, and the engineer, and anyone
ILAS, ASCOR-a number of them. else that we need to bring in from a
And, of course, there is otir compitter standpoint of writing a god clear 25.1
program that we are working on also or a 25.1-1 for subcontract. And this
in what we call Data Systems. is dene immediately after the buyer -

Each rep provides classification establishes a requirement with the
interpretations for his division, ani othr division, the other part of
prepares all 254s and 254-1s for sub- Security, indicating they want to know
contracts in his program support area.
In my case, I support the Minuteman what the facility clearance is of a
prograt with special support areas of number of different contractors be-
Cryptographic Security Officer for the cause they are going to place it sub-
company. I also support the Atomic contract with someone.
Energy Commission contracts that we W\hen we get the buyer's notitica-
are prcsently working on. Actually, tion tht he has selected a sulbcon-
they are Sandia Corporation contracts, tractor, immediately then is when we
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prepare the 254-1 or 254, whichever direction. I see that they can make
applies, changes to all ot the security direction

All the security reps are required received, to make sure they are right
to sit in on technicai direction meet- up to date, and that when their cog
ings and technical interchange meet- people come by and run their inspec-
ngs within Autonetics with the tions they have all the information

customer where a change in the on file that's required. In addition,
required controls are necessary on a I go to H.ll Air Force Base and
piece of hardware. We have had it Newark Air Force Station. and any
happen a number of times that hard- other field office that is established
ware we were presently working on to support Minuteman. I am the

- was upgraded because of configura- security rep that is notified in case
tion change, in a couple of cases from anything comes up.
unclassified to secret, and from con- Finally, all the security reps inter-
fidential to secret. And certainly this face With the sixth man. There are
changed the requirements for security, five of us that are program support,
It changed the requirements for con- and the sixth one is our contract
trolled areas. It changed the require- closeout man. We receive what we
ments in many concepts in purchasing call a Contract Closeout Inquiry
areas, subcontract areas, and there is (CCI) from the contracts office. When
quite a bit of effort. So only through the security office receives this form
sitting in on these meetings, technical this particular rep coordinates with
interchange and technical direction whatever program that contract was
meetings--again, a team effort-only on whether radar, guidance, coni-
on these occasions can you really get puters, Minuteman, or whatever it
the information you need if you are was. The two reps, the contract close-
going to give classification support out man and the pregram support
and write good, clear classification man, immediately start taking action
guidance to your subcontractors. to deternine how many classified

All the security reps have different documents we have charged to that
programs, as I say, to support. As the particular contract.
Minuteman program suppcrt rep, I Our classified document account-
support it regardless of where it is. ability register codes all accountable
In fact, yesterday at noon I got called classified documents charged against
out to our Autonetics field office here. that contract. And when the CiOseot~t
They had some Minuteman problems, comes, all we have to (10 i. go to the
and I was over there for a couple of computer and tell the computer to
hours. give us a tab run of all of the docu-

I have to support Minuteman at ments that were charged to that
Cape Kennedy. If they have any contract. And then we start our jttsti-

problems I have to go out there. I fication for individual holders for
support them at Vandenberg. In the retention authority, if we have to ask
cast of 25-ts on contr;:rts on the Mi- for retention authority.
uteman, I see that field offices get A\gain there is coordination neces-
copies so they will have updated sarv with the document accotrntali litv
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register people, to be sure that they guidance in case there is any change
don't assign a contract code number in classification.
to a maintenance and repair contract. In this case, as you can see, we are
I found that they did do this. And constantly with the engineers. And
engineers are strange people. I have it is fortunate that I know a number
been dealing with them for quite of people in the business, like Elmer
some time in both areas. If they get Yost here. And certainly I know my
a number in their heads like 0348, replacement at BSD. I have been able
which was a good example, if they to just call people. We have a sus-
get a number in their heads, every pense system on 254s that we use.
document they write when they call And we get them. Either that or we
in for a control number they will give get a 254-1 that tells us there is no
0348. So we had a maintenance and change.
repair contract that we should have We have had no difficulty. It has
been using other documentation on, worked real well. But all of the reps,
and instead every new document they of course, have to be constantly with
generated they charged it to 0348. their program. As we say down there,
When we came for closeout on this "You have got to get out among them
contract the contract had 248 docu- if you want to let them know you are
mtiits charged to it and it shouldn't available to them." There are many
have had one. details, of course, that I haven't been

After we coordinate with all the able to discuss here. But there are a
holders of the documents and we get couple that I would like to bring out.
justification from all of the people More and more we are getting into
we consclidate this, give it to the a situation where concepts are classi-
buyer and the buyer goes to the fied or associations with things are
customer for the contractor's approval classified, and really the hardware in
and retention authority. After we itself is not classified. Certainly you all
receive the retention authority each know that hardware is not classified;
dc-cument retained under this par- it's just a bunch of garbage. But then
ticular authority must be annotated when you put it together, it reveals
on the front cover or the title page classified information. In one case,
with the authority for retaining the our buyer was going to go out and he -

document, the period of retention, the got verification of facility clearances
(late of the authority, and the head. of cleared contr,- ctors that could do
quarters or agency that issued the this particular job for us. We almost
authority. In this way, every docu- didn't catch this one, but fortunately
uient in our files is either on an active we did. We were ready to go out to
contratt, and is marked as such, o a cleared contractor for a particular
it's on a retention, with a specific job. The jo) was secret, and really it
period for retention. was just an association or concept

Again, one of our responsibilities thing. Actually, there were ways in
as a security rep is that if we get re- which we could send this job out
tention on a particular contract we without relation to program. From
have to see that we get the continuous the cleared contractor, the cost on the
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first two units was .52,0 0 each unit, travelling wave tube, it doesn't pick

and $1,800 for each unit after that. up any identity with any system or -

From the uncleared contractor the any program until it goes into what is

first cost $854, with a learning- called a bonded area. And this tube

curve reduction as the units were could bc used in many, many systems.
processed. Well, through a means of It can even be used in television in-

identifying and controlling the man- dustry. So the people in the manu-

ner in which the hardware went to facturing line don't know what this

this uncleared contractor-and this thing is being put together for. When

was all approved by the customer-we it picks up an identity it is picked up

saved some $67,000. This was a cost as confidential. In fact, they are doint,

plus incentive fee or CPIF contract. this for us on a subcontract.

Certainly the customer was very Classification management is some-

happy about something like this, and thing that you have got to be with

we don't feel that we have compro- constantly. Thank you.

mised the program. In fact, we know
we haven't. But the one thing you GEORGE L. CHELIUS
have to be careful about in something Douglas Company, -

like this is that the contractor doesn't McDonnell-Douglas

relate the program through his finan- In describing classification manage-

cial records. We had to make sure ment at the Douglas Company I will

that we had a cutoff in the financial address myself to six areas.

records to rot relate that effort to a First is the use of classification com-

particular lurchase order related to mittees. We feel that by the use of

Autonetics which would be related classification committees we have ,
to the program. But this is one of the unanimity and agreement as to exact-

things. In fact, there was one of the ly what is or what is not classified

gentlenien here that I was talking to under a particular contract.

about this. We were discussing this Secondly I would like to discuss an

yesterday, about the cutoff within a area that is of grave concern to our

financial area, to make sure that you particular corporation, and that is

don't compromise the program by our work on independent research

associating and relating. In another and development. This is constantly

area we did the same thing and it was a problem. Our management has di-

a savings of $50 a unit by being able rected me to study, and has taken a

to manufacture the thing as unclassi- considerable interest in exactly what

fied. In one area in Los Angeles, one information in independent research

contractor has approval by the cog and development might become classi-
contrctor asfappurovan bytie inogn fied.
office to manufacture an item in an I would like to go into, briefly, our

uncontrolled area with regular ianu- regrading an(l declassification system.
facturing p~eople, no clearances or We downgrade on an average of 700
anything. But the particular piece of to 1,000 docuiiments a month through
hardware doesn't pick up any identity our automated system. NWe are also

with a system, and actually it's a concerned with contract termiinations.
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the public release of information, and mittee convenes at tile request of any
an educational program. The applica- member of tile committee- or as soon
tion o" a security classification to as practical after the icceipt of an --

information deve!,.ped by Douglas origin"! Security Requirements Check
personnel, as in the case of other j.:*;t or revision hereto.
contractors, is based on classification The committee is responsible for
guidance furnished by the contracting the review and interpretation of the
officer or the user agency consistent original DD !orm 254, or revision, and
with a DD Form 254, a security classi- establishes detailed security classifica- .
fication guide or letter in lieu thereof. tion guidelines for the contract con- --

It is also based on the individual's cerned. Where it is determined by tile
knowledge that the information is in committee that clarification of D))
substance the same as, or would re- Form 254 is indicated, the contract
veal, other information known to be representative is responsible to neoti-
currently classified. The engineer/ ate with the appropriate government
scientist is responsible for determin. agency to obtain a :evision or clarifi-
ing the classification of information cation. The manager of security main-
he generates. I would like to empha. tains a liaison between his office and
size that. We have found that a the user agency's classification man-
security specialist does not always agement offices. This liaison helps is
possess the technical background from understand the Government's philos.
which to determine questions of ophy in classification, and also assists
classification. But we in classification in maintaining consistency with other
management can guide the technical user agency programs or contracts.
employee to the path of proper classi- ---Upon the committee's approval of
fication management by extracting the Security Requirements Check List,
from him through the use of questions the security office distributes the
and comparisons the essential infor- check list in accordance with estab- .
mation that requires assignment of lished d'stribution.
pertinent classification elements. In addition to technical personnel

To assist the technical personnel a -and I am referring to distribution • -

classification committee is formed or of the check list-in addition to our
is established for each major contract technical personnel we also distribute
or subcontract to ensure uniform check lists to all levels of management,
implementation of the security guid- all vice presidents, senior directors
ance furnished. The classification and directors, including our market-
committee consists of the manager of ing, management, planning, and other
security as chairman, a contracts rep- supporting functions.
resentative cognizant of that special In addition to major programs we -.-

contract or weapon system, and a receive a number of smaller research
member of the appropriate engineer- contracts for which it would be im-
ing projects office or design section practical to establish such a commit-
as specified by our administrative tee. In this situation the manager of
chief engineer. The classification coin- security an'! the technical personnel
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. ..... function as the classification commit- a significant amount of Government

tee. In regard to these contracts the business. While the program repre.
technical personnel quitc often call sents a contractor's independent tech-
upon the security office to provide nical effort the costs are shared, usual-
classification guidance based upon ly on a negotiated basis, by the
our knowledge of other *nforrnation Government, who benefits from the
know to be currently clPak 'fied. state of the art.

A major effort in class;f don man- At Douglas we have taken addi-
agement is directed tov .. our Inde- tional precautions to establish a classi.
pendent Research and Development fication committee for all information
efforts. Basically our IRAD program generated under our independent re-
does not stem from contractual rela- search and development programs.
tionships and therefore, under the The committee consists of the deputy
existing Industrial Security Manual, director of research and development
would not require the assignment of and myself. Each quarter a judicious
security classification. However, our review is made of the 160 individual
experience has indicated that IRAD projects within the IRAD organiza-
programs are the base for advances in tion. This review often includes a
the state of the art. Further, it is spe- discussion with the principal investi-
cifically directed towards the Air gator, engineer/scientist. In this re-
Force's Technical Objectives Docu- view we include discussions with the
ments, the Navy's Technical Area principal investigator of the project
Plans, and the Army's Qualitative De- to ascertain his feelings concerning
velopment Requirements Information the classification of the work he has
Guide. Through these programs the in process.

contractor is encouraged to respond When the committee determines
to various technical areas of interest that information generated under our
by the user agency. It is interesting to IRAD program could represent a
note, for example, that the Air Force's significant military advancement, a
TOD program has thirty-eight indi- tentative or pending classification is
vidual books, referred to as technical assigned to the information, and it is
areas of interest. Of these thirty-eight, forwarded to the responsible user .

eighteen are classifiet by the user agency for determination. In some
agency. Therefore it must necessarily instances it is not necessary to forward
follow that the t ser agency wishes to sut.h information (or a determination
protect certaip ;nformation not re- because it was properly classified by
lated to a gor'e t contract in the the principal investigator based on
interest of n' . efens,.. Atccrd- his knowledge of tae current state
ingly, certain -. :. of the iortrac- of the art and his recognition that
tor's Independent Research -, id De- such information is, in substance, the
velopment prograrn could be classi- sanie as, or would r,-vcal, other infor-
fied. mation knoswa to be currently classi-

IRAD is a program i(dentified as fied by the user agency.
an entity for a contractor which does In other areas we have also found 6L:,n
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it necessary to establish classification codes. When a document can be
committees. These directorates are downgraded under the time-phase
basically responsible for supporting provisions of the Industrial Security
management planning. The personnel Manual the tab run automatically
involved in gathering planning indicates such action is necessary. The
material are not always technically tab runs are distributed to our control
oriented and therefore occasionally employees on a monthly basis for the
desire classification assistance in mak- necessary downgrading action, in ad-
ing their determination. These sup. dition to the required inventory.
port organizations find it necessary to Another significant benefit is de-

* call upon their committee repre- rived by the use of contract numbers.
sentatives to assist in a classification For example, at the termination of
determination. a contract we are able to locate all a:-

The classification committees play countable classified information gen-
an important role in review and re- erated during the contract perform- . /

classification of information upon ance.
receipt of a revised Security Require- Secret document accountability ob-
ments Check List. After approval of tains a printout of accountable mate-
the revised Forn 254 the management rial by contract nunber from data
of such functioning department or processing. This tab run is forwarded
engineering project office designates to the contracts termination manager
an employee to be responsible for the who is responsible for coordinating
review of the following types of classi- destruction of duplicate copies, and ' --
fied material: engineering drawings, obtaining retention approval from
documents originated by the engineer- the user ;.gency. To date we have
ing project office or design section, or found that this process has been well
documents received or distributed by accepted by the user agencies and
an engineering project office. In any seldom is retention denied when we
case, when the reviewer or originator can justify our need-to-know.
is unable to make a determination We also monitor the public release
regarding reclassification of the docu- of information including foreign re-
ments, assistance may be requested lease of information within the pur-
from the classification committee view of the International Traffic in
chairman. Arms regulation.

Our secret document accountability When our technical personnel gen- --

system is an independent function of erate papers for public release at a
classification management. However, symposium or seminar it is the re-
both functions are closely related. For sponsibility of our public relations
example. oUr secret document ac. representatives or personnel to obtain
countability system is fully auto- the necessary user agency approvals.
mated. Our control cards provide Before requesting user agency ap-
spaces for recording contract numbers provals internal approvals are re-
or subcontract numbers, RFQ and quired from patents, marketing, our
RFP, doctnent date, and regrade corporate public relations, our divi-
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sion public relations and the cogni- and has proved most effective in our
zant vice president in charge of the organization.
engineering group (in the case of an We are continually concerned, as
engineering paper). In the case of an I mentioned earlier, about our inde-
advertisement, it is the responsibility pendent research and development.
of the group vice president to approve However, the deputy director of re-
it. search and development we have

Each approval throughout this pro- found to be most cooperative. He has
cess certifies that the document has taken trips to the Washington area
been reviewed for classification and and to BSD to talk about classification ...

found suitable for public release. The management. He is very much aware
function of classification management of the problems of security and the
is to monitor these procedures and need to apply classification to certain
provide recommendations where nec- independent research and develop-
essary and when requested. ment information. I must stress, how-

The last aspect of our classification cver, that the life blood of a corpora- .
management is by far the most im- tion-a profit-making corporation--
portant. It is primarily an educational stems in part from its independent
program developed to assist manage- research and development.
ment and engineering and/or tech- Therefore, gentlemen, especially
nical personnel in the principles and those of you in the user agencies and
functions of classification manage- the Department of Defense, it is most -

ment. We specifically define the terms important, if the contractor is going
used in classification management, the to classify information that he be-
types and levels of classification, the lieves is of significant military ad-
classification authority, the considera- vantage under his independent re-
tions upon which to base a classifica- search and development program, for
tion determination, and a basic review you to provide a means of communi-
of downgrading and declassification cation between the scientists of our
process. corporation and those of other corpor-

We hold classified technical dis- ations and those in Government. At
cussions with various engineering the present time, we have been unable
project officers within our facility. We to establish or find this channel
a!so brief maragement and support- whereby we might communicate in
ing groups, those that have a necd-to- an interchange of information with -

know, on a classified basis, concerning other technical personnel in other
information that we generate or that corporations. I think this is an area
we feel is particularly significant froni dFnanding your attention. I am sorry
a standpoint of security classification. to be so forceful hut I am pretty con-

I think that in summary, then, we cerned about it. It dentands your
have a unique system in the use of attention. We do want to protect in-
classification committees wherein we formation but you titLst provide the
tie contracts, engineering and security scientist and engineer with a means
together. This presents a united front of communicating his ideas with those
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of other interested meiers of the up and said, "John, how would you
scientific community. like to go back to the NCMS con-

In closing, I would like to address ference in Washington?" I said,
myself to one other area. We come to "Fine." He said, "Well, I thought
a symposium such as this and we hear you would. We volunteered you to
about some of the faults and some give a talk there." I said, "Thanks

of the complaints, you might say, of a lot, Pete. What is the subject?" And
various organizations with the classi- he said, "the Classification Manage.
fication program. I think this is justi- ment Program at Hughes Aircraft
fiable. However, I think a great deal Company." I couldn't very well back
of credit should be given to the down since I had already given my .... -

membcrs of the user agencie%, to the termination notice to my old em-
Department of Defense. I have been ployer. So here I am.
with the program only two years. Dr. I did manage to learn a little bit
Welners, last year in Los Angeles, about the program. When I speak of
suggested that the scientist feels like it. naturally I am not speaking of
asking the classification specialist, things I have (lone in three weeks,
"Won't you walk a little faster ... " and my talk will necessarily be a little
Well, I think that classification man- more general than some of the other
agement within user agencies and the members on the panel. I am going to
contractor is merely a reflection of explain what has been done to date
the guidance that the user agency or in classification management within .

Department of Defense wishes to im- the Hughes Aerospace Group and
pose upon it. I think that we are what we plan to do in the future to
catching up. I think that we are develop an expanded comprehensive
traveling faster and in a straight di- and effective program.
rection to where eventually, perhaps In order to illustrate the magnitude -

in the next two or three years, science of the job facing us at Hughes, I
and classification management will be would like to give you a very brief
on an equal or par with each other. sketch of the company.

..... I think that a good deal of credit must Hughes Aircraft employs over
be given to user agencies antil the 32,000 people. The h'ab of our oper-
current attitude within the Depart- ations and the location of the great
ment of Defense. majority of our people is Culver City,

California, and the greater Los An-
JOHN W. WISE geles area. The company's space pro-

Hughes Aircraft Company grain accomplishments have included

Good morning, ladies and gentle- the Surveyor, which was the first USA
men. I have only been in Hughes spacecraft to soft-land on the moon, .
Aircraft Company for a very short and SYNCOM, which was the world's
time, something less than three weeks. first synchronous communications
About two weeks before I terminated satellite. Other major product lines,
from my previous employer, the fel- of course, include several kinds of Air
low I work for at Hughes now called Force, Navy, and Army guided mis-
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siles, radar and computer systems, and contractors. And if that statement is
air defense control systems. not vague enough for you, I will try

The organization in which our again. But seriously, we feel that we
security department, and my function, have complied with the Industrial
is located is the Aerospace Group, and Security Manual on matters relating
we employ approximately 22,000 peo- to classification requirements. But we
pie. Our group is organized into five have not necessarily pulled the various
product or engineering divisions, two individual actions necessary to effect
production divisions, a flight test di- such compliance together into a cen-
vision, and a field service and support tral program, nor have these functions

division, Each of these has its own necessarily been performed within a
. sciiautonrmous procurement a n d central organizational unit in the

contracting organizations. As of 31 company or in the security depart-
' May 1967, we had 266 active classified ment.

prime contracts. Approximately fifty We have kept files of all prime
percent of these were Air Force, about contracts, including DD 254s, to be
twenty percent Navy, ten percent able to answer classification questions
Army, a very few NASA classified as they arise (also, I might add, to
contracts and about twenty percent meet the DD 696 inspection require.

* that are commercial or with other ments). These DD 254s are reviewed
DoD contractors. These include both as they are received and, whenever it
research and development and pro- has been possible to obtain additional
duction contracts for several major guidance from customer agencies, it
space and guided missile programs as all has been translated into a Hughes
well as a variety of research projects format for classified guidance for our
on laser, infrared, radar systems, and employees. We have not attempted,
various and assorted electronic de- to date, to control or limit the dis-
velopments. In addition, we have 127 trihution of 25-s throughout the
active classified subcontracts, and group and, therefore have expe-ienced
these involve the same variety of work some controversies, as many of you

*as do prime contracts. In view of our may- have, resulting from various
span of control considerations, the interpretations, and have had to arhi-
number of people involved, the vari- trate these controversies among our
ety and complexity ot the products technical people. We confess that we
we market, and the numerous ctis- need to increase our efficiency in this
tomer agencies we serve, we feel that area.
we have quite a challenging job in A unit of our department is pres-
upgrading our classification manage- ently concerned with the )reparation.
ment program. of DD 254s for subcontracts we award.
What kind of a program do we have These have customarily been extracts

today? We like to say that for the from the prime contract 254. We do
past four or five years we have had keep suspense files and we attempt to
about the same sort of program as keep up with the requirement for
have the majority of other large Dol) annual revision of DD 25.1s.
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As to classification review, we have outside agencies we deal with: cus-
a member of our organization who tomers, cog agencies, DCASR, classi-
concerns himself with reviewing ma- fication people, and what have you.
terial for public release within the We feel it particularly important to
meaning of paragraph 5n of the ISM. develop a good rapport with our
And we have also reviewed other major customers and to gain their

- material periodically upon request. confidence in our program as it
Beyond that, we have not, in recent develops.
"ears at least, been undertaking any As to prime contract 254s, we are
iarge scale classification review, going to develop the capability to

To sum it up, we feel that we have review all of them as they are received
been in compliance, but that we can and judge their adequacy. Further,

K do a great deal more. Within the past we intend to prepare a Hughes format
two years, our Aerospace Group man- classification guide for all of our pro-
agement has become increasingly grains and to dry up the distribution
aware of the need for a complete and of 254s within the company-for
coordinated, centrally managed, classi- general use that is. -.---
fication program. Finally, this Spring We will, of course, develop and
they became convinced of the need schedule educational programs as
to emphasize and accelerate develop- necessary to supplement our classifi-
ment of such a program. And that is cation guidance.
why I am there at the present time. In the subcontract area, our goal
So we have a "go" signal now. It's up is an ultimate capability to prepare
to us to produce. We have convinced detailed 254s for all the classified
the management and now we have to procurements made from our engi-
show them some results. neering divisions. And this may well --- -

So how do we plan to improve our be the most difficult part of our pro-
program? Well, as a starting point, gram to accomplish simply because of
we are going to draw up a long range the volume of work, the number of
time-phased implementation plan to people we deal with, and the number
insure that the various elements of of divisions of our own we have to
the program are pursued in a speci, deal with.
fied order of priority. So I will discuss We feel, however, that the sub-
some of these capabilities we plan to contracting area is a most important ..

accomplish. They are riot necessarily part of our security responsibility and-
in the order in which we plan to we intend to develop techniques and
accomplish themi. procedures that enable us to monitor

We feel it necessary to firmly es- our subcontractors' compliance with
tablish the classification management their 25.1s. We are convinced that this
office as the font of all classification is an inherent part of our prime con-
expertise within the .\erospace Group. tract management responsibility.
We also intend to establish it as the At the present time, we have a..
central point of contact for all activ, sizable classified document inventory.
ities outside the company and for all WVe have approximately 50,00f) secret
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anti an estimated 250,000 confidential to react and make our services avail-
documents in our inventory in the able.
Aerospace Group. We plan to insti- As to manning, we know that the
tute a systematic review program as scope of the program we have out.
soon as possible. And, of course, we lincd will be and is more than a one
will concentrate in the beginning on man job, but to date we iiAven't at-
the secret documtnts because these tempted to crystal-ball any ultimate r
are the category that costs the most. requirements. Instead, we try to
We estimate that over a period of identify through this long-range plan

- time we can significantly reduce the just why, when, and how many addi.
inventory through downgrading. We tional classification specialists will le
are pretty positive of this. We are required.
going to undertake the review of more This concludes the formal portion
original material and we feel that this, of in, talk as I prepared it. This is
coupled with better and inuic du wlled how Hughes is facing up to the class.i-
guidance to our employees, will result fication management program today.
in a fewer number of secret and con- I hope it has been of sonie interest to
fidential documents being added to you. I would like to be able to return
our inventory. Finally, in the area of in a year or two and give you a
classification review we intend to progress report.
strengthen and expand our capability I wanted to just ask whether we
to provide classification support and might generate st addither we

migt gnertesonme addtitional (us-
analysis in the proposal area. cussion in suggestion fashion here in

I like very, much Ken's explanation a couple of areas. One is in the docu-
of the way they do this in Sylvania. ment disposition aspects on contract
I think it is a very good approach. completion. As a matter of interest,

We know the effectiveness of our among the people out here, how many
program will depend on how much of you deal directly or have a direct
and how well our employees use us part in these proceedings of request-
and how they comply with the classi- ing retention authority or disposition
fication requirements as we present authority upon contract completion?
them. Therefore, we have planned The reason I asked, it is of some
an aggressive publicity program. We interest to us. In some of the com-
will gain exposure via the company panics we know of, it's done by con-
newspaper, participation in manage- tract administrators and what have
ment staff meetings, posters, flyers, you. We have found through pre.
any way we can spread the word, plus vious experience that it is advan-
a series of regularly scheduled orienta- tageous for classification eople to
tion talks to reach all our employees, become involved in this. It is, in my
to let them know who we are and opinion, just one other means that
what we can do for them. Of couse, you can kee l) a handle on the whole
by the time we get to this phase of area of infornmation, doculnent con-
the program we have to have estab- trol, and what have you, within your
lished a go(d capability to he abkl company. Of course it is all something
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that we know the cog agency people are still working on. I think this is
throughout the years have had a lot the most serious omission in the pro-
of trouble effecting compliance with, gram and a basic consideration. And
and apparently they still are. If that as my contribution, recommendation-
was an accurate show of hands, I wise. I would certainly urge that this
think some of you are overlooking an loophole be closed soon. Thank you.
area that's most important. As illus- ALFRED DUPELL: I would like
trated by Ken's discussion yesterday, to make one short comment on a
this is how you can get in on things comment that you just made, Mr. J2-i
from the very beginning and follow Wise. As PCO from a user agency,
them through from birth to death, we do try to do exactly what you
so to speak. suggested on cranking in the intelli-

There was one other thing I wanted gence so that we get some idea where
to ask yesterday when we had the the other side of the fence is when
DoD representatives up here. I wasn't we write security. Unfortunately, my
able to because we ran out of time, office, like the office of most people
as you will recall, but I did talk to writing DD 254s, isn't staffed ade-
George MacClain about it later. It quately and never will be to keep up
might be of some interest to you. I with all of the intelligence take. So
am sure George won't mind me men- we try to get it in compendium form
tioning this because it wasn't a pri- and there are several agencies here
vate conversation in any sense. I was in town that can provide it. I think
interested to note that when Bob that just about all of us, at least
Arnold was discussing a team concept here in Washington, do try to crank
within the Air Force now, he made a in intelligence on our DD 254s. It
passing mention of an intelligence does help. I concur with you com-
member as a member of his team. And pletely on that. I have two questions
it has always been of concern to me for Mr. Correia. On your computer-
and to people Who have been in ized systems of document control, do
classification for a number of years you crank your confidentials in?
that we have a definite void in this CORREIA: No, we do not crank
whole classification business, and this in the confidentials. The only time
is that we are unable to apply any we control-actually control-confi-
intelligence aspects to our classifica- dential is on proposal activity. From
tion considerations. By this, specifi- the time the proposal conies into tht.
cally, I mean we classify certain company we include all classified so
articles as secret, pertaining to a cer- that if we are unsuccessful or if we
rain weapon system, and we don't no-bid we can be sure that we can
know but that the Russians have had return or dispose of every bit of it.
this in prwiction for two years. And In just a rough check, from the time
if they have, we're wasting money by that I have been with the company-
clasifving our actions in areas like and we are attempting to clean this
that. So I asked George about that up right now-we have 5,000 or more
and apparently it is something they documents on all proposal activity in
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which we were unsuccessful and no C.uanly the customer has this h!ae-
real positive action was taken to re- fit. The contractor uaut go back and
turn this or to destroy it and certify ask the customer to coordinate with
to the prospective customer that we foreign technology. We did in a
have destroyed it. And engineers- couple of cases on some contracts and
they are the same in the military I it was very beneficial.
found when I was with BSD-they DUPELL: I have one more ques-
are pack rats. They want to keep this tion. On the retention of classified
stuff "just in case." I know the first documents, what we have been trying
or second year I was with BSD we to do from my agency is to transfer
started a ",'ogram and we destroyed the accountability of these documens
in six months tons of classified docu- to a contract which is in current use,
ments from the Atlas program that your latest contract, in other words.
were absolutely useless. This was in On the retention authority letters we
some 300 plus storage containers. We send back, we direct that the account-
do not control the confidential except ability will be transferred. Does this
in the proposal activity. But to add create any problems for you?
a little more to your comment there, CORREIA: Well, I can give you
we instituted a program in BSD when a prime example. Again getting back
I was there that ,vherein if the engi- to the term "pack-ratting," we actual-
neer was not completely familiar with ly had a contract that was closed out
the up-to-date state of the art tech- and we went to the customer and we
nology, say in the electronics or in asked for retention authority. He said
the reentry vehicle area, we did call pass it or put it onto another contract.
in the foreign technology people. I Well, wlv't happens eventually, if you
kno-w engineers are constantly attend keep adding to this contract without
ing seminars and symposiums, and we proper screening, you end up with a
in classification management need to couple thousand documents charged
do the same thing. And this is how to a contract. And then what happens
they keep up their knowledge of the when you get that contract for close-
state of the art in a particular field out? You've got a mess. So what we
of technology. We found quite some did, we got down to a point where,
time back that in the area of liquid through screening, we eliminated -112
propulsion-with what the Russians documents that we really didn't need
can put up with liquid prolulsion- because they were available through
our liquid propulsion technology we DDC, through the technical agendes
don't have to worry too much about. that you can get this from, and ac-
And foreign technology people made tually we kept seventy-two documents

many comments that it's absolutely on the particular contract, and we did

useless to classify this kind of inlor- use the contractor's recommendation

mation, because others have got just to put it on a present active contract.

as good-in some cases better. That I) TIELL: That's no l)rol)lem "-

foreign technology man can play a CORREIA: No, none at all. All
real key in putting a 251 together. we do in our case, with our control
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-and we have the same control that number, which is assigned to each
George mentioned here-we have a effort, and it automatically changes
contract code, a group marking, classi- all the documents under the old
fication, and everything identified on number to the new number. It is one

, - our control system in the computer, of these microsecond type operations
and we just change from a 0348 cus- in a computer. It does mean that we
tomer code number, put it to the new get away from having to have the
customer code number, and the cards suspense file on whether or not we
all drop out of the computer and go have a current 254 cn an old contract
into the new system. that's long gone. So we find no

CHELIUS: We have a little differ- problem with it and we like it. It re-

ent system. We continue in follow-on duces our paperwork. And we also

contracts to carry each contract docu- take a step, as Tony indicates, in

ment in our control system, and then, that we allow ourselves only one copi

say if we had five follow-on contracts of any document received from an

we would have five individual listings external source and not more than

which would, if we still wanted to two of any document that we gener-

- retain the material, go in for reten- ated ourselves to transfer to that new

tion under the five separate contracts, contract. This is a self-imposed thing

* showing that each one had been by management. There is only one

granted retention under the updated copy in the library and one copy
contract. probably in the follow-on project

DUPELL: I have one other ques. manager's office and that is all that

tion on that. If we authorize re. is allowed, so that we don't get this

tention of a contract that is dead, pack rat buildup that Tony is so
completely closed, then according worried about. That worried us, too.

to the Industrial Security Manual BOBERG: We all have that prob.
and the Industrial Security reg, leni. I might comment in passing on
we have to update your DD 254 something that I think might have

each year for as long as you keep it. become obvious to you. I didn't re-

It was our intention--and I would view these presentations before we
-like to get an answer from the panel got started here, but one thread seems

or anyone else on this-in transferring to follow. It was Dr. Hammer, I
accountabilitv to a current contract think, the other clay who was talking

to eliminate the necessity for bringing about the 9s. It's not a hundred

DD 254s up to date each year on dead percent case but I know there is a

contracts. Are we doing this when we prevalence of it, and that is the EDP
transfer accountability? Ken, can you document control system of one form
answer that? or another that seenis to be prevalent

KENNETH WILSON: Yes, we are among the firms that are represented
very happy to see a user agency take here. And I think these are many of
this approach, Fred. Ve have a sun- the larger firms. I think that those of
ilar system to Tony's in that we go you who have to do with your docu-
into our computer with a new project ment accountability and who have
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not gotten together with the folks ticular contracts they assume the con-
that have EDP, and tried to sell that tract number in our automated data
type of system for your document processing system of the contract num-
control are missing a bet. As Ken ber of the user agency regardless of
knows, we at Aerospace Corporation what number they are generated
designed such a system for the pri. under. If they come into our technical
mary and exclusive purpose of ac- libiary, however, they do not assume
counting for secret documents, and it a contract number. We indicate that
does it very well. That went into no government contract is involved.
effect in 1963. Since that time we Before indicating this, however, thd
have been able to use that system manager or requesting individual
without additional expense-or if must certify that he is doing this not
there was any expense it was very under a Government contract. If it
limited-to help us in our classifica- came in under any Government con-
tion management program. You can tract then we would indicate the
do a great many things, such as identi- Government contract and the docu-
fying documents for which retention ments would be destroyed when the
needs to be requested on the can- contract terminated. So we have a
cellation of contracts. It's a very sim- fairly good handle on the DDC docu-
pie programming process to have it ments. Now, there are some basic
show on your printouts that docu- documents we use for research pur-
ments require downgrading under the poses that we do not put contract
automatic downgrading system. This numbers on because they are pretty
a point I think you might be taking well applicable to most systems.
from all this. Guidance is an example-some of the

JAMES BAGLEY: I have a ques- guidance areas. We have the SLV2,
tion for Mr. Wise, just for my own our Thor missile, we have the Spartan
information. I know that Hughes, program, some of these various pro-
particularly in the tube division, has grams, and we may want to study
a c,,irsiderable IR&D program. Is it guidance on more than one program
your inteut in th! future to include and it would be inappropriate to de-
classifi, ation management input into stroy some of the information. If
th: IR&D program us used? at a termination of contract we

WISE: ! don't s.ncw if I can answer referenced all I)DC documents to a

that very explicitly -t this time. But contract, then eventually we would

from past exm;rietce, I would say destroy all of them because we really

yes, you should apply it, and can couldn't justify retention on a follow-
apply it with much benefit in the on contract. So for some of the general
iadependent development area. information we feel is applicable to

ELEANOR JOHNSON: I would a number of programis, we indicate
like to kno, how is the accountability there's no Government contract. The
maintaived on DT)C documents--the engineer/scientist has to certify to
first gentleman, please. this, and they go to our library. Fur-

CHELIUS: tWhere received on par- thermore, any document-and this is
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a directive from our general manager instead of all of these columns that
. -any document that is not circulated were on the old form now there is

or used, charged out to an individual a simple little thing that says DDC
or not circulated within the company field-of-interest register may be ap-
for a period of six months must be proved or is approved. We check it
destroyed. yes or no, anyway. Either you get it

CORREIA: Let me add a comment or you don't. For the last twelve
to what George just talked about, and months I have probably chopped off

I am glad you brought that question about 1,000 DD 254s that said yes.
up because it reminded me of a point. Another question I had for you

You know we in industry have a real though, Dick: on DDC documenta.

problem with field-of-interest regis- tion, which is a heck of a headache

ters. There is not enough thought to us as PCOs, how do you correlate
that goes into whether or not in a this when you get DDC documenta-
contract the contractor is going to tion on the long range scientific and
have a requirement for field-of-in- technical development program? How

terest register. Now, we don't expect do you handle that in your company?
them to fill it out. Our library people You know you don't get these on a

fill it out. But if they will just check contract. You are spending company
whether or not it's authorized, we funds under this long range develop-
fill out the field-of-interest register ment program, We do authorize access
from our library services, it goes to the to DDC-4. How do you tie those in
Air Force plant rep's office and if it's with the rest of your classified in-
authorized on the 254 they sign it off ventory?
and send it to DDC and we start get- BOBERG: I think the only answer
ting documents. But if it is not au- I can give you, Fred, is the same as
thorized, the Air Force plant rep will George did. We don't necessarily try
not sign off a field-of-interest register, to associate DDC documents with a
so we have to go right back through contract number. Perhaps if we have
this whole chain again, go back to the a contract number it is a phantom one
customer and say, "Would you please for purposes of our document control
authorize field-of-interest egister on system. I think essentially the answer
that 254 for that contract?" So there is we don't correlate that in that
is some thought that has got to go sense. Does that answer your question,
into that 254 or that field-of-interest Fred?
register requirement that is on the DUPELL: Yes.
254. You can't just check "yes" "yes" BOBERG: And I think this repre-

yes" or "no "no "no". sents a cross section of the panel.
DUPELL: I have got to defend the DUPELL: Incidentally, there is a

Government on this one. This is one loophole in our retention program,
time that I have got to admit that I George.
am one hundred percent with George MacCLAIN: We went through the
MacClain instead of fighting him. business of first of all dropping the
He changed the DD 254 form. And reference to the I)I)C out of the pro.
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posed revised 254, but it's back in. an independent research program?
The people who operate the DDC and And if it is provided by the authority
who are respoasible for the policy for of one of the military departments
the DDC know perfectly well that the then I should think you would have
254 is not a field.of-interest register in to attribute it to that department in
and of itself. It's not an authority to your records. And I would also think
get anything, in itself, as far as the you would have to have some kind of
DDC is concerned, but they do wish- a program for controlling retention
that both the contractor and the user of those documents for periods of
agency will face up to the problem time. I ask these questions without
at the time of writing a 254, and expecting answers. I don't know what
remind everybody of the existence of to do about it. I think this is the
the DDC. One of the things about the question Fred was getting at. You
DDC is that it is of no value unless build up a retention of DDC docu-
people ask it to produce some docu- ments which are unrelated to any
ments. For this reason, the people who contract, and I don't know what you
are responsible for the DDC insisted, do with it.
and we went along, that this reminder BAGLEY: In the first instance,
be in there. Now, I think we all have Fred alluded to the long range scien-
to recognize the fact that when a 254 tific program. A basic requirement of
is being written you simply cannot the program itself is that there be a
foresee with accuracy whether the project number. For example, I have
DDC will or will not be required. quite a few of them. It's essentially a
Nevertheless, the form is going to re- contract number-53124, whatever it
quire a yes or no answer. I don't know happens to be. So, in fact, you can tie
how it is going to work out. But our down the IR&D program that has
instructions say that if you do put in been authorized by the Government
a "yes" then the user agency is asked to a specific project number. Then
at the same time to fill out a field-of- within that, if you extend it, you
interest register form and send it in, would have additional project num-
which means that if they can at that bers.
time anticipate the field-of-interest CHELIUS: Jim, what security guid-
that goes with that register they will ance do you furnish with your inde-
take that step concurrently with put- pendent research and development
ting out the 254. It is a separate docu- program?
ment, however. So much for that. BAGLEY: This is a void that we
Now, I am wondering how, in con- were talking about yesterday, because
nection with your independent re- under the basic terms of the basic
search program, you are able to program the only requirement-and
establish an authority to obtain DDC someone correct me if I am wrong-
information when you would have is that the person or organization be
no contract with which to relate it. a potential contractor. Obviously, an
You can't get into the DDC without organization or firm doing work of
an FOYR. Who provides FOYR for this sort cannot predict accurately
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what Government organization will con.tractors through your independent
be the final recipient of a proposal. research and development efforts,
So guidance in this sense, I think, has through your TODs, TAPs, QDRs.
got to be on an ad hoc basis so that Distribute these to the contractor.

a communication can be established. Now, the Government research and
In one particular case the probability development organization, Army,
will be that the corporation will file Navy, and Air Force, are tied in. As
a proposal to the Air Force even I understand it, any contractor that
though we, the Naval Research Lab- works under independent research
oratory, authorized the program to and development would submit his
be established in the first instance. IRAD program to the user agency
But you see, the kicker is that we, too, who has cognizance over his facility.
are working for the Air Force, in this For example, I submit mine to
sense. So, I don't think that you can Wright-Patterson, and they make sub-
furnish any particular positive guide- sequent distribution to Army, Navy,
lines, but in each one of the cases that Air Force, and NASA. So this means
I am referring to it is a specific carry- that all of the user agencies might be
on of work that had been done spe- involved in the program. I could
cifically under contract to us. There. think of one example that we have.
fore, the guidance that we had under In ASW we have no contract and yet
the old closed out contract is directly we have done some independent re-
applicable to this. But this is about search and development. I have no
the only thing that I can say. It's a guidance in ASW. How do I classify
real void, I'll tell you. some of the work in ASW? I don't

CHELIUS: One of the problems know this. I have no means, no con-

within the technical community, and tractual means, to get the guidance.

I think this is basi :ally our responsi- This is why I think that if we are

bility, is that an engineer feels that going to classify research and develop-

if he writes a particular program ment-and we have no objection to

name on a document, such as Spartan it-someone within the Department

or Titan, then it assumes an identity of Defense is going to be faced with

with a program and becomes classifi- the proposition of writing guidance

able. And yet I submit that certain that would specify the minimum

information within the Government classification in the areas I mentioned.

and within industry, certain concepts, I think this would benefit the con-

should be classified themselves. I tractor. Now, this doesn't necessarily
think for independent research and mean that information related to a

development I would like to see user particular contract could not assume

agencies write general guidance in a higher classification. But the mini-

the area of propulsion, and in the mum consistent classification for each

area of guidance systems, and in the area of interest I think should be is-

areas of counter-measures, andi in any sued to all participants in the various

number of areas. You can go down programs, TOD, QDRs and TAPs.

the line. )istribute these to the major BAGLEY: May I add a comment
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to that. I think that you would be reports you have personally reviewed
getting yourself into a trap if you for classification? We find that they
did this, because this would assume go to the technical side of the house
at the first instance that you know but they really don't go through the
where you are going. The purpose classification management side of the
of R&D is not necessarily that. If you house. At least it's not my experience.
have IRAD programs which are DUPELL: I take it Jim Bagley and
broadly connected with ASW, certain- I have the same set up on that because KY
ly I think the answer would be to go when one of these comes in and there
to the appropriate Navy desk-ASW has been no detailed guide our engi.
project office, for example-who then neers will come wandering in with it ' * '

could give you guidance based on the and say, "Look, here's one, let's go
fact that you have some sort of a over it." I have personally reviewed
program in IR&D which he might several hundreds of them.
well be interested in. But as far as HELIUS: I don't want to domi-
furnishing general guidance I don't nate this. For example, we sent some-
think you could live with it, because thing on cryptographic system to a
you would then automatically have

user agency for approval only to ask
a restraint put upon you that y~ou for a classification determination. It
might not well like, was urgent, actually. We wanted to

CHELIUS: I think we would rather publish it so a number of our tech-
live with a situation where I could nical people would have the use of
discuss and know the classification of an unclassified idea of what crypto-
something than write justifications graphic information represents, and
when someone in a particular service they were processing that as an un-
says, "Gee, why haven't you been solicited proposal. My experience has
classifying? Look at Program X over been, we can't write in and just get
here. It's all classified. Now, why a determination of classification.
haven't you or why aren't you classi- DUPELL: They can in my com-
fying your IRAD program?" And this mand. I receive maybe five or six of
has happened occasionally, these every week. They will send it in

DUPELL: We do try to tell the and say, "We are protecting this as
people who are going to be the recipi- though it were secret. Please give us
ents of it as much as we can possibly a classification review." And we do it.
determine at that particular time WILLIAM FLORENCE: Follow-
about what's classified as the system ing through with Mr. Bagley's sug-
exists now. We try to extrapolate what gestion about the entrapment you can
we are going to have to protect on the find yourself in by using these classi-
new -effort but we do it on a case by fications from some vague guide., I
case basis. We just don't have any believe. Mr Boberg, we are at the
across the lboard guidance. point here of the basic question as to

CHELIUS: One further thing. I whether we are talking about official
would like to know, between Jim and Defense Information under Executive
Fred, how many contractor-developed Order 10501 where these classifica-
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tions apply, and on the other hand pendent research, they will deny the
considering information that is not opportunity to talk to others who are
within the Executive Order although doing such work?
it is information of importance to a CHELIUS: We haven't been able
contractor. Now, this is a basic ques- to find the avenue to communicate;
tion that we must always consider in no.
all of our relationships Government MacCLAIN: I think if there is an
contractor-wise, both ways; and to the avenue, Dick, it would be very well
extent that there is information that to have it stated.
is not within Executive Order 10501, DUPELL: I get involved in that
certainly as this last suggestion was, quite a bit on independent research,
an inquiry would be made to the ap. and again it's all tied in to this agree-
propriate Government point of con- ment with various corporations that
tact about any specific security for they have with the Government on
that information. If it's information this long range development program.
properly within the application of We will honor a visit request for a
Executive Order 10501, then the Category IV visit on the basis that you
United States Government is obligat- need it as part of this program, and
ed to state specifically whether the this doesn't create any problem.
category of top secret, secret, or con- CHELIUS: As part of the current
fidential shall apply. And there contractor's program?
should be no question as to the Gov- DUPELL: No, no, as part of the
ernment's responsibility on t hI i s. long range development program.
Thank you. You are agreeing with the Govern-

MacCLAIN: I wanted to ask a ment to spend company money on
question of George Chelius. He made research.
a plea for an arrangement whereby CHELIUS: Who approves the visit
independent research workers could request?
communicate across facilities. I won- DUPELL: UPCO. We get them
der if without taking more than avail- all of the time.
able time he could indicate what his CHELIUS: Our independent re-
obstacle is? search and development contract with

CHELIUS: Our engineer says, "I the Government is not a classified con-
want to go to Company A." I process tract. And I believe that is consistent.
a visit request on a Category IV ex- DUPELL: No, wait a ininute. It's
change of information. The visit re- not a classified contract because it is
quest goes to the contract officer, and not a contract. It's an agreement but
as we have not cited the applicable you car process a visit request on that.
contract, because it is independent re- I think Don Garret has got more de-
search and development, he will deny tails on that. I will talk to you about
the request. that after the meeting if you would

MacCLAIN: Are you saying spe- like.
cifically that even though the Govern- DONALD GARRETT: I believe
ment is giving him money for inde. it is true that in the QI)RI and the
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TRP and these other programs the almost entirely of one level of classi-
Army, Navy and Air Force have, it fication. Each paragraph perhaps is
is possible to obtain DDC documenta- unclassified except for a few classified
tion based upon your expressed inter- paragraphs. Our approach to those
est and your authorized interest in was to make on the back of the title
these programs. Am I not right, page a statement to the effect that all
George? paragraphs in this document are on

CHELIUS: That's right, the level of unclassified or confiden-

GARRETT: Second point: when tial unless specifically marked to the
you do obtain particular documenta- contrary. Finally, of course, was thetion you do embark on a particular approach of putting the SRP in theback. Now, if I used the past tense, '==' -
research project on independent re- backow, I 1 used t st eln
search. It is generally possible for you of course I am probably still reelingfrom the three-salvo broadside that -:..
to locate a DoD activity that has an f

interest in it which can give you corn- George hit me with yesterday, which

petent classification advice, such as has changed a lot of thinking, at least

suggested in the ASW situation. on my part. I still do not recognize
ROBERTO GARZA: I would like in the ISM any order of priority for

to irect a question o u r.Wilsn the alternatives, as much as I may
to direct a question to Mr. Wilson look for it. The second salvo, of
pertaining to his presentation yester- course, was that if I paragraph
day. I believe you indicated that as marked every paragraph in a couple
an alternative to paragraph marking of hundred pages, as I must, then I
in the case of a classified document, was to identify any associative classi-
you proposed putting the Security Re- fatintfant tig Thi

quirmens Pln a th bac ofthe fication hazards in tihe thing. This,
quirements Plan at the back of the of course, requires a review procedure
(document. Did you or do you have that wasn't contemplated in our cost
any other alternatives that you pro- evaluation of paragraph marking.
pose using? Then finally he made a statement, if

WILSON: Yes, we had a four- I understood him correctly-and I -

__--pronged approach, each identified by hope I-didn't-to the effect that it ...
the type of document we intended to was not adequate to put a 254 or a
use. First was the paragraph marking summary thereof in the back of the
which would be for short documents document. But to say that this 254 is
and where there wasn't any associ- adequate guidance to mark every
ative classification hazard, or little, paragraph in that document, but isn't
that we could see. Secondly, we have adequate guidance to mark everya grodeqoateoguidnnceutoemarkeevery
a group of (documents under one area use of extractive classification, is rath-
where we must number all the para- er an approach that I am somewhat
graphs and it also requires a table
of contents; so we plan to use or titi- astounded at. So, when I state my
lize the table of contents as a point program I state it in the t tensc
to identify the classification of the for those reasons.
paragraphs. Thirdly, we have docu- BOBERG: Despite the fact that
ments in many cases that are, in fact, we are out of time I think it has to
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S he al)ropriate that we ask Mr. Mac- In connection with the problem of
Clain to respond to that. association, if a document becomes

MacCLAIN: On borrowed time. separated into parts, and all of your -

The real purpose of paragraph mark- guidance for the pages is on one
ing is so that the people who have -single sheet of paper, what have you
the opportunity to identify classified got left? Nothing, really, in the form
information will (o just exactly that of guidance. This is a hazard, and
at the time that the information maybe we have to live with it. I don't
assumes the form that other people know. But the hazard is that if you
can obtain. One might set up almost put something on the back or on the -

any system for doing this. The idea front and nothing any other place
or objective is to communicate the you haven't helped the next guy if
classification content of that docu. the thing falls apart. And so para-
ment to the next fellow that has it, graph marking has the vii tue of going

as well as to identify it to the person with the paragraph wherever the para-

who ia creating the document so that graph goes, and you can't get around
he himself will (10 a right job. As I that one. As far as the 254 is con-cerned we do not contend that the 254
said, we certainly would not want to
establish a formalistic system that today is deficient except in some cases.

But I think you all realize that youwould accomplish nothing in sub- wouldn't justify your classificationstance. Anyone who wants to give management program in your own
classification guidance to the next facility if you didn't think it was nec-
fellowessary in a particular contract to take

that the guidance is desirable, cer- the 254 and work it out in relation to
tainly should do it, by any conceivable your own job. You interpret it locally.
form. But right now, we happen to There is no one else in the world who
believe that the most effective format could do a better job. And, accord
for this is paragraph marking. And ingly, for you to simply take the
until it is proved to the contrary, original 254 which you had to inter-
this is our present pitch. As I say, it's . pret and then pass it along to a man
what we think at this time is the who doesn't have to interpret it and
best form. If you, for example, con- couldn't even if he had to, you see it
iider page by page marking of docu. doesn't really serve a purpose. So al-
ments, it is not right to assume that though the 254 is indeed the basic
you go through a documert and put guidance from the Government to
the ov'rall classification at the top you, the problem we are faced with
and bottom of every page. This ac- is the application of this guidance to
complishes nothing except the pro- particular information that goes with
tection, page by page, at a certain it. Well, this is the rationale behind
level, whether or not that page needs it. And, of course, you can't prove
any protection. As you know, the anything about all of this. We just
rule is that you will mark each page happen to think that this makes a
according to the content of that page. little bit of sense at this time.
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THOMAS GRADY: You tempt us, the DoD Instruction 5210.47 doesn't
Mr. Chairman, with the independent in so many words state an order of
research and the 254 and the classifi- priority on marking. The ISM, of
cation problems. But back to Mr. course, followed the same example.
Wise.. I commend his program for But there was never any doubt at the
limiting or delimiting the internal DoD level that the intended priority
distribution of the DD 254 and using was paragraph marking, and there is
a corporate form. Do you forsee any no doubt at the present time. That
problems of obtaining user approval? is the way it is. In order that this
For example, is it the same philosophy matter be made more clear, I ant sure
as the ISM and SPP, or do you do it we will have to get something out in
without prior approval of the sponsor the Industrial Security letter or some
or the user agency? other way, and we will do that. The

WISE: We will seek user approval, idea is that paragraph marking is re-
This has its good and bad points. quired unless and until, in good faith

GRADY: Would Mr. Garrett like and with some honest effort, you de.
to comment on that? cide it just isn't going to work in a

GARRETT: I thought that ques- particular case. Then you may retreat

tion should be addressed to Mr. Wise. to one of the others. A question has

It appears to me that I would say no, been raised about marking paragraphs

that you would not necessarily have for downgrading by groups. We don't

to get the user agency's approval un- require this. We say, if you think it

less you have gone appreciably beyond is a good idea go ahead and do it.

the guidance supplied in the 254. Accordingly, all the arguments that

This would be my immediate reaction are made against group marking by

to the question. paragraph are arguments to which
no answer is needed. You don't haveWISE: I would just like to add a

few more comments as food for to do this unless you want to. Indeed

thought. If you do this, it xas the ad- if you did do it I don't know how
vantage of precluding second guessing you could take advantage of the effort

at a later date on what you have done, that you have made, in the future, on

by your customer agency. It also has that particular document. And, at this

the disadvantage of perhaps having time, I don't know the answer. The

your ideas turned completely around other thing I wanted to mention had
in the very beginning, you see. So, it to do with the 254 itself. I should
should be gip to you. And again I have mentioned this earlier but I for-would say that it depends on the type got it. From the time that this 254

of work it is, the type of relationship becomes effective there will never be
that you have with the particular another close-out 254 and there will

agency involved, never be another letter in lieu of. It

MacCLAIN: I want to make an is being reduced so that you have an

additional comment. With respect to original 254, a revised 254, and in

paragraph marking, not a single one some cases a final 254. At the end of

of you is to blame for the fact that the contract close-out, if nothing of a
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classified nature is retained there will you continue with the present system.
not even be a final 254. Until it does Thanks for the opportunity to make
become established this way, of course, these few remarks.

PANEL-CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT IN
THE NON-PROFIT RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

Le.Iie M. Redman, Moderator

JAMES G. MARSH arm in the AEC contractor team. As
Sandia Corporation such, Sandia takes military require-

Good morning, you all. I surely do ments and subsystems designed by
want to add my expression of appre- other laboratories and performs all
ciation and congratulations to the the engineering analysis and design
others for our fine Seminar, to to come out with an integrated wea-
Howard and his crew who have done pon system, so that it can be ready for
such a fine job. I was here two years field use.
age,. I am happy to be back, and look Sandia has this responsibility dur-
forward to 1968. ing the entire life cycle of a weapon

I have been given the assignment of system, from its conception through
discussing the Sandia Laboratory production monitoring, testing, and
clasification program. For the past to military training, on through to
two (lays you have been immersed in stockpile surveillance and finally re-
DoDs. I can't keep up with these tirement.
initials and acronyms. Now I am All these missions, of course, affect
going to give you a little bit of the the classification function. I think in
other side of the coin and talk in our situation the principal key words
terms of AECs. I would like to emphasize are diver-

Sandia Laboratory is located in Al- sity and complexity. Before I discuss
buquerque, New Mexico. It has a the form that classification has taken,
branch at Livermore, California. We let me spend a little bit more time
have two operations going to support describing the Laboratory's primary
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory on mission.
one hand and Los Alamos on the Of course you recognize nuclear
other. weapons must be safe to handle,

We have a staff of about 8,000 highly reliable, and able to withstand
people. Most of these people are sci- severe environments. Yet they can-
entists and engineers. We are a prime not be fully tested in advance of use,
contractor to the AEC, but we do not at least as long as we are under the
producc nuclear weapons. Our main test ban situation. To meet the chal-
business is systems engineering. San- lenge arising from such stiff require-
dia's main responsibility is to be the mients, Sandia's technical staff is di-
nuclear weapon systems engineering vided into some twenty directorates.
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For convenience, these may be to our education program, to our in-
lumped into five broad categories of ternal audit program, to reviewing
emphasis: Research-into scientific documents for down-grading, and to
fields related to nuclear weaponry; the )reparation of guides for sub-
development-of materials, processes, contractors or suppliers. I only have
components and systems; testing-. time to discuss two of these, the ad-
both environmental and field; man- vice andl counsel function and the
ufacturing engineering, including tie- guide function. Both of these provide
velopment of product test equipment; challenges I believe are unique at
and quality assurance, including Sandia. We spend a large amount of
stockpile surveillance, our staff time to advise and counsel.

In our business we find that our This should not be interpreted as

people have to be aware of the state- having people come to the classifica-

of-the-art development in a whole host don folks for directives and orders

of scientific disciplines because nu- and we just sit in a court of judge-

clear ordnance engineering has always mient and render decisions. Tiat is

been at the front edge of new de- not the case at all. These discussions

velopments. Among the things in and the relationship are more mutual

which we claim some knowledge are: propositions. A friendly atmosphere

nuclear burst physics; nuclear effects prevails. We make contributions on

studies; dynamic response of ma- both sides to solve the problems. It is

terials and structures; microminiaturi- a give and take proposition. The tech-

zation; ballistic case design; arming, nical man must first explain his

fuzing, firing components; field and classification problem and at the

rocket-borne instrumentation; and same time the classification man gets

radio-telemetry. That's just a few. a briefing on a new program. These

Not all of these areas are equally pro- simultaneous steps are necessary if the

ductive of classification problems, al. right kind of advice is to be given to

though we seem to find enough. But make sure that the information,
basically we have livided the func- process, the material, and product

tions of our staff into sever physical are to remain secure from the in-

functions. ception of the program.

Most of our staff time is devoted to I think is it obvious that unless
such activities as advice and counsel, these discussions are conducted with
I don't want ot1 to get the connota- complete canlor you get nowhere.

tion of the psychiatrist and the couch, You have got to have frankness on

although Sonetimes it almost comes both sides of the fence. We get re-
to that. We review (ocuments, we quests for advice in all forms, from
prepare major written gtii(les, and it Ihe telephone, to lengthy l)ersonal
seems that a large part of our time visits in the office, requests for help,
is taken up with liaison with other or by more formal memorandum.
agencies of various types. People who require Oth services may

Lesser amounts of time are devoted be any of several hundred Sandians
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who are authorized to classify infor- this talk, we had to do a survey for
mation and drawings, those who have AEC just at the end of the fiscal year,
been recently promoted to positions and we found out that in the last
where they are now authorized to thirty months we had generated 220
classify, and those project engineers pieces ol" written guidance. Of these,
who have new weapons programs for forty I would -class major products.
which formal guidance doesn't even We have our "local" guides, aud
exist. Requests, of course, come not perhaps some of you are familiar with
only from the technical side of the our Sandia Classification Handbook.
house but the administrative side, It attempts to cover in general terms
such as the purchasing people who all weaponry technology in enough
draw up the contracts that contain detail to satisfy the average needs of
classified information, from those in the individual.
public relations who would like to In addition to that, we prepare
break a nice story in the Laboratory special guides on things like neutron
News. Sometimes we have to turn generators and fuzing. Another item

them down on those things. Requests very heavily in demand is what we
come from contractors who have been call our Mark guides. I think you
given drawings, reports or materials, folks have different nomenclature, but
anld even from some of you folks we produce a system guide for every
when you would like briefings on new program, such as the Mark 61 and so
lprograms and whatnot. forth. We try with the advent of each

We have in our working force four new program to get on the street as
staff people and a supervisor. I don't soon as we can with a guide of sonic
know if he would necessarily come consequence.
under the heading of working force In addition, we help in the prepara-
or not. He sort of sits back and pre- tion of guides that have a much
empts people from time to time. But broader policy implication. We were
our people do average from six to instrumental to some extent in help-
twelve consultations each (lay. The ing to prepare the new guide CG-W-2.
queries range from a casual thing We have also been working with
that could be answered off the top AEC/DoI) folks on weapon testing
of the head to a complex query from and we have most recently been con-
Washington asking us to justify cerned with special guides in such
things. areas as vulnerability and weapons

The second unique ant( challenging materi-Als, and a vulnerability guide.
function we have is that of p~reparing We have, perhaps, the only materials
written guidance. We supply our guide in existence, which has become
employees with guidance, and otr a CG document. (CG stands for class-
subcontractors, other integrated con- ification guide, issued by the l)ivisiom
tractors, and, of course, the DoD agen- of Classification in Germantown.)
cies when we work on joint projects. With the services andi joint working

Fortunately, for the purposes of groups, we have assisted in the prep-
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aration of guides for the Test Readi- technical people discussing policy for
ness Program for the JTF-8, and for a guide.
the JTF-2 Low-Level Weapon System Perhaps from there we might go
Evaluation Program. Some of you briefly into how we go at writing a
may be acquainted with that program. guide, and I don't suppose in many
We spent quite a bit of time and ef- ways it's too different from the way
fort and although we got a guide that the rest go at it. Our first step is to
was acceptable we never did get it seek out the technical staff people
approved. In addition, currently we who are involved, particularly if the
are working on such things as Polaris- item is a new weapon program or non-
Minuteman Mk 12, Poseidon/Mk 3, weapon program. And the classifier
and Minuteman/Mk 17 reentry ve- then needs to sort of brain-wash the
hicle systems. So life gets pretty com- technical man to determine what is
plex and interesting, important to the program. For ex-

Recently, since there has been rela- ample, in a new space program he
tive deemphasis on the weapons pro- might be interested in the reentry
grams, the Laboratory has sought to philosophy and the heat generated.
diversify its efforts, and is engaging He would become involved with our
in a number of reimbursable contracts materials people because of their cur-
that have their own unique classifi- rent interest in the vulnerability
cation problems. A number of these problem. We do a lot of contact work
activities are involved with space. We for them.
have several corttracts with NASA But we have to ask the questions,
including a program to prevent con- are the techniques, designs and ma-
tamination of other planets. We terials in the new program unique
also (to work in soil activation anal- so as to require additional classifica-
ysis. We have become active in the tion? And actually unless we get in the
Vela satellite program for the down- early phase of the program we have in
ward-looking instrumentation, logic all essence lost it. Once the facts are

systems, digital data handling and re- in, a detailed search can be made
duction, and other related engineer- through existing policy guidance. And

ing matters. We contribute to the here, of course, we have to lean heav-

SNAP program, Systems for Nuclear ily on what is established by AEC

Auxiliary Power, and one aspect of policy. We can't go out and make
our own without approval. Sometimes

the contribution to this program is
the espnsiiliy fo moitoingthe we suggest policy, but we don't make

the responsibility for monitoring the it. So we try to determine whether

safety of aerospace nuclear systems there is any existing guidance that

to determine if they would contam- covers the problem. If there is, fine,

inate the earth's atmosphere upon re- we just apply, as we normally (1o in the
entry. We are also involved in design case of supplier guidance. If there
of isotopic heat sources, and as a de- isn't guidance, then we go through
sign agency we have sat with the long procedures to try to get approval.
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When agreement is reached within figures on that, but we did manage to
the company-and sometimes this it- find several areas in which we were
self is hard to do-we present it to able to point to considerable cost
Bob Henderson, chairman of our savings, one of which I think 1 could
classification board. He is chairman mention briefly. That is the fact that
of the board, and he is vice president we were able to transclassify vulnera-
of the Laboratory. About a year ago bility information, thereby taking ad-
he was appointed as senior reviewer vantage of DoD clearances on sub-
for the AEC. At any rate, that is our contracts instead of having to go
last line in the corporation before it through the tortuous route of the Q,
goes to AEC-ALO for approval. Of the ninety days, the $500. That is
course in the process of this I think one area in which we think we have
it is evident that when we are doing made a substantial savings.
a package for the nuclear laboratories, We have also had a survey of our
we talk with them. Or if we have reclamation procedures, and we find
something in a delivery vehicle aa- that although we are not going to
turally we must consult the services make any money we are going to spend
before we even draft our guide. a lot less disposing of material than

After approval is received and we we did before. So far, I don't have
make the required changes a copy is any dollars on that one.
filed, and then come printing and I think that ;from what I have said
d'stribution. Normally we distribute you can appreciate the broad char-
only to people who are internal to acter of our activities at the Labora-
the corporation and then within the tory. Certainly, it is diverse and com-
local weapons system within AEC. plex. I have only been able to discuss
Of course it directly affects the con- advice and counsel and guide writing
tractors. Then the job is just begin- but I think that gives you a repre-
ning, because once you have a guide sentative picture of what we do. It
in existence, as you know, it becomes seems sometimes that we have at least
obsolete, and it must be revised and 100 bosses all making demands at the
re-issued as the situation demands. same -time, -all wanting- fast and

In addition to our other work, we thorough service and all burdened
had a request to completely revise our with exotic technical considerations,
Handbook, to conform to CG-W-2, often scheduled so that our help is
which is a neat trick; it is about a sought on a kind of last minute
200-page document and it will take basis, which I am sure we all are
some effort. acquainted with. This, of course, adds

I should say, lest you think that to the fun. We try to regard our job
because we are nonprofit we are not as providing service rather than
interested in expense, that we have posing restrictions. Our aim is to help
recently completed a cost saving study the technical line find solutions to
for the AEC and I would hesitate to classification problems that are tech-
say that I could back up all the nically sound and administratively
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feasible. We believe that this ap- facility in McLean and at our various
proach has contributed much to our field offices overseas. We have a small
general fine working relationship office in Bangkok, some personnel in
with the line organizations. Saigon, another office in Heidelberg,

This is a quick brush of the Sandia Germany, and representatives in Sin-
Laboratory classification function. If gapore and with SHAKE, and with
any of you have questions later I will the United Kingdom.
be happy to try to answer them. In a basic mission in addition to

our thrust on Army problems, we
EUGENE J. SUTO have undertaken a diversified pro.

Resarch Analysis Corporation gram of independent research and

Good morning, ladies and gentle. studies for the offices of the Secretary
of Defense, supporting agencies andm en . R A C , th e R esearch A n alysisn o - e ns s ct r of G v n m t

Corporation, is located off the Belt- non-defense sectors of Government
way at the McLean Exit in Virginia. whose needs demand the type of skills
We moved to our new building from we have developed for our principal
Maryland in December 1963. RAG client.
was established in 1961 to study major Perhaps the most important aspect
defense problems with the U.S. Army of our mission is its breadth, which
as its principal client, having then today requires and permits RAC to
assumed the responsibility and staff study any subject from the rifle car-
of our predecessor, the Operations tridge to the most basic questions of
Research Office of the Johns Hopkins military strategy. We have at the mo-
University. Together ORO and RAC ment over 800 employees. Of this
have presented an unbroken chronol- number approximately 50% are either
ogy in the application of analytical support or administrative personnel
techniques to military problems dat- and the remaining are professional
ing back from 1948. staff members with degrees in eco-

The basic mission of RAC is to nomics, engineering, mathematics,
find more effective means of con- medicine, operations research, pnys-
ducting military operations in its ical science, political science, and so-.
broadest context, ranging from in- cial science. RAC is divided into eight
surgency through limited war to total research departments. These are: stra-
war with nuclear exchange; in seeking tegic studies, combat analysis, uncon-
out and evaluating preferred and al- ventional warfare, logistics, military
ternate means to increase combat gaming, science engineering, econom-
effectiveness; anti applying advance ics and costing, and advanced re-
techniques and methodology. We con- search. We have a Computer Science
sider changes in national and inter. Center for technical support.
national situations, and weigh recent Our library is considered one of
developments in political and mili- the largest of its type in the metro-
tary organizations and strategy and politan area and we feel one of the
tactics. This work is performed at our best in the country. It contains more
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than 125,000 documents, 16,000 books 1 January 1965, after about a year
and pamphlets, 24,000 maps, and ap- and a half of study.
proximately 30,000 visual aids. Addi- The system maintains full control
tionally, we have active subscrip- over locating documents and provides
tions to some 600 journals and news- a given listing at any time of auto-
papers. Our Editorial and Graphics matic downgrading of documents.
Department edit and publish most The IBM cards designed to support
of the publications produced by RAC. the system serve as receipts, control

The Production Section further re. cards, suspense cards, destruction
produces approximately 300 study cards, and the system further provides
publications of various types each the location of material by study num- ..
year. As you are probably now aware, ber as it would pertain to particular
our principal product is paper, not contracts.
hardware. From these departments, We have complete and individual
combined annual output of paper- staff member inventories which are
working paper, drafts and final programmed at six-month intervals.
studies--would range approximately Since we have this constantly growing
40,000 copies. These classifications inventory of over 100,000 documents,
range from unclassified through top this is no small job. But we are able
secret with other variances of special to supply individual staff member in-
category markings which require even ventories for physical checking in a
more detailed special handling and matter of minutes.

control. In addition to the RAG
proucts, we reciv o o tie ASome of the tasks that fall within,:products, we receive __from- outside
sources about 20,000 p s our department of classification man-
souied abuterial0eacheyear f w i - agement and control are the prepa-
fied material each year which en- ration of DD 254s for our subcontract-
tails constant checking for proper or, consultant, and graphic firms. We
markings and groupings. Also, I admit we don't have many of these.
might add, in the interest of our cli- aomit we do have guidaceents we are obliged to exercise a de- However, we do provide guidance
getse corolid protexectins a de and write these 254s for them. One ofgree of control and protection on al- ou ma nj b h s be n t wr e t emotall the unclassified material pro- our main jobs has been to write the
most aletter in lieu of 254 for our principal
duced by RAC. client. In fact, I got into this par-

This gives you an idea of our job ticular area about ten years ago, in
to effect proper classification and writing a letter in lieu of a 254 as
control to meet DoD as well as other pertains to the Industrial Security
government imposed requirements to Manual and as we had revisions of
satisfy the client and give classifica- the manual we would constantly re-
tion guidance to RAC staff members. view this. We find that here was

We are fortunate in that we have where industry was participating, in
converted our document control sys. that we usually wrote the letter in lieu
tem to an automated control utilizing of and proposed it to our principal
the computer. This went into effect client, and with very few changes they
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usually bought what we had proposed. guidance for classification, and the
In essence, each year we have a project people are free to come and

program that is submitted to our see us along the way. What may start
principal client and in it we iray out as an unclassified project could
have anywhere from seventy to one take on a much higher classification.
hundred specific studies. This is In fact, we have had studies that have
written in coordination with the started out with the collection of ma-
client. It would contain scope of the terial from unclassified sources and
work and perhaps in some cases indi- they eventually were classified as top
cate classification, although generally secret. In some cases they even went
speaking in our work the classification into the registered category. That
could range anywhere from unclassi- category since has been eliminated
fled to top secret. And maybe that's but this does show you what can
all the guidance that we have for the happen.
time being in that particular study This doesn't always work out the
outlined. This is, as I say, reviewed way we want, however. We have had
by our principal client. We receive situations where documents have gone
our work program back. Management this route, unclassified documents,
then goes over it as it's been approved had complete review process, and then
by the Army, and this is assigned we were told that we could distribute
then to particular study teams. We the pulz!ication. We made a limited
may have anywhere from three to ten distribution on an unclassified publi-
technical staff members assigned to cation, for example, and then we (le-
a particular study in a certain area. cided at a later date to process the
Here again, the team concept is used. document for clearance in the open
What we set up working with the literature. So it again went the route
Army is a project advisory group of clearance in the open literature. I
assigned to each study. This group received a call, "Gene Suto, what are
consists of not only the sponsor of you trying to do, release secret in-
the particular study but there are formation?" I, in this case, went back
representatives from the various gen- to ihe staff members-it so happened
eral staff agencies or other specific there was a paragraph in a case that
agencies. Somebody asked earlier, I am relating-and I was informed by
"What about intelligence participa- the staff member concerned in the
tion?" Usually there is an Assistant group, "Well, this information had
Chief of Staff for Intelligence repre- been collected from Aviation Week
sentative on this project advisory and a number of other sources." I col-
group. Through this meeting, then, lected all this information, and this

about four times a year for most of was truly so, and I supplied it to the
the studies, they are able to furnish group and then sent it back through
particular guidelines to steer the the proper channels and here again
project on its proper course. At the there was quite a bit of disagreement.
same time, our member does provide They still maintained, "Well, that
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probably still is secret as far as we the document for appropriate clear-
are concerned. However, in this case ance.
we will let it pass." Recently I have had the good for-

We do recommend, to our client, tune to sell management on the idea
distribution statements and controls that we should create a new position
for all our publications. We coordi- within our department, titled Classi-
nate the release of the publications fication Specialist. Even though we
to the Defense Documentation Center have been doing many of these func-
and the other addressees. We control tions, we felt that we could profession.
the printing requirements, by the ally do a better job. Rather than
way, in our department of all the recruit someone for this job, we
drafts and final publications. We feel moved Tom Bracken from our cor-
that this is an important aspect, in poration. Tom was in charge of docu-
that even though we have an elab- ment control and he moved to this
orate procedure of review and approv- new assignment. One of his main
al by one of our vice presidents it will tasks will be to develop a general
be passed on to us to really decide security classification guide. We do
how many copies of a document we have some guides in existence already
have to have printed to aeet the and we have a RAC style manual.
needs of the client plus the needs of In addition, we have given guidance
the Corporation. We are placed in in our security manual. We have rot
a difficult position at times on this yet come up with a general guide that
when someone feels that this docu- would apply to all of our operation.
ment is the best in the world and it We implemented the paragraph
should be published and probably marking on 1 November 1966 ar.d two
5,000 copies should be distributed to of the most common questions that
all his colleagues. And then when we I have had in this area have been, -,

end up printing one hundred copies "To what detail do I mark para-
we really do have some problems. graphs?" and two, "Must I paragraph
We do coordinate the clearance of mark the entire document if only a
lublications in the open literature in few pages are classified?" I submit
this respect. Any of our documents that the essence of paragraph mark-
proposed for clearance in the open ing is to pinpoint in any given docu.
literature are first reviewed by our ment the material that is classified.

research council, which is made up of Our experience has been that in the

(he senior research staff members. general run of the mill documents,
perhaps one.fourth or less of the ma-

They in turn first pass on a document terial is actually classified. The bal-

from a Corporation point of view s tice is u classified. ur boli
ance is unclassified. Our policy has

to whether it should or should not been to recommend wherever possi-
be processed for clearance. After their ble paragraph marking. If this isn't
review, in coordination with our con- possible, we try to recommend prep-
tract administrator, we will submit aration of separate annexes to a pub-
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lication that are properly paragraph unclassified, making a total of six, not
marked and contain only the classi- twelve years. Another thought is, of
fied part. If this is impractical we course, elimination of the FOUO and
stress complete paragraph marking or similar markings on unclassified doc.
in some cases specify a statement or uments as now in effect, and require
dassification page or guide in the that we cite the particular exemption
publication that pinpoints which under the Freedom of Information
pages are classified, and those pages Act that applies if restriction should
are paragraph marked. This does be placed on unclassified documents.
save the actual marking of each page These exemptions could either re-
and paragraph on unclassified pages. place or supplement the DDC state-
In a few limited cases, we have placed ments now in use. Another thought
this information on the cover of the is that there should be a more simple
publication so there is no doubt as uniform code for paragraph marking,
to what is classified, making it mandatory to include not

The advantages of classification only the confidential, secret or top

management in our type of corpora- secret but a notation as to (late of the
tion have been (1) the reduction of original group designation. I realize

inventories, (2) applying proper this is optional at this time in a more

classification, (3) better coordination detailed fashion. However, we do ...

with the client and within the facility, have a problem. Sometimes a group
and (4) less cost per control if an IV confidential document remains
automated document inventory and group IV for six or seven or ten years
contiol system is maintained. Of because we continue to apply marking
course these savings aren't as evident and never stress the date the material
as they would be in a hardware type was originated.
of operation. As I look back on our last two

I do propose some thoughts that seminars there has been considerable
may have been proposed before but progress not only within DoD but
may improve this program. I think within industry for those of us who
this has been tossed out before by have been thinking, selling, and ap-
DoD. Perhaps having four classifica- plying classification management.
tion groupings isn't the answer, per- There has been participation in the
haps w,- should have only two classi. classification management program.
fication groups-material that is not We have been getting top manage-
automatically regradable and should ment backing. There have been better
be examined every two or three years communication and guidance between
for specific regrading purposes, and Government and contractors. A num-
material that is regradable. Also, we ber of us have gone to automated doc-
should perhaps set a more realistic ument control. There have been a lot
time frame, such as every two years of thought and action in the reduc-
from TS to secret, from secret to con- tion of inventory by contractors. We
fidential, and from confidential to still look forward to a master classifi-
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cation directory, some central de. years ago. It traces its history back to
pository on classification review, and the RAND Corporation; we were a
better procedures on applying auto- division of that corporation. Even
mated techniques to classification earlier we were known as the System
determinations. Research Laboratory of RAND.

In summary, I sincerely believe SDC's total population is around
that we who have been practicing 3,000. Of that number about 2,000
classification management have strong are professional people. We have
convictions that this program is here major offices in Santa Monica. We
to stay. Those firms who do not have also have key facilities in Falls
such programs will suffer and be Church, Virginia; Lexington, Massa-
criticized. It is up to each of us to chusetts; New Jersey; Dayton, Ohio;
sell classification management in the and Colorado Springs. We also have
same way that security had to be sold many smaller liaison operations at
not too many years ago to top man- military bases throughout this coun-
agement. Thank you very much. try and abroad. Our major effort has

been for the Air Force. Our first con-
LORIMER F. McCONNELL tract that put us in business when

Systi Development Corporation we spun off from RAND was for the

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, Air Defense Command. We have

for bearing with us to the final mo- since that time developed working
ment. I am proud of you all. I am relationships with other elements of

ha )py to tell you that I am going to the Air Force and with other elements

make this as short as possible. I gave of DoD and now even with Federal
this speech a year ago in Cocoa and local governments. So we are
Beach, and those of you that were diversifying considerably these days.

there shouldn't have to suffer through It is always interesting to me to find
the whole thing again. out how a classification management - -

I could start off by saying many of program got started. I will tell you
the features of the classification about what ours is, but let me just
management programs that we have, take a few minutes to tell you how it
others have described, and I want to happened.
spend most of my time on a couple When I came to work at SDC I was
of features that I haven't heard others given the responsibility for classifica-
talk about. But so that you will know tion, They said, "You take care of
who and what my company is like, that." I didn't know too much about
I will give you a little sketch of Sys- it, really, but I got out and began to
tem Development Corporation, so talk with people, technical people
that you can see why we have picked and others, and it became evident to
the kind of classification management me that although we had broad
program we have to serve our needs. guidance there. was very little de-

SDC is a "not for profit" corpora- tailed guidance for the individual
tion, incorporated almost eleven technical man to tell him how to
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apply this broad guidance in an in- ever going to solve the problem.
dividual situation. Coupled with that Central management attention to the
I had discovered that there had de- problems of classification manage-
veloped a divergence of views among ment is needed. And tlat is why we
the technical people as to just what are finding that there a:e people who
and how much needed to be classi. are called classification managers.
fied. Individual technical groups and Those of us who are here today I
sections and some individual writers think play a very important role in
often bad their own ideas of the way this whole thing. So I would stress
it ought to be done. So I found that that guidance alone is not enough-
the problem I had on my hands was written guidance that is.
how to reconcile these divergent views, At SDC we are a staff office-we
to provide assistance in interpreting recently underwent a slight reorgani-
existing guidance and to obtain guid. zation-and I am responsible for the
ance where it was lacking. Now, I classification management office. I re-
think we have reduced the problem port to our corporate secretary-treas-
to a manageable size but we are still urer as does our security manager, who
trying to solve it-one painful step at is at an equal level with myself. In
a time. I was told in those days, and addition to classification matters, as
I still am occasionally, that the con- such, my office, which consists of
tractor does not classify anything, myself and three other professional
that he simply marks in accordance people and one secretary, is responsi-
with the military instruction. I don't ble for documentation policy at SDC
quarrel with this. But the phrase and for documentation matters,
bothers me somewhat because the which, incidentally, fit very nicely
rigorous language tends to imply that with the classification business be-
many contractors are to be .. ovided cause we are oriented toward the
with a kind of nut and bolt manual content of information and docu-

--on how to classify everything. This mentation. We also handle problems
doesn't, as you know, happen. It can't concerned with proprietary informa-
ever happen. So I think the contrac- tion, trade secrets, copyright, and
tor must participate to some extent other things that relate to protecting
in the initial and continu;ng devel- information for reasons other than
opment of the guidance. I believe National Security.
what I have heard here in the last Our functions include providing
two and a half (lays would lead me to guidance to the line organizations,
believe that most people here agree the technical line organizations which
with that. The job of determining an we try to educate as-if I may use the
individual classification in an individ- expression-junior classification man-
uali situation is an extremely conipli- agement people. We try to infuse in
cated business, is what I am saying, our technical people the ability to
and no matter how g,-!'l the written conduct themselves as classification
guidance is I don't think it is really management people and keep our
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office at a minimum level. It would One thing I would like to take four
be very easy for us to begin to en- or five minutes on is our system for
large our staff, double or triple it, and handling classification challenges. We
have everyone come to us to make believe that it is a good policy not to
classification decisions. But that is not play ostrich when there are problems;
an honest, sensible way to go. We try that is, we recognize that there are
to hold our staff down and answer going to be problems, and that se-
questions only when things just can't curity classification is rot a perfect
be answered elsewhere, but to con- art.
tinue to keep information on classi- Dr. Hammer talked about "How
fication flowing to certain key people many 9s do you want? I can't give
in our technical organization who you a hundred percent." I think this
can, hopefully, do the right thing. works in most areas of human activity,
Although we are a staff office and and we encourage people to come up,
have no line responsibility over any. let us know when there is a problem.
one who is making classification de- Let's say, if a document gets pub-
cisions, we are the final corporate au- lished as unclassified and somebody
thority in classification matters. So, sees it and thinks that it ought to be
right or wrong, when we make a de- secret, we try to encourage people to
cision that's it. And this is pretty let us know about it, without feeling
good. It has turned out that we can that there's an awful threat of
make decisions about as well as any- doom associated with revealing this
body and it kind of helps when you fact. We think that it is in the interest
have one decision and not seven, of National Security to find out about

We have informal working rela- these things and try to do something
tionships with our contracts manage. about them. If we can't, if the rab-
ment office, with our public relations bit's out of the bag, at least we let
office, and with our purchasing the proper people know about it.
people, who all are likely to have In many cases, we found that un-
something to do with some aspect of der-claswification is not a matter of
classification. Another thing, too_ somebody goofing, it's just a matter
several others have mentioned this of maybe no one had formulated a
also-it is a corporate rule that no judgment about that particular thing
one may discuss an interpretation of until the document got publishe.
classification guidance with our user Maybe there wasn't clear guidance.
agencies except us. There is a real Maybe there was a conflict oi guid-
good reason for this. We don't want ance or something like this, and the
our user agencies to be approached mechanism of having challenges flow
seventeen or a hundred different through our office helps us to im-
times on similar questions. It doesn't prove our guidance and it helps us
make any sense to do it that way. We to educate our people who feel
have learned that through experience, very free about coming in to us. Very
I am sure others have also. seldom do we find that someone just
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out and out failed to do his duty. documents in twelve volumes, all of
This happens sometimes, and cer- which are secret, and asking, "Could
tainly disciplinary actions have to be you maybe put all the secret in one
taken. People have to read their volume?" "Yes, I guess so." It's just
guidance. It's there in black and as simple as that sometimes, and the
white. But by and large our challenge payoff is tremendous.
system has proven to be a very useful We feel this is the only kind of
tool in helping us improve effective. payoff we can find. We are in the
ness of otr classification program. software business and we don't pro-

We keep some records, too. We try duce hardware so we have to count
to prove to our management that we paper. I am sure that people in hard-
are worthwhile. Every once in awhile ware can come up with much better
they look at these. A member of top cost reduction programs than we can,
management gets interested in the but we are kind of proud of this.
Industrial Security Manual and he Also, I think it makes good sense
wonders, you know, what is in there from the standpoint of making the
that involves us. It's not always easy security program better. If you have
to explain but we try. We try to argue got less to protect, you have got a
that we reduce the amount of debate better chance of really protecting it.
and argument on the part of the We think that's a good argument.
technical people by making decisions. One final note on cost: our techni-
Also, we have kept some track of cal services operation has figured out
documentation volume. We try to re- in terms of hard diollars and cents that . ..
duce the volume of initially published it really costs them about SI.45 to
secret information. Our first effort process a secret document. Each docu-
I should say was to try to get rid of ment that is printed by this organiza-
as much unnecessary secret as possible. tion is sold to one of our technical
When we thought that we had departments. Really, the money cones
cleaned out the excess to the best of out of the technical department's bud-
our ability, we felt the next best get. If someone in one of our line
effort would be to concentrate on departments orders a document and
keeping the initial publication of pays a certain price for it, it comes
secret data at a minimum. Over a out of his budget-and he has got to
period of four years we have been, have the money to pay for it. If it's
I think, pretty effective in this. Our secret it costs him I$1.45 more, to cover
overall level of documentation has re- the cost of the forms, the accounta-
mained about the same. Our volume bility inventory, and so forth. So we
of secret documents has been reduced can really save our line departments
from around 150,000 to, the next a little money in this way if we can
year, around 80,000, to about 50,000, reduce or show them ways to reduce
to 30,000. WVe think this is pretty the volume of secret that they initiate.
significant. It is just a matter of get- That's the end of my talk. I will be

ting to people who are publishing glad to answer any questions later
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on during the question and answer and development work outside the
period. Thank you. Laboratory, and this has of course

simplified the problem of providing
LESLIE M. REDMAN classification guidance.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory In the panel the other day, Mr.
Let me tell you a little bit about Pender recited the legal basis for

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. what must seem to many of you the
It is in the mountains of Northern peculiarities of the Atomic Energy
New Mexico, a site picked originally Commission and its contractors-
for security and the opportunity to namely, that there is a separate act;
fire high explosives without attracting that it is the first statutory identifi-
undue attention. The Laboratory was cation of a class of information or
started in 1943 to do the research and group of information that is, so to
engineering for the first nuclear speak, born classified; that the
weapons. Its original mission includ- Atomic Energy Commission as an en-
ed production of them. Now we are tity (five people) are the only ones
confining ourselves solely to research empowered to remove any informa.
and development. About half of the tion from the category of Restricted
work of the Laboratory is on nuclear Data. Perhaps you aren't familiar
weapons. Other activities include with the way in which that operates,
nuclear reactors for rocket propulsion, practically. The Commissioners, nor-
controlled thermonuclear reactions, mally, merely make policy and say
some work on civilian power reactors, that, "This area of information is ex-
investigations into biology and medi- pected to develop very little that we
cine, and a greet deal of basic sup- want to keep classified." They did
porting research in physics and this in regard to the civilian power
chemistry and metallurgy. In addition reactor. They are advised by a body
to that, we are in the process, and it of senior technical people, called the
appears to be going forward, of con- Senior Reviewers. The declassifica-
structing a large linear accelerator tion system which the AEC has to
to do fundamental work in medium have as opposed to a system of re
energy physics. view for I-ublic release, is staffed by

The Laboratory has always been a group of pf-rhaps one hundred re-
under the University of California. sponsible reviewers-usually con-
It is organized in somewhat loose tractors-.-scattered throughout the
confederation of technical divisions Commission's installations who are
each with an area in which to func- versed both in the subject matter and
tion. We don't work on projects but in the classification rules and policies.
rather in terms of competencies. With the passage of time more and
Because of our original mission and more areas have been defined as un-
situation we have 3tayed quite closely classified. The Atomic Energy Act ex-
to in-house activities. lVe have essen- pressly states that the Commission
tially no subcontracts for research shall have no policy to restrict the
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dissemination of information except KENNETH WILSON: I don't
as provided in that and other acts. have a question but I would like to
Accordingly, we have never had in comment on that statement you just
the Atomic Energy program the made, wherein you indicated that
problem of deciding whether some- your task was to help them find out
thing was fit to be published, be- what was unclassified. That strikes
cause it never became unclassified un- me as a very interesting sales point
der the Act unless that was true. for the rest of us, which I don't think
Once it had been declassified there many of us have tried to use. At least
were no restraints available other I hadn't thought of this approach.
than perhaps moral suasion to the Yet it can be applicable in DoD in-
publication of the information. dustry classification management.

Because of our peculiar character Perhaps this might be something for
and history, our classification man- us to think about. I intend to go
agement activity is very different back and start thinking positive, in
from almost anyone else's. I have an approaching my engineers-taking
office that has a total of three people the position that I am helping them
in it. All of us have worked in re- to identify what they can release
search and development for the rather than what they can't release.
Atomic Energy Commission or its So I would like to thank you for that

predecessor. Our principal function little gem.

is to develop, in consultation with REDMAN: It flows directly from
technical people, what it is about the Atomic Energy Act but it can
their programs that is no longer flow farther than the AEC contract-
classified. This is a very happy situa- ors certainly.
tion in which to be for someone con- RICHARD BOBERG: 1, too, rath-
cerned with classification manage- er than a question had some observa-
ment, because you are giving permis- tions that pretty much apply to both
sion to release, in a sense, rather this panel and the one prior to it.
than being concerned about what I want to underline a couple of
must be isolated. things that were said. They were

We publish about seventy-five pa- brought up for the first time, I think,
pers in the open literature each by your panel. I liad hoped that we
month, and issue about twenty-five would emphasize them more. There
more technical reports. All of those are some things I think need to be
are individually reviewed completely emphasized. One of them is the con-
by the technical information group. cept of document reduction, which is

That is a very brief summary. I the responsibility of all of us. It is
think it hits the particular character- perhaps the basis of a classification
istics of the Laboratory of interest management program. Another is the
here. limitation by some practical means of

I now throw the meeting open for -eproduction of classified material.
questions from the floor. I have been doing some wrestling
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with that problem in our particular management is boxing your ears be.
corporation, and I don't think we cause of the cost that you are devoting
have that kind of time. But I would to close identification of classified
be curious to now know how some information, remember that you al-
of you contractor representatives have ways have a comeback: that you are
resolved this. As I recall, the Indus- releasing something for possible use
trial Security Manual says something to the company to make some money.
to the effect that reproduction of And it may be that what you said
classified material will be kept to the and what Ken said and what Joe said
minimum required to do the contract. is really a plus that we can all get.
The definition of that figure is always LESLIE AYERS: I noted in Jim
a difficult one where they are techni. Marsh's presentation that he hinted
cal folks because of what's been men- he sometimes has to worry about
tioned before-the pride of author- classification from divergent sources
ship and the fact that everyone wants and possibly divergent classification
to send one to the president of the guidance. Jim, could you discuss a
corporation. I think another part of a little bit what you do if you find that
good classification management pro- there is a disagreement between, for
gram is what was mentioned about instance, the Air Force and the
the proprietory information, and also, Atomic Energy Commission about
perhaps, foreign mailing, which gets any given integrated project.
involved in our field. So I think these MARSH: Well, I think I will side-
things should be underlined in the step that one, but that is something
sense that they are parts of all good that the Commission and DoD have-
classification management programs. n't been able to settle in quite a while.
Thank you. I think what you bring up is really

GEORGE MacCLAIN: I think you a problem to both sides of the fence.
will recall that when Joe Liebling You have got a lot of projects going,
spoke at lunch on the first day he as you are well aware. In fact, we
mentioned that there is indeed a pay- are working for you folks right now.
off for the pocketbook of industry if But we have this peculiar interface
they will take every reasonable step where we are trying to design a prod.
to identify what's classified so that uct fo- the military. We have the re-
they have less restraints on the use of strictions of the Atomic Energy Act.
what is not classified. It is a little We are currently working on a device
difficult to know just how to com- which conceivably could be used by
municate your unclassified informa- the Navy or the Air Force. The
tion that hasn't been approved for problem is we naturally go first to
prior public release. I don't have all our technical people, and they are
the answers to that but I am sure that dealing with one branch of the
it is easier to do that than it is to service. In the process of this we
communicate classified information, come to clear up what about the
And therefore if you find that your project shoukl be classified. If we
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have two services involved simulta- Connell, you have described an effect-
neously, already you have a built-in ive focal point in System Develop-
possibility of dispute. Then we have to ment Corporation for putting ques.
go to Mr. Durham to ask his good tions to the Government as to what
offices to help us solve this or we go the classification of information
to the groups individually or get them really should be on work that your
together. The problem really isn't so employees are doing. Do you find as
bad because after hammering things equally effective a focal point in the
back and forth things can be resolved. Government for giving you back the
But then when we try to get approval answers?
through our line of authority, which McCONNELL: Isn't it just about
goes back through our Operations Of- time to adjourn? No, I think I can
fice to Germantown, that's where the answer that. We found that if we
fun starts. And we find that there is really go out looking for someone to
a lot of crossover at the policy level give us an answer we can usually find
and sometimes there is not enough someone. I mean that sincerely. I
information about the product. So don't mean that to flatter anyone.
we just go around in circles. It usually Sometimes we are frustrated because
winds up with a big meeting, and a of the time delay, and I fully under-
few people getting irritated. Normally stand that the military people we go
with enough patience we can resolve to just can't come up with it like
the questions. And the reason I like that; they have got to go some place
to come to these meetings, there are a else. So, it's fully understandable. But
lot of you I talk to on the phone, or as far as ultimately getting an answer,
write to once in awhile, and we know yes, I think we do, if we go out and
we have mutual problems and we scratch hard enough and bother peo-
don't get together enough to talk ple enough, we get some kind of
about them. To me this is one of the answer.
real benefits I get from coming to DONALD GARRETT: One of the
such a meeting. I don't think I an- list of 7673k questions that I was go-
swered your question but-it gave me litof773..usinsta..wa o
swerae yor qestnon buthit gave me ing to ask the panel this morning was,
a chance to expand on that a little What is the average time it takes to
bit. obtain a classification interpretation

AYERS: I knew there was no real from the customer? Are there any
answer. I was pulling your leg a lit- categorical answers that you can give?
tie bit about the integrated project. McCONNELL: I don't think I
But I think that anybody who lives could give an answer but I could
in the classification business here in say this: a decision quite often has to
Washington, as a large number of us be made one way or the other, and
here do, has come to the conclusion if you are in a situation-this has
that nothing beats getting around the been our experience-where you real-
same table once in awhile. ize it is going to be awhile before you

WILLIAM FLORENCE: Mr. Mc- get the answer, all you can do is over-
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classify until you find out. You can working papers. I would like to know
always downgrade it later. Sometimes if some of these other groups have
you just can't get the answer as run into the problems of working
quickly as you feel you need it. But papers. When do you bring a work-
as regards an average, I don't really ing paper under control? How do
know. Sometimes you get answers you manage its classification? How do
right on the spot. Sometimes it takes you get in guidance? Have any of
a month or two. Sometimes it takes you run into this problem?
longer. I don't know what the aver- REDMAN: Let me start to try to
age is. answer that. The ideal condition I

GARRETT: Second question along described earlier really does exist in
that line: Do you have any difficulty our operation, and of the man doesn't
identifying the party to whom to go put the proper classification stamp on
to get an answer? it, the secretary will. And if she

McCONNELL: We don't, we go can't get an answer from him or the
to the user agency. group leader, someone gets in touch

SUTO: I can add to that. We with the classification organization
really haven't had a problem, in that and establishes what it should be.
you usually go through the user The security rules call for marking
agency who can refer you to another anything as soon as you stop writing
source. We found in some cases by on it, by the page, and we find, in
going directly to the user agency they general, that's done or the material
don't have any objection if we pursue is carefully protected until enough of
it further with the originator, it has been accumulated so that it

MARSH: I think you folks know can be reviewed.
that your channels are pretty well MacCLAIN: Dick, Larry, and
established. Sometimes we do have Gene, I think they are all primarily
several problems. In fact I was happy producing paper, and all have active
to get to this meeting because I finally programs to keep down the volume
got to the top man-I should be talk- of classified paper at its point of or-
ing to the Navy. But we have looked igin to the extent that they can, and
to Durham's office to be a point of all have also emphasized that they
contact because we have found that try to segregate the classified. I won-
if we tried from our side of the fence der if there is any information avail-
to go to the individua7:, our lack of able to them that would indicate a
knowledge Iandicaps us. So we use feed-back from their marketing peo-
that as a point of liaison. I don't ple or their management in this
know if it is proper or not. It has connection. If you have thirty per-
been effective. Otherwise we get frus- cent reduction in secret documenta-
trated. tion, does that additional amount of

J. S. TROUTMAN: One of the unclassified information help your
things I had hoped to have addressed management to make money as far
by this panel was this problem of as you know?
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McCONNELL: George, for my lates to the point that Lorry and Jim
part I am reminded of the comment Bagley made earlier, that one of the
Jim Bagley made-that we have got things management has indicated to
a bigger problem with unclassified me-and I think it might be a prob-
than with classified. (Not seriously.) lem elsewhere-is the growing re-
But there is a problem there, because dundancy of markings on documents,
if you are dealing with a classified be they classified or unclassified. I
contract and information that per- am speaking of the markings now re.
tains thereto you still have got to go quired through different regulations,
to security review. I recognize their emanating perhaps from different
problem. They are burdened with all statutes or different executive orders
kinds of things going through that and so forth. Many of these markings
have to be cleared, and then have got go on the same document and many
the decision process of, "Well, can tend to be duplicating. This does re-
the public have it?" And this takes late to unclassified documents because
time. certain of them are required, and this

MacCLAIN: I think this is an ex- is a growing problem. I think it re-
isting difference between DoD opera- lates, too, to our first day's discussions
tions, for instance, and the AEC op. starting with Congressman Moss who
erations. Correct me if I am wrong, said something to the effect that he
Les, but if your Commission says would like to see a simple statement
something is not classified they there- rather than "for official use only,"-
by say it is releasable. exempt or not exempt. This is the
---REDMAN: That's what the Act kind of thing that would help us all
reads, that it may be published with- in this area.
out undue risk to the common de- ARTHUR VAN COOK: Lorry
fense and security, and they have no McConnell mentioned the cost of a
power to restrict the dissemination secret document would be $1.45. It
of information except as provided in is this type of cost data, if you have
that and other acts. So it's something it available, Lorry, I would very much
of an experience for AEC contractor be interested in putting a finger on.
people to come to meetings like this In fact, I am interested right now in
and find that one basic concern of all cost data relating to the handling
everybody else is one that has been of classified documents in transit, the
legislated away from them. cost associated with the conduct of top

BOBERG: I wanted to comment secret or secret inventories, and re-
that I think Lorry's answer is the best ceipting and storage. These cost data
possible under the circumstances. Un- become increasingly important these
fortunately, George, I don't think I days in assisting its to develop new
can give you a nice positive example. programs where we can present a
I wish I could, but it brings me to rationale such as "if you adopt this
another thought I had which is obvi. particular procedure, you can effect
ously unsolvable at this time. It re- cost avoidance savings." But the hard,
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factual data to support this rationale George, in Dick's comment about
are not readily available. So I appeal these markings and some of the effects
to all present here that if you have any they are having, there is one that's
cost data along the lines that I have brought on a cost real fast, hy proba-
just mentioned I would very much bly the human reaction to it. That is
appreciate being informed. Send it the recent change whereby you mark
directly in to our office. Thank you. the back with the classification of the

F. X. JAHN: This is in answer to front if it's higher, etcetera, etcetera. I
some of the questions by Mr. Boberg can name at least three companies in
as to how some of the classified docu- the New England area whose reaction
ment inventory can be rediucedi and to that has been to discontinue print-
controlled. We have in our plant no ing on other than one side of a page.
automatic distribution on classified This obviously doubles everything,
locuments. We have a six-month cost and everything else. They feel
follow-up on every accountable docu- that this is really easier than trying to
mient. If it's not charged out in six explain, implement and enforce the
months, the person responsible for the multiple classification approach. I can
document must certify in writing that see the desirability of it, and I under-
it is to be used. We will tF-- hold it stand all of the reasoning behind it.
an additional six month_ is not But when you try to write an in-
used for one year it requires a i.iemo. struction that explains this, you get
ranlum from a manager to continue into a lot of words and at least three
to hold the document. We have no companies-my company hasn't dle-
classified reproduction except through cilecl yet-have gone flatly to one
central repro. On all of our machines side printing. This may not he the
around the plant there is a very right answer but it is a case where our
strict statement on the machine that marking situation is getting into some
it must not be used for any classified bad reactions.
reprotluction. So all reproduction of THOMAS GRADY: I would like
classified documents has to go to underscore Dick's remarks about

through the central organization. additional markings. I know of one
Anybody can put in a request for project that requires, beside "secret,"
reproduction but he can only get it thirteen DoD markings. There is
out through security, because all hardly room for the title. This is not
classified repros go from reproduction in the manual, and it's not in thu
to security for release. We have a rule contract instrument. Procurement pmi
that you cannot make in excess of ten it into the 254, which is an improper
copies of a classified document unless use of it. I would like to see some
it is a contract requirement. If you thinking in that area. Thank you.
need something in excess of ten copies ROBERT BECKNER: This ilu,
you have to get permission from se- answer Don Garrett's question oi
curity. time elements and problems in get-

KENNETH WILSON: I think, ring answers to our classification
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questions. Our program is Lunar Ex- answer, because in the interim, our
cursion Module Descent Engine, scientists and technical people know
which we are subcontracted to by that this answer is wrong and that
Grumann, who in turn is contracted the injector hardware should be un-
by NASA here. We have a problem on classified because they have old us
our injector that is classified confi- at NASA headquarters that it should
dential. We go back to Grumann to be-but not in writing, only verbally.
help us answer this question anti they So we go back again to them-and
in turn go back to NASA at Houston, this is going on for about three years.
who gives an answer, sends it back We have gotten answers, it's true, but
to Grumann who sends it back to they are wrong answers. We know
TRW. Anti the thing is all wrong, in what the right answer is but we can't
our opinion. So we confront them get it in writing. This is one of the
again by five or six other letters back dilemmas that you get into on trying
anti forth anti we still get the wrong to get fast answers. Thank you.
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